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FOREWORD

This document sets out the Walking and Cycling Technical Design
Guidance for The Royal Parks.

STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
A.	INTRODUCTION: THE ROYAL PARKS			

6

B.	THE ROYAL PARKS CORPORATE AIMS			

9

C. WALKING AND CYCLING STRATEGY			

10

D. RELEVANT POLICY					12
E. WALKING 							14
F.

The Royal Parks has prepared this Guidance for internal use
and for limited circulation to designers and contractors, to bring
together a summary of walking and cycling strategic objectives and
to document the preferred approach for planning and designing
parkland infrastructure.

CYCLING							16

G.	OTHER PARK USERS					21
H. FUNDING AND DELIVERY					22

The Guidance describes how The Royal Parks currently plans and
provides for walking and cycling and sets out the priorities as
outlined in the Corporate Aims. The document details The Royal
Parks’ expectations for guiding the design process to meet future
visitor demands and ensure that users can continue to enjoy an
exceptional quality of parkland.
The Guidance brings together existing management processes
and provides advice, design considerations and technical details to
assist in maintaining a consistent approach to improving walking and
cycling facilities across the Royal Parks.

Ruth Holmes

Cycle Programme Manager & Project Sponsor

First edition by Atkins, April 2016
Second edition by Atkins, February 2017
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1A.
INTRODUCTION: THE ROYAL PARKS
The Royal Parks is made up of eight parks, each of which have distinct characteristics and serve
diverse communities and catchments. Dispersed across five London boroughs, the Royal Parks
attract high numbers of domestic and international visitors by foot and bicycle, throughout the
year. The Royal Parks provide the capital with some of the most attractive and pleasant walking and
cycling routes, frequently off-carriageway and set back from busy highways.
The existing path network has developed over the years since the park landscapes were first laid
out. These were influenced by the various designers in combination with the adoption of desire
lines (informal pedestrian routes) observed where visitors frequently cross the lawns. The paths
were progressively formalised with tarmac or self-binding gravel paths, but now there are processes
to better manage and rationalise the path network across the parks to ensure environmental
quality and better consistency.

The Regent’s Park &
Primrose Hill

Westminster City Council
and Camden Council

Kensington Gardens

Westminster City Council
and Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea

Hyde Park &
Grosvenor Gardens

Westminster City Council

Brompton Cemetery

St James’s Park & The
Green Park

Westminster City Council

Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea

The Royal Parks offer:

• 28 miles of off-carriageway cycle routes
• 32 miles of park roads running through 5000 acres
of historic landscapes
• multifunctional amenity spaces
• vital green asset for London
• significant historic landscapes

Greenwich Park

Royal Borough of Greenwich

WHY DO WE NEED A DESIGN GUIDE?

Bushy Park

London Borough of
Richmond Upon Thames

Richmond Park

London Borough of
Richmond Upon Thames

Trends over the last 10 years show a
significant increase in visitor numbers
to the Royal Parks: in 2010 the parks
welcomed around 40 million people; in
2014 that was up to almost 80 million
people. In light of The London Plan’s
growing population forecasts and
continued growth in tourism, this guide is
a response to ensuring that good design
and maintenance regimes can continue to
support The Royal Parks’ Corporate Aims
to conserve and enhance sustainably the
parks as a world class natural and historic
environment.

2,684,571
4,760,702

2013-2014

Visitor numbers

2,379,056

St James’s Park
Green Park
16,963,815

5,461,321

Hyde Park
Kensington Gardens

8,025,643

Regent’s Park

10,377,528

14,223,342

12,808,731

Richmond Park
Greenwich Park
Primrose Hill
Bushy Park
Ipsos MORI 2013 - 2014

Cycling is also becoming increasingly popular in London. The Royal Parks is looking to improve
facilities for cyclists, without compromising provision for pedestrians and other users. This includes
looking at more cycle parking, better signage and where appropriate, the introduction of additional
cycling routes. This Guide outlines the key principles and design approach advocated by The Royal
Parks to maintain the character and quality of the park landscape, while providing targeted cycling
improvements.
6
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1B.
THE ROYAL Parks: CORPORATE AIMS
The Royal Parks are owned by The Queen in the right of the Crown and are managed by The Royal
Parks (TRP). TRP was established in 1993 as an executive agency for what is now the Department
for Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) with delegated powers to manage and police the eight Royal
Parks.

Hyde Park

The purpose and objectives for The Royal Parks are set out in
the Agency Framework Document, which was approved by the
Secretary of State. In summary these are:
The Regent’s Park

Primrose Hill

Grosvenor Gardens

Bushy Park

To manage the Royal Parks effectively and efficiently, balancing
the responsibility to conserve and enhance these unique
environments for future generations through using creative
policies to encourage access and improve opportunities for
enjoyment, education, entertainment and healthy recreation.

A Corporate Plan and key performance objectives are
agreed by The Royal Parks Board and the Department. The
Corporate Aims are set out below, with a number of key
strategic objectives set out for walking and cycling to work
towards achieving the overarching aims:

CORPORATE AIM 1: To conserve and enhance sustainably, for the enjoyment of this and future
generations, our world class natural and built historic environment and local biodiversity.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

A. To ensure that all formal provision for walking and cycling is accessible, sustainable and inclusive.
B. To encourage walking and cycling as healthy and sustainable forms of transport to the parks.

CORPORATE AIM 2: To engage with our visitors, stakeholders and partner organisations and
understand their views.
Greenwich Park

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

Richmond Park

C. To involve stakeholders and visitors in identifying facilities that are in need of improvement, with a clear and transparent
approach to informing walking and cycling design in the parks.
D. To consider all users of the parks, including the needs of children, dog-walkers and local wildlife.

CORPORATE AIM 3: To manage the Royal Parks efficiently and secure investment in the Royal
Parks’ assets and services through an appropriate combination of government funding, commercial
income and philanthropy.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

E. To continue to develop and improve safe and secure routes through the parks for walking and cycling, including commuting
and recreation which attract funding to deliver other projects and services.
St James’s Park

CORPORATE AIM 4: To be a centre of professional excellence where people want to work.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

F. To inspire visitors to respect and value natural places as locations to play, exercise, socialise, learn and ultimately preserve
for the future.

8
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Kensington Gardens

Victoria Tower Gardens

1C.
WALKING AND CYCLING STRATEGY
In order to deliver the Corporate Aims and Strategic Objectives, the following tasks have been compiled,
outlining The Royal Parks’ commitments to walking and cycling:
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE A: To ensure that all process and provision is accessible and inclusive
through any project management practice or change in management/maintenance prescription.
TASK

a. Continue to inform Park Managers of best practice and current thinking through presentations such as at the staff
conference and Park Manager meetings.
b. Carry out EqIA (Equality Impact Assessments) for projects and initiatives.
c. Investigate design measures that can facilitate improved accessibility, inclusion and enjoyment of the parks.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE B: To encourage walking and cycling as healthy and sustainable forms of
transport to the parks.
TASK

d. Promote active travel to the parks by ensuring routes are safe, legible, well sign-posted and attractive.
e. Provide additional incentive for users by creating welcoming gateways to the parks that respond to key walking and cycle
routes.
f. Educate and inspire people to utilise more sustainable forms of transport for accessing the parks.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE D: To ensure that all stakeholders are considered in the decision making
process, including those that do not have direct representation such as the needs of children, dogwalkers and local wildlife etc.
TASKS

l. Adhere to the principles set out in the Royal Parks Stakeholder Engagement Strategy (2013).
m. Employ the objective assessment methodology for any additional route proposals.
n. Ensure the consultation & communications strategy is designed from the outset of any proposed changes.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE E: To continue to develop and improve safe and secure routes through the
parks for walking and cycling including commuting and recreation.
TASKS

o. Utilise the principles set out in The Walking and Cycling Technical Design Guidance to assess route proposals in an objective
and logical manner; ensuring safety, perception, demand, need, connectivity, inclusion, accessibility and life costs are all
considered as part of the process.
p. Employ experienced designers in the design of redevelopment or additional facilities (especially access and cycling projects)
and develop design briefs that give scope for sensitive design interventions in the landscape.
q. Respond to national/regional and local design standards for cycling and walking that take into account the cost of ongoing
maintenance, Health & Safety and ownership.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE C: To involve stakeholders and visitors in identifying facilities that are in
need of improvement, with a clear and transparent approach to informing walking and cycling in the
parks.
TASK

g. Carry out relevant research to guide policy and interventions – origin and destination surveys, and feedback from
stakeholders and visitors in addition to visitor and traffic counts.
h. Provide clear information on The Royal Parks website, leaflets, noticeboards, maps and posters.
i. Respond to queries for walking and cycling in a consistent manner, by email, meetings, letters and telephone conversations.
j. Share information with various stakeholders through correspondence and meetings such as the Walking and Cycling Group
programme board and development group meetings, Forum Groups, Safer Parks Meetings, Friends/stakeholder meetings,
Considerate Cycling campaign etc.

r. Seek resources for continual upgrade and improvement for all facilities in the parks.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE F: To inspire visitors to respect and value natural places as locations to walk,
cycle and ultimately preserve for the future.
TASK

s. Develop interactive events and activities that are inclusive and create a sense of community for visitors to the parks.
t. Promote the Pathway Code of Conduct.
u. Run ‘Considerate Cycling’ & guided walks activities.
v. Provide relevant and up to date accessible information to park visitors through the website, signage, park notice boards,
staff etc.

k. Work in partnership with local authorities, GLA Mayor’s Office, Metropolitan Police, neighbours, stakeholders, TfL
(Quietways Programme, Central London Cycling Grid, TfL Cycle Hire, TfL Cycle Superhighways, TfL Walking Team), London
Cycling Campaign, Cyclist’s Touring Club and Canal & River Trust to develop and deliver improvements in the parks.

10
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1D.
The ROYAL PARKS POLICIES

RELEVANT POLICY
National Policies

REGIONAL POLICIES

Local POLICIES

At a national level, there are several key documents that
emphasise the importance of planning and promoting walking
and cycling to encourage healthy lifestyles, which this Guidance
looks to encapsulate. The National Planning Policy Framework
(2012) sets out objectives for “Promoting sustainable
transport”, and in particular to support walking and cycling
as part of a strategy of “Promoting healthy communities”, by
preserving and improving access to green spaces.

There are several key regional policies and strategies that sit
alongside this Guidance. These should underpin the planning
and development aspirations for The Royal Parks and for
reviewing the current position and how this aligns with
regional targets. Relevant regional strategies, guidance and
policies are as follows:

Local policies and the design requirements from each Local
Authority must be considered when linking with other
strategies in order to provide a coherent route and consistent
quality of design approach:

The Infrastructure Act (2015) sets out the government’s
ambition to set out a Walking and Cycling Investment Strategy,
emphasising the increasing importance for having a clear vision
for walking and cycling, at a national and local level.
The Government’s Transport White Paper (1998) and the
London Mayor’s guidance to boroughs on the preparation of
their Local Implementation Plans (2001) recommend that all
Local Authorities should prepare local cycling strategies. These
should indicate how the authority proposes to implement the
National Cycling Strategy (1996) and achieve its targets to
increase cycle use.

The Mayor’s Vision For Cycling in London (GLA, 2013)
The London Plan (GLA, 2011)
Leading to a Greener London (GLA, 2009)
The Walking Plan for London (TfL, 2004)
TfL Sub-regional transport plans
Walking and cycling: local measures to promote
walking and cycling as forms of travel or recreation
(NHS, 2012)

Westminster Walking Strategy 2016 - 2033
Westminster City Council (2016)

There are a number of documents that strategise The Royal
Parks’ approach to a range of values and fundamental issues.
These are designed to be complementary and directly aligned
to the standards used by The Royal Parks. Related strategies
and policies are as follows:
Landscape Design Guide (2009)
sets out quality standards for landscape construction materials
and design elements in the parks such as benches, lighting
columns and surfaces.
Health and Wellbeing Strategy (2010 – 15)
sets out the approach to sports and more formal recreation
activities in the parks.

Westminster Cycling Strategy
Westminster City Council (2014)

Education and Community Engagement Strategy
(2010 – 2012)
sets out policy, aims and objectives for The Royal Parks
especially in relation to work with schools and community
groups.

Hammersmith & Fulham Walking Strategy
Hammersmith & Fulham (2002)
Hammersmith & Fulham Cycling Strategy
Hammersmith & Fulham (2015)

Artificial Lighting Position Statement (2011)
Volunteering Strategy (2011 – 13)
sets out how The Royal Parks engages with a very broad
spectrum of volunteers.

Encouraging Walking (DETR, 2000)
Cycling Strategy

Central Parks Signage Review (2012)
reviews location, provision and style of signage within the
central parks.
Philanthropy Policy (2013)
Royal Parks Stakeholder Engagement Strategy (2013)
Diversity & Equality Strategy (2013 – 16)
sets out policy, aims and objectives relating to diversity and
equality for The Royal Parks.

November 2014

Bench Audit (2006) and Artefact Survey (2013)
sets out location of benches and reviews provision, styles and
quality.

LONDON BOROUGH OF HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM
CYCLING STRATEGY
JULY 2015
Westminster City Council

Westminster City Hall
64 Victoria Street
London SW1E 6QP

FINAL

westminster.gov.uk

The Royal Parks Skating Policy (2014)
Events Strategy (2012) / Hosting Major Events in The
Royal Parks (2015)
Sets out the approach for hosting both large and small events
within the parks.
Pathway Code of Conduct (2015) - see Appendix C

The Royal Parks

The Royal Parks Transport Principles (2016)

Transport Principles
September 2016

i|Page
Advice for considerAte
cyclists in the pArks

WorkinG in tAndem

Follow The Royal Parks Pathway Code of Conduct:

Companion Cycling is a charity that enables people with
special needs, regardless of their age or ability, to cycle on
specially adapted bicycles in the peaceful surroundings of
Bushy Park.
see www.companioncycling.org.uk for details.

Be ConsideRaTe

Pedestrians have priority over all other users of pathways,
even in areas designated and marked for other purposes.
You are asked to use pathways and roads considerately,
especially when passing. Give space to others to allow
them to pass safely.
Be saFe

Please adhere to all pathway and road markings and signage.
onLY cycle on designated cycle paths - see the website
www.royalparks.org.uk or enquire at the Park offices for
detailed maps of these routes.
We recommend you wear British standard approved
protective equipment. always observe the speed limit of
the track you are on - that may be as low as 5mph! our
pathways are not suitable for fast travel; if you are in a
hurry, you may wish to use another route.

ComPanion CYCLinG

PaRK and Ride

There are cycle hire facilities in Richmond Park in the car
park near Roehampton Gate from april-september.
out of season hire is by arrangement with sterling
Concessions: Phone 07050 209249.

They are involved in consultations, projects and provide
training; to help improve cyclist routes and safety within
the parks.

royAl pArks
The Royal the
Parks
contAct
detAils

Remain watchful on roads - the scenery may be lovely but
you are still sharing these areas with motorists. a number
of roadways across the Parks are designated for Parks
vehicles. Cyclists may only use these roads if they are
designated cycle routes.
Be seen and heaRd

Design guiDe

Using a bell and/or wearing high visibility clothing will help
others be aware of your presence (some park visitors may
have a visual or hearing impairment). Use British standard
approved lights in low visibility conditions.
Be PoLiTe

sTaY on TRaCK

Please consider wildlife by keeping to designated cycle
paths, particularly in Bushy Park and Richmond Park
(national nature Reserve). off-track cycling is not allowed
in the Parks.

Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

Tel: +44 (0)20 7298 2000
email: cycle@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk
www.royalparks.org.uk

The Royal Parks are: Brompton Cemetery, Bushy
Maintaining the
Landscape
Park,Historic
The Green Park, Greenwich
Park, hyde Park,

Thank other park visitors who allow you to over take or pass
them. Give way to others to allow them to pass safely.
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The old Police house, hyde Park, London W2 2Uh

CYCLisTs

PedesTRians

• Ring bell twice to
warn others
• Pass people slowly
• Give space to people
• Please keep to cycle paths

• Avoid walking on
designated cycle paths
• Give cyclists space
• Be polite to cyclists

Kensington Gardens, The Regent’s Park & Primrose
hill, Richmond Park and st James’s Park.

•

Cycle Signage and Cycle Parking Review (2007)

•

TfL Greenways EqIA (2007)

•

Royal Parks Cycling and Walking Review (Atkins, 2012)

•

Central Parks Signage Review (LUC, 2012)

•

Sustrans Design Manual: Handbook for cycle-friendly
design (2014)

www.royalparks.org.uk

WoRKinG WiTh eXTeRnaL aGenCies

The Royal Parks works closely with the metropolitan
Police and Local authorities.

OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS

cyclinG
in the
royAl pArks
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1E.
WALKING
This section sets out the overarching approach for
accommodating pedestrians in The Royal Parks and identifies
the key challenges ahead.
Between November 2013 and 2014, The Royal Parks
welcomed almost 80 million visitors, the vast majority of which
(around 70 million) were pedestrians. As the overwhelming
majority of park users, pedestrians remain The Royal Parks’
priority when it comes to infrastructure provision.
The Parks are free to access for everyone, with paths designed
and maintained for pedestrians as a priority, with cyclists
provided for on appropriate routes.
Walking and cycling are sustainable forms of transport which
benefit the health and wellbeing of London’s population, as
well as enabling a number of wider environmental, social and
economic benefits. The Parks are a well established urban
green resource, operating as important places for social
interaction and recreation, as well as an integrated part of the
wider walking and cycling network.

WHO USES THE PARKS FOR
WALKING?

KEY CHALLENGES for
accommodating WALKING

The majority of visitors that come to The Royal Parks are
pedestrians pursuing leisure activities, relaxing outdoors and
enjoying a retreat from the city. A great many people also
walk through the parks as part of a wider journey. The Royal
Parks will continue to support the increasing numbers of
walking trips through The Royal Parks for commuting to work
and school.

Increasing visitor numbers

What proportion of
visitors walk compared
with cycle?

12%

88%
Pedestrians

Pedestrians have priority over all other users of
pathways even in areas designated and marked
for other purposes.

Where paths become increasingly congested, The Royal Parks
will work to understand the key issues affecting these routes.
This technical guide provides advice on how to assess issues
relating to path capacity and pedestrian congestion.
The ‘tarmac neutral’ approach advocated by The Royal Parks
will remain a priority in spite of growing visitor numbers, and
any changes to path reconfiguration will need to be carefully
considered in relation to this requirement.
Inclusive design

Cyclists

Where is walking permitted?
The Royal Parks permits walking in all areas of the Parks
except where there are seasonal restrictions such as during
the deer cull in Richmond Park and Bushy Park (limited
periods between September - February). During this period
visitors are also discouraged from walking dogs off-leash
in the park. Restrictions on dog walking are also in place
at Brompton Cemetery as it is actively used for burial and
remembrance and at the Round Pond in Kensington Gardens.
Other areas of the Parks may have restricted access due to
the presence of important wildlife or if they are used for Park
operational requirements such as maintenance areas, leaf yards
and construction sites.

With The Royal Parks anticipating further increases in visitors
over the coming years, there is a clear challenge in managing
the busiest walking routes while ensuring a high quality of
visitor experience.

Why do people come
to The Royal Parks?
MEETING FRIENDS / FAMILY

9%

SEE THE TREES, PLANTS AND FLOWERS

9%

VISITING CAFÉ / RESTAURANT

9%

CYCLING

9%

Jogging and sports

10%

JUST SPENT THE DAY IN THE PARK

To ensure the parks are accessible and maintain a high quality
of visitor experience for all users, The Royal Parks advocates
an inclusive approach to the design and facilitation of walking
and cycling infrastructure. By engaging with park users and
The Royal Parks Diversity Network, due consideration is given
to the needs of all visitors, including people with disabilities,
older visitors, young people, carers and children, from all
ethnicities and social backgrounds (see ‘Inclusive Design
Principles’ in Section 3B).

worn tracks. Where appropriate running tracks may be
provided to help cater for recreational use.
Dog-walking
Dogs are welcome in all the Royal Parks although there are
some places where they are not allowed or are to be kept
on a lead. These are clearly indicated within each Park and
are usually ecologically sensitive sites, children’s play areas,
restaurants, cafés and some sports areas.
With increasing use of the parks for dog-walking, there is a
need to carefully consider how dog-walking is managed in
busier areas and particularly adjacent to cycling routes.
Increasing pressure from cycling
A key challenge for accommodating walking is the pressure to
open up more parts of the Park for cycling, as well as existing
routes becoming increasingly popular with cyclists. This
creates issues relating to maintaining high quality, comfortable
footpaths for visitors, as more cycling changes the character of
the parks and can make pedestrians feel constrained.
This technical guide provides the design principles and
standards to plan and deliver improvements that are aligned
with The Royal Parks’ Corporate Aims and ensure that cycling
provision is planned so as to mitigate adverse impacts on
pedestrians.

15%

BRING THE CHILDREN

19%

PICNIC / LUNCH / REFRESHMENTS

35%

FOR FRESH AIR

43%

PEACE AND QUIET / RELAX

46%

WALK / STROLL
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Jogging is a popular pursuit across the parks and with more
people using the parks for everyday recreation, there is
increasing pressure to accommodate more activities that can
impact on grassed areas. This can be especially challenging
where joggers choose to run off-road alongside paths, creating

Ipsos MORI, 2014

Maps of the formal walking network across each Park are
provided in the Chapter 4: Park Profiles.

14 14 Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance
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1F.
CYCLING
This section sets out the overarching approach for
accommodating cyclists in The Royal Parks and identifies the
key challenges ahead.
The Royal Parks has had a Cycling Policy since 1993 and
incremental changes in Park Regulations have opened up
cycling to appropriate routes through the parks. Over the past
six years The Royal Parks has developed several methodologies
and processes to assess the suitability of introducing additional
routes for cycling.

Where is CYCLING permitted?
Cycling is permitted on all Royal Park roads and on some
specially designated cycle routes within The Royal Parks; 32
miles of roads and 27 miles of off-road tracks are provided
across the parks. The only exception is Primrose Hill where
no cycling is permitted.

WHO USES THE PARKS FOR
CYCLING?

KEY CHALLENGES for
accommodating CYCLING

Visitors cycle in the Parks for many different reasons: for
recreation, sport and commuting. Cycling has become
increasingly popular in recent years with the success of
UK cycling athletes, and Government funded initiatives and
infrastructure improvements.

Cycling is a significant design and management challenge
across the Royal Parks, with a need to maintain pedestrian
priority while recognising that more can be done to provide
for cyclists. The priority is to reduce the impact of cycling on
other visitors’ experience, and to facilitate safe off-carriageway
cycling where it is appropriate.

Provision for Cycling
There are currently 14 London Cycle Hire Docking
Stations located within the parks. Private cycle hire is also
available in Richmond Park at Roehampton Gate. Cycle
parking is provided at appropriate locations; at entrances
and attractions.

Design Challenges
There are a number of common design challenges for
providing high quality cycle paths across the Royal Parks:
•

Understanding that bicycles are vehicles capable of speed,
and that cycling is a distinctly different transport mode to
walking

•

Minimising user conflict at pathway junctions and entrances

•

Providing sufficient capacity to accommodate all visitors
comfortably, without increasing the area of hard surfacing

•

Applying a consistent use of materials

•

Creating an appearance that does not conflict with the
historic setting

•

Exceptions

Cycling in The Royal Parks is only allowed on shared use
paths that are designed and marked for that purpose
(Regulation 3 (4) (a). Anyone cycling other than on a
designated cycle path is committing an offence under the
Park Regulations (there is no requirement to prove that
they are endangering other park users, as is widely believed
– that is dealt with separately under Regulation 3(10) (c)).

Providing good connectivity with surrounding cycle
networks without resorting to over-engineered highways
solutions

Children up to and including the age of 10, accompanied by an
adult on foot, are permitted to cycle on all pedestrian paths
within the parks.

Regulation 3(11) (b) deals with cycling without adequate
lights and there is also a regulation against cycling off the
roads/paths (i.e. on the grass).

•

Cycle training for both children and adults may be undertaken
on agreed pedestrian only quiet paths. Cycling in these
instances is only permitted if accompanied by a trainer and
agreed with Park Management in advance.

Speed limits apply to cyclists on roads.

Many of these routes link with the wider London Cycle
Network. On park roads the Highway Code applies and is
enforced under the Highways Act. Off-carriageway routes
within the parks are protected by Park Regulations and The
Pathway Code of Conduct (Appendix C).
Maps of the approved cycling network across each Park are
provided in the Park Profiles chapter.

Royal Parks staff on business are permitted to use bicycles
(branded pool bicycles) on pedestrian only paths to undertake
working activities in the parks, such as tree inspections, on-site
meetings with contractors, or functions which are considered
more efficient and sustainable when carried out by bicycle.

1616
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Companion Cycling schemes are licensed in Bushy Park and
The Regent’s Park which allow people with disabilities to
enjoy the parks on specially modified bicycles.
Park Regulations

The Pathway Code of Conduct (Appendix C) emphasises
considerate cycling speeds on off-carriageway shared use
paths.
Sustrans guidance (Handbook for cycle-friendly design,
2014) and Royal Parks research suggest that cycle design
speeds of 12mph are appropriate for routes where there
are likely to be significant interactions with pedestrians.

Providing clear navigation with better wayfinding signage,
while minimising visual clutter

Management Challenges
•

Dedicated cycle paths often require additional maintenance

•

Introducing deterrents to Rollerbladers / Scooters, without
comprising safety or aesthetic qualities

•

Enforcing designated cycle paths (see ‘Shared Use Paths Enforcement’)

•

Inconsiderate cycling from a minority of cyclists

Leisure Cycling
The Royal Parks are an attractive alternative to busy roads
and The Royal Parks is looking at ways to best accommodate
the increasing demand for leisure cycling, without adversely
impacting on the aesthetic character of the parks. Weekend
leisure cycling often coincides with the highest weekly
pedestrian flows. The Royal Parks will continue to monitor
cycle routes to ensure that the management and design of
shared use areas are fit for purpose throughout the week.
Commuter Cycling
The increasing popularity of cycling has extended from leisure
cycling to utility cycling, with more people looking for quicker,
healthier journeys to work.
As part of a road modernisation programme to support
safer cycling, major infrastructure projects are underway on
the perimeter of a number of the Royal Parks in the form of
Cycle Superhighway routes and some Quietway proposals are
planned to go through the parks. The Royal Parks are working
closely with Transport for London and local councils to ensure
that the planning, design, delivery and post-implementation
monitoring are robust and will ensure the high quality parkland
environment can be maintained.
Sport Cycling
Especially popular in Richmond Park and The Regent’s Park,
sport cycling often involves large numbers of organised groups
using the roads as places to train. The tendency for sports
cyclists to be looking for personal best lap times, can create
issues of safety, for the cyclists themselves and other road
users. The Royal Parks work with sports cycling groups to
increase awareness of safety issues, encouraging cyclists to
obey the rules of the road, and to accommodate sports cycling
on appropriate routes. Sports cycling groups are encouraged
to prepare a Cycling Code of Conduct to disseminate good
practice across all participants.
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SHARED USE PATHS

shared use Design rationale

Overview

Best practice

The Royal Parks contain areas where routes are ‘shared use’,
generally referring to places that visitors using different modes
of transport come together. This may be roads shared by
motorised vehicles and cyclists as a route of travel, or shareduse paths for cyclists and pedestrians.

The guidance document: Shared Use Routes for Pedestrians
and Cyclists (DfT, 2012) identifies that, “width strongly
influences the quality of shared use routes – insufficient width
tends to reduce user comfort and increases the potential for
conflict between pedestrians and cyclists”. The Royal Parks
will look to facilitate cycling where there is sufficient width
to ensure that the Criteria for Success can be satisfied (the
process used to determine whether a shared use route can
operate satisfactorily within the Royal Parks).

A number of roads across the parks are open to general
traffic, but trade vehicles are not permitted on park roads
unless authorised. Motor vehicles typically share the road
space with pedestrians and cyclists.
On paths where no motor vehicles are present, ‘shared use’
areas have been provided in appropriate locations to allow for
off-carriageway cycling. Shared use is the preferred approach
for enabling cycling on park paths. On-carriageway cycle
routes may incorporate other forms of delineation to ensure
the safest form of provision for cyclists and pedestrians.
Not all paths are suitable for cycling as some paths may
already be heavily used by pedestrians and offer insufficient
capacity for safe cycling, paths may link to busy or hazardous
junctions, or the alignment may be of historic significance that
would be adversely impacted on by cycling.
Across all shared use areas, the path design and layout needs
to maintain pedestrian priority and enhance awareness
between different users. Shared paths are signposted at the
start of the route, as well as where pedestrian only paths
intersect the shared use cycle route. Signage is kept to a
minimum to reduce clutter. Pictorial signage is used where
possible. Maps of permitted cycling routes are located at key
entrances in each park.
The majority of cycle routes are lit, except where the park
closes at dusk. There is a general presumption against installing
additional lighting across the Royal Parks (please refer to TRP
Artificial Lighting Position Statement 2011). This is to preserve
increasingly rare dark spaces within central London which are
important to wildlife.
Some visitors have commented that gravel, a surface material
used on a number of quiet rural shared use routes, can help
to alert pedestrians that a cyclist is approaching, as it creates a
sound when compacted.

Appendix A International Best Practice highlights how city park
locations in other countries generally take the approach of
accommodating cycling on very wide shared use paths. While
there are some parts of the Royal Parks where path widths
are comparable to overseas locations and can accommodate
high cycling levels, many paths are too narrow to comfortably
allow for a sharing of the space. As part of The Royal Parks’
tarmac neutral approach to managing the path network, there
is limited scope to increase the width of hard surfaced paths.
There has been a range of design standards developed for
cycling on highways in recent years, including the London
Cycling Design Standards (TfL, 2015); however research
into best practice cycling design standards within a parkland
context has been relatively limited. The Royal Parks will
continue to conduct research by monitoring existing cycle
facilities and interactions, and will draw on wider evidence to
work towards developing design approaches that best balance
pedestrian and cyclist requirements across the parks. In
some places, an innovative design approach may be called on,
in other locations, a tried and tested solution may be most
appropriate.
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No longer appropriate for the Royal Parks

-

Cyclists only

Pedestrians only

In a highway setting, segregated cycle tracks are widely
considered to offer a better level of provision for cyclists than
a shared footway, as they provide dedicated space for cyclists
to manoeuvre.
This approach has been trialled across the Royal Parks using
white line delineation. While the segregation helps to enable
cyclists to travel at high speeds, it has also been shown to
have significant adverse impacts on pedestrians.

Shared use path

-

Creates low levels of pedestrian
comfort as people are forced to use
a more constrained area of path
Cyclists ride at a very high speed
and incorrectly assume priority over
pedestrians
Some pedestrians do not understand
or notice the white line and walk
across the full width of the path
People feel constrained as there are
high pedestrian flows and knowingly
choose to walk across the full width
of the path

The Shared Use Operational Review (Atkins, 2012) found that
white line delineation was ineffective in ensuring a high
degree of user compliance by both pedestrians and cyclists.
This has been observed extensively across the Royal Parks,
with segregation creating an issue where cyclists assume
priority over pedestrians.
Widespread evidence suggests that Royal Park policies to
promote considerate cycling and pedestrian priority simply
cannot be upheld with this form of segregation, and so this
approach is no longer advocated across park paths.

Appropriate in suitable locations across the Royal Parks

+

Contributes towards high levels of
pedestrian comfort as people are
able to use the full width of the path

+

Cyclists ride at a considerate speed
and give way to pedestrians

+

Pedestrians and cyclists have no
highway style markings to conform
to and can enjoy the parkland
environment

Learning from experience
Highways design best practice techniques have been used in
the past, including the use of ‘segregated shared use’ facilities
delineated with a white line. Based on extensive monitoring of
several segregated routes including Rotten Row and the Hyde
Park Broad Walk, this approach is being phased out across the
parks in favour of integrated shared use. A full explanation
of the relative benefits and drawbacks of segregated and
integrated shared use facilities are discussed overleaf.
Evidence based analysis will always be used to inform the
decision making process and ensure that lessons learned are
carried through in the planning and delivery of better path
configurations.
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Segregation with white line

Cyclists and pedestrians share the full width of the path

Shared use with no segregation of modes is the preferred
approach for providing for cycling across paths within the
Royal Parks. It has been shown in several recent studies,
that a shared use area with no separation of modes is more
conducive to considerate cycling, promoting cycling speeds
of 8 to 12mph where pedestrian flows are sufficiently high to
self-manage cyclists.
Interactions between pedestrians and cyclists travelling at
lower speeds provide greater safety and comfort benefits for
all users.

-

Commuter cyclists may become
frustrated that the path does not
enable high riding speeds during busy
times

Shared use cycle routes are already used in many parts of
the Royal Parks as segregated lanes delineated with a white
line are often not recognised by dogs and vulnerable users
including young children, those with visual impairments
and visitors from outside the UK. In some areas that have
segregated cycle routes, shared use areas have been installed
at junctions to reinforce pedestrian priority at key crossing
points and to reduce cyclist speeds.
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1G.
OTHER PARK USERS
Enforcement

Horse riding

Paths which are not suitable for cycling have clear signage that
identifies how the path can be used (see Chapter 3: Signage).
Where cyclists choose to ignore the signage, and the issue
of compliance becomes such that it can create a risk to
the wellbeing of other park users, enforcement powers are
deployed to ensure the safety and security of all park users.
These powers are available to police officers to help manage
parks and public spaces across the capital. The specific
enforcement regime employed in the Royal Parks is detailed
below.

Horse riding is formally accommodated on horse rides
and bridle tracks. Riding is generally permitted all
year round throughout the parks, but is restricted to
bridle tracks in wet conditions. Horse riding does not
pose a significant issue relating to walking and cycling,
with relatively low numbers of horse riders and a well
established tradition of respectful riding in the parks.
Cyclists can have a negative impact on the safety of
horseriding where insufficient space is given.

Penalty Notices
During July 2012, Penalty Notices were introduced to the
Royal Parks as a way of dealing with minor disorder offences
and as a deterrent to future offending. Police officers are now
authorised to issue Penalty Notices, which carry a fine, for the
following offences in the Royal Parks:
•

Cycling outside designated cycle areas

•

‘Reckless’ cycling (as determined by police discretion)

•

Littering

•

Failing to clear up after a dog

These offences constitute a breach of The Royal Parks’
and Other Open Space Regulations 1997 (and associated
amendments 2004, 2010).
These powers are already available to police officers in other
parks and public spaces across the capital. The introduction of
the fines will ensure consistency with surrounding boroughs
and help the police to deal more quickly and efficiently with
these offences.

KEY CHALLENGES for
accommodating OTHER USERS
•

The relationship of other users / modes of transport with
walking and cycling can create additional management
complexity for ensuring that pedestrians have priority in all
areas of the parks.

•

Footpaths which are adjacent to horse rides need to be
designed and detailed to accommodate heavy use and
wear from horses, and abrasive action of horse ride sand.
This includes careful consideration regarding the use and
positioning of surface signage which is more prone to wear.

•

Communicating that rollerblading is only permitted
where cycling is allowed can create management and
signage challenges. In some locations, ‘no skating’ signage
is reiterated alongside the ‘no cycling’ surface signage.
This creates a clear message but adds to visual clutter.
A balance needs to be sought by monitoring usage and
targeting interventions where they are most needed.

•

Park roads support the wider road network by
accommodating motorised traffic. Managing through traffic
is a priority and The Royal Parks are looking to lessen the
physical impact of motor traffic by reviewing speed limits,
and identifying opportunities to restrict vehicles at certain
times of the day and reduce the number of vehicles using
the parks as a through route.

•

Areas where there have been collisions involving vehicles,
pedestrians and cyclists, reported near misses, and high
pedestrian flows, have to be taken as a priority and will be
considered for redesign to improve safety.

•

Any significant change in approach would be conducted in
an open and transparent manner.

Rollerblading / non-motorised scooters
The use of non-motorised scooters, skateboards
etc. are accepted in the parks providing they do not
adversely impact on pedestrian users or the park
infrastructure. Roller bladers are only permitted on
shared use paths with cyclists and are encouraged to
use these routes. Unbound path surfacing is used to
discourage rollerblading on other pedestrian only paths.
General traffic
The roads through the parks are Crown roads and
are not public rights of way. Commercial traffic is not
permitted to use park roads. Some through roads have
restricted opening arrangements, as determined by
The Royal Parks. Roads in Outer London parks have a
speed limit of 20mph, while roads within Inner London
parks are aligned with current adjacent borough road
standards - typically 30mph. Motorised boards including
hoverboards are not permitted in the Royal Parks.

What is a penalty notice for disorder?
A penalty notice for disorder (PND) is a type of fixed penalty
notice that can be issued for a specified range of minor
disorder offences.
The PND scheme was introduced under the Criminal Justice
and Police Act 2001 and has been implemented across all 43
police forces in England and Wales. Under the scheme the
police may issue a fixed penalty to anyone aged 16 years or
over who has committed a specified penalty offence.
The Royal Parks are working with police forces to ensure
consistency for issuing PNDs for ‘reckless’ cycling, particularly
relating to inappropriate cycling speeds.
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1H.

FUNDING AND DELIVERY
PARTNERSHIPS AND PROPOSALS
The Royal Parks are aiming to deliver walking and cycling improvements through existing staff
resource, partner organisations, stakeholders, volunteer and friend groups. Many of the projects and
services will only be deliverable if grant funding can be found to support them.

Funding for Walking and Cycling Initiatives
The Royal Parks are funded through a combination of
government grants and income generation. Accessibility
projects are often funded from a variety of sources including
The Royal Parks maintenance budget, donations and external
funding, undertaken as stand-alone projects or part of a larger
scheme.
The majority of funding for cycling projects within The Royal
Parks in recent years was sourced through Transport for
London. Potential projects are scoped and prioritised during
autumn each year and packaged as funding applications.

The Royal Parks Walking & Cycling Group
The Royal Parks has operated a Cycling Stakeholder Group
since 2005 to improve facilities within the Royal Parks,
contribute to development of the London cycle route network
and share best practice. During 2008 the Group was split into
Programme Board and Development Group panels. The group
terms of reference were reviewed during 2013 to clarify the
remit of each group:
Programme Board: a strategic group who meet annually to
decide project and funding priorities, monitor the development
of projects and develop cross-boundary relationships.
Members include Borough Council representatives, TfL,
Sustrans, the Metropolitan Police and floating members of
London Cycling Campaign (LCC) and the Cyclist’s Touring
Club (CTC).
Development Group: a technical group who develop
projects to improve existing facilities based on local knowledge
and technical expertise. In addition the Group review
schemes, make recommendations for specific projects to the
Programme Board and form a communication route to cycling
and walking stakeholders. Members include LCC borough
representatives, Canal & River Trust, Sustrans, the Metropolitan
Police and CTC.
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Partnership Activities support walking and cycling
across London
The Isis Education Centre (part of The Royal Parks
Foundation) offers a range of history, horticulture and wildlife
themed guided walks within Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens.
Many of the Friends Groups run programmes of guided
walks, often themed, such as the Friends of Richmond Park or
Friends of Brompton Cemetery.
The Royal Parks run accessibility days where stakeholders are
engaged in assessing the parks. Accessibility audits are also
undertaken most recently as part of the preparation for the
London 2012 Games and as part of the Royal Parks’ Diversity
Network.
The Legible London project has been designed for
the Central London context as a way-finding initiative for
promoting walking and cycling, championed by the GLA
and TfL. The project involves the provision of maps and
information throughout the Capital to help guide visitors. The
park maps follow the principles of Legible London; however
the infrastructure is not considered appropriate for the park
setting.
London Cycle Hire Scheme also includes the Legible
London Mapping, enabling those without bicycles to hire
bicycles to get around the city. The parks provide a key role
in providing for learner cyclists and people who do not usually
cycle.
The provision of maps and mapboards are important for both
cycling and walking navigation in the parks. Maps provided
through the Royal Parks website help visitors plan their
journeys to and around the parks - key to making the parks
more accessible and legible to visitors. Work was carried
out in 2006 to improve the mapboard, web-based maps and
printed format.
The Royal Parks Health and Wellbeing Strategy (2010
– 2015) includes information and initiatives linking primary
healthcare trusts to the park. The strategy covers initiatives
such as self-guided walks, and distributing leaflets for walking
and accessible cycling projects such as companion cycling.
Walk England also support these activities with the production
of leaflets and interpretation boards.

Organisations that
work in PARTNERSHIP
with the royal parks
1. GLA currently appoint The Royal Parks Board and have
joint initiatives such as the drinking water project.
2. Borough Councils Royal Borough of Greenwich, London
Borough of Camden, Westminster City Council, Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, Richmond Borough
Council
3. Metropolitan Police have a Royal Parks Operation Unit
based in Hyde Park.
4. Transport For London (TfL) through Greenways, the
Central London Grid, Cycle Superhighways, London Cycle
Hire scheme and Quietways initiatives.
5. Canal and River Trust as the Regent’s Canal passes
through The Regent’s Park.
6. London Cycling Campaign London Cycling Campaign
(LCC) who attend the Royal Parks Cycling Group
meetings, run cycling officer forums and provide support
for Bike Week Events.
7. Cyclist Touring Club (CTC) attend the Royal Parks
Cycling Group meetings and provide support for Bike
Week Events.
8. Sustrans attend the Royal Parks Cycling Group meetings
and provide support for Bike Week events.
9. Walk England work on walking routes and interpretation
panels.
10. World Heritage Site Committee - as Greenwich Park
is part of the Royal Parks volunteers who assist with guided
walks, education programmes, cycling events and consultation
activities.
11. Royal Parks Friends Groups Royal Parks Friends Groups
and special interest groups including South East Bayswater
Residents Association (SEBRA), Knightsbridge Association,
Friends of Richmond Park, Friends of Greenwich Park,
Friends of Brompton Cemetery, Friends of Regent’s Park &
Primrose Hill, Friends of Hyde Park & Kensington Gardens.
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2A.
WALKING AND CYCLING
DELIVERY PROCESS
The 7-Stage Delivery Process
Most changes to the existing configuration of walking and
cycling routes are a direct response to a behavioural or
maintenance issue. The following process should be followed
to ensure that any proposed change is designed in accordance
with The Royal Parks standards. The bullet-points reference
the relevant sections within this Guidance to be used at each
stage of the 7-Stage Delivery Process:
1. Identify that there is an actual problem that needs
addressing and can be addressed through hardscaping
The Royal Parks’ Overall Approach		
Path Typologies Approach			
Park Profiles					

(p.26)
(p.30)
(p.97)

2. Consider the least obtrusive hardscaping measure
to address the identified issues and construct a project
programme
Hardscape Projects				
Project Checklist				

(p.33)
(p.50)

3. Examine to what extent the problem impacts on
users and the parkland environment
Assessment Techniques			(p.34)
4. Develop solutions that tackle these issues and
progress drawings to detail design
Criteria for Success				
Inclusive Design Principles			
Approved Materials Palette 			
Technical Layouts
			

(p.36)
(p.56)
(p.79)
(p.89)

5. Check proposed layouts conform to The Royal
Parks Path Design Checklist and refer designs to Park
Management for approval
Path Design Checklist				
(p.51)
Design Approval sign-off
(external document)
6. Deliver improvements in line with the Park
Management Plan and Construction Guidance
Park Management Plans
(external documents)
Trial Methodology 				
(p.38)
Construction Guidance			
(p.88)
7. Monitor the performance of the new design in
relation to the original problem
Judging Success 				
(p.39)
Maintenance Guidance			(p.94)
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7-STAGE DELIVERY PROCESS
(a walk-through)
STAGE 1 High level identification of issues
A. Use the Path Typologies
Approach to determine
the type of path based on
the users, movement and
character.

STAGE 2

B. Appraise and review
options based on a
location specific multicriteria assessment.

C. Select a preferred
design to proceed to
detailed design.

B. Review design proposal
using the Path Design
Checklist to ensure all
key design criteria are
satisfied.

C. Confirm design signoff with Project Board to
proceed to construction.

Construction

A. Review technical details
in line with Construction
Guidance and Park
Management Plans.

STAGE 7

B. Respond to the analysis
by identifying a design
response which is to be
developed as part of Stage
4.

Design approval process

A. Confirm that stages 1-4
have been satisfactorily
completed with design
auditing and stakeholder
engagement carried out as
appropriate.

STAGE 6

B. Use the Project
Checklist to determine
a course of action and
project programme.

Design development and option appraisal

A. Develop design
options using the
Design Standards in this
document and look to
satisfy the key issues
identified in Stage 3.

STAGE 5

D. Supplement the Path
Typologies Approach with
information from the
Park Profiles to assist in
identifying key issues.

Detailed assessment of the identified issues

A. Utilise appropriate
Assessment Techniques
to provide an in depth
understanding of the key
issues.

STAGE 4

C. For paths that do not
meet the standards, assess
whether this creates a
problem for users, based
on high level observation
techniques.

Identify appropriate project type

A. Identify the kind of
Hardscape Project that
will likely be needed to
rectify the issues identified
in Stage 1.

STAGE 3

B. Assess whether the
effective width of the path
and materials meet the
standards outlined in the
matrix.

B. Oversee construction
process - detailed in Park
Management Plans.

Monitoring

A. Use the ‘Judging
Success’ criteria as a
basis for structuring a
monitoring regime specific
to that project.

B. Identify opportunities
for further refinement and
improvements to be made
on an ongoing basis.

* Stage numbers are shown at the bottom corner of
each relevant page, to assist in using this guidance.
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2B.
THE ROYAL PARKS’
OVERALL APPROACH TO
HARDSCAPE
Several defining attributes summarise
The Royal Parks’ approach to planning
and designing hardscaped areas. All of
these factors are underpinned by an
emphasis on quality, which should be the
fundamental design consideration for any
walking and cycling project.

ENSURING QUALITY
Expertise
•

Work with landscape architects, highways engineers and
other professionals with recognised expertise in the design
of walking and cycling facilities in the parks, to ensure high
quality design development.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The design of any path should conform to the following
principles that set out fundamental considerations and
priorities for ensuring that designs are appropriate for the
context of the parks.

Standards set out in this Guidance detail how this can be
achieved in practice, with best practice examples from across
the parks.

LANDSCAPE Character

Facilities should enable all users to have a safe and enjoyable
experience in the parks, by considering vulnerable users
including the elderly and children throughout the design
development process, and by protecting disabled peoples’
equitable rights through inclusive design. See ‘Inclusive Design
Principles’ in ‘Chapter 3: Design Standards’.

INCLUSIVE

The Royal Parks advocates maintaining the existing
character and setting of the parkland landscape as a
priority.
Surface materials are to conform with The Royal Parks’
materials palette (see ‘Approved Materials Palette’ in
‘Chapter 3: Design Standards’). Materials used on routes
are to be visually sympathetic to the parks and to conform
with the character principles set out within this Guidance,
as well as the Landscape Design Guide (2009 – 2010).

‘TARMAC NEUTRAL’
There is a presumption against any additional ‘hard’ paths being
constructed unless the proportions between hard and soft
landscaping across the park remain the same. In other words
if an additional path is installed, an equal area of soft landscape
should replace hard landscape.

Project Management

VISITOR SAFETY

•

Visitor safety is of the highest priority. There is a risk
of incident inherent in the quantum of activity and the
variety of uses within each Park, including motor vehicles,
pedestrian and cyclist movements on park roads and
shared use paths. An assessment of the health and safety
issues relating to roads, footpaths and shared use areas is
carried out through the Works Department who manage
and maintain the hard infrastructure of the parks. The
assessment of risk is based on the physical characteristics,
visitor behaviour, levels of use, time of day, season, events
and management activities.

Projects may need to be planned in tandem to minimise
encroachment of hard surfacing areas and maintain a net
surface area across any given Royal Park. The extent of
hard surfacing within the parks will be minimised and where
possible reduced.

Any interventions relating to roads require a range of
safety assessments including safety audits, risk assessments
and requirements under the CDM regulations. Designers
Risk Assessments (DRAs) are also produced during the
development of cycling and accessibility projects. These
audits mean that throughout the design, construction
and ongoing management/maintenance process, safety is
considered. Actions are taken through the process to
mitigate, remove or reduce risk of incidents.

FIT FOR PURPOSE

The Royal Parks are perceived as safer spaces to cycle and
walk than the surrounding road network, but it should
be acknowledged that there are areas of the parks where
conflicts, near misses and accidents are reported. The
Royal Parks work closely with the Metropolitan Police
to record accidents and incidents. Accident statistics
are considered in the design of cycling and accessibility
projects, particularly where routes intersect roads or
entrances to the parks.

The construction of any path should be in keeping with the
intended use, anticipated volume of use and the character of
the surrounding landscape (see appropriate surface treatments
and construction details in ‘Chapter 3: Design Standards’).

Use project management systems, which include diversity
assessments (such as Equality Impact Assessments), to
ensure quality standards are set and measured against.

Review
•

•

Encourage review of lessons learnt and feedback
throughout any improvement processes and after
implementation.
Continue to check monitor and review walking and cycling
provision within the parks to ensure the quality is kept high.

Involvement
•

Ensure the right people are consulted and involved, and that
appropriate groups are represented.

Standards
•

Use the Guidance detailed in this document as a reference
for informing design decisions.

•

Use national standards for any communication including
typefaces selection and signage provision (Department for
Transport / London Cycling Design Standards).

•

Other standards may need to be adapted from national
standards to be considered suitable for the park
environment, and this must be appropriately documented.

Procurement
•

Select high quality materials that are fit for purpose,
considering the full life costs of the product. Consult the
Materials Palette in this document as a first step.

Resource
•
28

Improve resource efficiency, reduce waste and ensure cost
efficiency; to comply with ISO 14001 - Audit.
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HISTORIC ALIGNMENTS
Historic path alignments are to be preserved where designated
as an important part of the park character. These alignments
are listed in the Management Plans.

Adjustments to upgrade the existing path and road surfaces
(particularly in terms of visual presentation and improving
access for the less physically able), and to rationalise or reduce
the extent of hard surfaces should be undertaken where
opportunities arise. Paths should be continually reviewed to
ensure that they are fit for purpose and appropriate for the
level of demand.

SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION
Construction should ensure adequate drainage, with materials
carefully selected to not add nutrients or impact on the pH
balance of the surrounding soil. Construction processes are
to be managed to minimise disruption of ecosystem services.
See Management Plans for park specific environmental
considerations.

PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY
Infrastructure should enable pedestrian priority without
being overly engineered or prescriptive. The Design

STAGE

1

STAGE

1
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2C.
PATH TYPOLOGIES APPROACH
The Path Typologies approach helps to identify the various
functions and forms of paths across The Royal Parks, thereby
enabling the documentation of the existing walking and cycling
network and its performance. This assessment forms the first
stage of the ‘Walking and Cycling 7 Stage Delivery Process’ and
provides a quick indication of whether the path width and/or
surface treatment are appropriate for the context.
The categorisation process considers three key criteria which
together illustrate who the path is for, how it operates, its
configuration and its landscape context. Designers should use
this three stage process to classify the path type which can
then be used to inform design decisions relating to width and
surface material.
Permitted users

•

Pedestrians only - on paths in formal gardens, sensitive
areas, and as a generic treatment across much of the Parks
+ Cyclists - on permitted shared use paths
+ Motor vehicles - on roads which may be designed for
general traffic access or authorised vehicles only

•
•

2.

Existing use

•

Classified as a high flow link where: 		

Path character

•

Informal - generic or meandering paths that form a
naturalistic part of the parkland landscape.
Formal - paths that are generally straight and direct,
responding to the surrounding architectural form and / or
supporting key pedestrian desire lines.
Special - paths relate to a historic or environmental
landmark or form part of an ornamental garden.

+

+

LOW
FLOWS

HIGH
FLOWS

<500
pedestrians
/ peak hour

500+
PEDESTRIANS
/ peak hour

PATH

<200
CYCLISTS
/ peak hour

ROAD

FOR
pedestrians, cyclists & motorists
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2A

MINOR
SHARED USE
PATH

2B

CHARACTER

PEDESTRIAN
DOMINANT
SHARED USE
PATH

2C

CYCLE
ROUTE
(OFF ROAD)

2D

MAJOR
SHARED USE
PATH

FORMAL
<200 MOTOR
VEHICLES
/ peak hour

WIDTH

CHARACTER /

MATERIALS

RURAL

URBAN

EXAMPLES

LOW Minimum
1.5 metres

Minimum
HIGH 2.0 metres
(recommended
minimum
Pedestrian
Comfort B-)

Informal - self-binding gravel /
black tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / tar
spray and chip
Special - tar spray and chip /
Yorkstone paving

Generic
pedestrian only
paths across
the parks.

Informal - self-binding gravel /
tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / tar
spray and chip
Special - tar spray and chip /
Yorkstone paving / resin bound
aggregate

Links to major
attractions e.g.
Jubilee Walk.
Queen’s Walk,
The Green
Park.

TYPE 2: SHARED USE PATHS

200+
CYCLISTS
/ peak hour

PEDESTRIANS & CYCLISTS

+

MAJOR
FOOTPATH

INFORMAL

SHARED USE PATH FOR

+

1B

The path standards table overleaf gives the full list of path
types and examples of the expected appearance of each path
type, in a rural and urban setting.

FOR
Pedestrians only

+

MINOR
FOOTPATH

Every path across the walking network can be evaluated and
categorised based on these three criteria - in turn describing
the key characteristics of that path and its role in the Park.

MOVEMENT 		

FLOWS

TYPE 1: FOOTPATHS

1A

3.

•

TYPE

Note: A road may qualify for two different typologies depending on
the time of day and whether it is closed to through traffic.
Not all path types will have a corresponding ‘special’ character.

KEY CRITERIA
USERS

pedestrian flows exceed 500 pedestrians / hour; 		
cyclist flows exceed 200 cyclists / hour; and/or			
motor vehicle flows exceed 200 vehicles / hour.
Classified as a low flow link where: 		
pedestrian flows are less than 500 pedestrians / hour; 		
cyclist flows are less than 200 cyclists / hour; and/or		
motor vehicle flows are less than 200 vehicles / hour.

•

•

1.

PATH Type Standards
RECOMMENDED CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS

LOW Minimum
2.0metres
LOW

HIGH Minimum
4.0metres
LOW

LOW Minimum
4.0metres
HIGH

HIGH Minimum
6.0metres
HIGH

Informal - self-binding gravel /
tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / tar
spray and chip

Bushy Park Not expected
the majority of
in urban
paths.
settings, as
peak pedestrian
and cycle flows
are high on all
shared use links

Informal - self-binding gravel /
black tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / tar
spray and chip
Special - tar spray and chip /
Yorkstone paving

Informal - self-binding gravel /
black tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / tar
spray and chip

Informal - self-binding gravel /
black tarmacadam
Formal - black / red tarmacadam
/ tar spray and chip
Special - black / red tarmacadam /
tar spray and chip

Entrance paths
to Bushy Park.
The Broad
Walk, The
Regent’s Park.
Not expected
in urban
settings, as
peak pedestrian
flows are high
on all shared
use links

Parts of NCN
Route 4, Tamsin
Trail, Richmond
Park.

Tamsin Trail,
Richmond Park.
Rotten Row,
Hyde Park.

200+ MOTOR
VEHICLES
/ peak hour

SPECIAL

STAGE

1

STAGE

1
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2D.
HARDSCAPE PROJECTS
TYPE

FLOWS

WIDTH

CHARACTER /

MATERIALS

RURAL

URBAN

EXAMPLES

Stage 2 of the 7-Stage Delivery Process involves
identifying the scale of intervention that is likely
required to improve conditions for walking and cycling.
Using the Path Typologies assessment, Park Profiles
overview (Chapter 4), Management Plans and onsite observations, a high level appraisal of an existing
issue can be used to identify the ‘tier’ of infrastructure
project.

TYPE 3: ROADS

3A

MINOR
LOCAL
ACCESS
ROAD

3B

PEDESTRIAN
DOMINANT
ROAD

3C

CYCLE
ROUTE
(ON ROAD)

LOW Footways not
required
LOW

Lime Tree
Not expected
Avenue, Bushy
in urban
Park.
settings, as
peak pedestrian
flows are
generally high

Carriageway:
Informal - self-binding gravel
Formal - black tarmacadam

LOW
Footways not
HIGH required
(where
LOW provided,
minimum
LOW 1.5metres)

Carriageway:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black / red tarmacadam
Footways:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - York stone

LOW Footways not
required
HIGH

Carriageway:
Informal - black tarmacadam /
self-binding gravel
Formal - black tarmacadam

Not expected
in rural settings
as pedestrian
flows alongside
low traffic flow
roads tend to
be low

3D

‘LIVING
STREET’

3E

ARTERIAL
ROAD
(MOTOR
TRAFFIC
DOMINANT)

3F

ARTERIAL
ROAD WITH
CYCLE
ROUTE

3G

PERIMETER
ROAD / SPUR
ROAD

3H

ARTERIAL
ROAD (ALL
MODES)
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Footways not
HIGH required
HIGH Minimum
street width
LOW 8.0metres

LOW Footways
recommended
LOW but not
required in
HIGH rural settings
Footways not
LOW required

Great Cross
Ave, Greenwich
Park.

Carriageway:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black / red tarmacadam
Footways:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / York
stone

Chestnut
Avenue, Bushy
Park (off-peak).

Serpentine
Road, Hyde
Park.

HIGH Footways
recommended
HIGH (Minimum
2.0metres)
HIGH

Carriageway:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - red tarmacadam
Footways:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / York
stone

HIGH Footways
recommended
HIGH (Minimum
2.0metres)
HIGH

Carriageway:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black / red tarmacadam
Footways:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black tarmacadam / York
stone / tar spray and chip

Tier 1

Generally low complexity / low cost projects that are part
of The Royal Parks’ Management Plans and conducted on a
regular maintenance programme.

•

Maintenance (resurfacing, drainage or edging
reinforcement)

•

Signage review and decluttering

•

Installation of street furniture

•

Events provision and activities

•

Change of surface material

•

Vegetation removal

Medium Projects

Tier 2

Projects that largely involve a reconfiguration of existing
infrastructure without introducing new hardscape features.

•

Improvements to existing pedestrian crossings and
gateways

•

Improvements to existing shared use paths

•

Path widening

South Carriage
Drive, Hyde
Park.

Carriageway:
Informal - black tarmacadam
Formal - black / red tarmacadam

Not expected
in urban
settings, as
peak pedestrian
flows are
generally high

Chestnut
Avenue, Bushy
Park (peak).

Large Projects

Sawyer’s Hill,
Richmond Park.

Significant projects involving the introduction of new
infrastructure or management regimes that require careful
planning, with design implications that need to be monitored
as part of an ongoing review programme.

Queens Road,
Richmond Park.
The Outer
Circle, The
Regent’s Park.
Not expected
in rural
settings, as
peak pedestrian
flows are
generally low

The Mall, St
James’s Park.
West Carriage
Drive, Hyde
Park.
STAGE

1

STAGE

2

Recent and future projects are found in Chapter 4: Park
Profiles.

Small Projects

Parts of NCN
Route 4, Middle
Path, Richmond
Park.

Carriageway:
Formal - black / red tarmacadam
/ tar spray and chip
Footways:
Formal - black tarmacadam / York
stone / tar spray and chip

HIGH Standard
carriageway
HIGH specification

Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

The Inner
Circle, The
Regent’s Park.

Not expected
in urban
settings, as
peak pedestrian
flows are
generally high

LOW

Projects are categorised based on different tiers
relating to their size and complexity as outlined below:

The list of ‘Assessment Techniques’ overleaf identifies
which studies may be useful for informing the design
process for each project tier. Most of these detailed
assessments apply to Tier 3 projects where the complexity
of delivery requires an especially robust evidence base to
justify interventions.

Tier 3

•

Introducing cycling on an existing pedestrian only path

•

Provision of a new pedestrian footpath

•

Cycle Superhighway scheme

•

Quietway delivery programme

•

Temporary or permanent road closures

•

Reallocation of existing facilities (horseride, road) to
walking and/ or cycling only

•

London Cycle Hire installation
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2E.

2E. (i).

Review of wider walking and cycling connectivity
Criteria for Success
Three stage process for proposed shared use paths
Pedestrian comfort assessments

Walking Network

Conduct for appropriate Tier 3 projects involving introduction
of cycling or changes to the existing walking network

Conduct for appropriate Tier 3 projects involving introduction
of cycling

L LY

NELSON’S
COLUMN

W
E

RL

CHANGING
Conduct for Tier 2 and Tier
3 projects as appropriate
OF THE

ER R
SE T

DUKE OF YORK
MEMORIAL

JAMES
COOK
STATUE

NATIONAL
POLICE
MEMORIAL

AUSTRALIA
GATE

ING

BUCKINGHAM
GATE LODGE

WELLINGTON BARRACKS

A cohesively planned cycle network should link back
to the road network at strategic intervals. Any change
of configuration within theMARLBOROUGH
parks will likely require
GATE
complementary improvements on the peripheral roads to
provide a better link to the Park andBANDSTAND
ensure that connectivity
is convenient and safe. This involves promoting a coordinated
approach to design with cross-borough working to ensure that
any cycle routes that are proposed for the parks, work as part
ST JAMES’S PARK
BLUE
of a wider cycle network.
BRIDGE

1. Understand the existing cycling network and how cyclists
use peripheral routes. Identify any barriers to cycling, such as
difficult to negotiate junctions and areas of parkland where
B I R D C AG E WA L K
cycling is not permitted,
and note how these limitations will
impact on access to any proposed route. Map on and offcarriageway cycle links and any proposed routes through new
GATE
developments.
GUARDS
CHAPEL

GUARDS
MUSEUM

VICTORIA
9 mins walk from St James’s Park

INN THE PARK
RESTAURANT

GUARDS
MEMORIAL

SWIRE FOUNTAIN

A statement of heritage significance and design impact
Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

Underground
Station

Horse
Guards

LORD
MOUNTBATTEN
STATUE

LORD
KITCHENER
STATUE

D OW N

BALI
MEMORIAL

K IN G
CLIVE
STATUE

CHAR

L

IMPERIAL WAR

CHURCHILL MUSEUM
& CABINET WAR ROOMS
MUSEUM

HM TREASURY

STOREY’S
GATE

OLD QUEEN STREET

PARLIAM
SQUARE

2 mins walk from St James’s Park

STAGE
Disabled toilets

EARL
ROBERTS
STATUE

ST JAMES’S PARK

To be produced for all Tier 2 and Tier 3 projects, where a
heritage asset may be impacted on by a proposed project
Register for Royal Parks updates
www.royalparks.org.uk/registerstjames
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VISCOUNT
WOLSELEY
STATUE

FOREIGN &
COMMONWEALTH
OFFICE

2. Estimate the cycling demand for the proposed new link
in the Park by considering existing cycle flows on parallel
roads, by mapping existing and future trip generators, and by
collecting origin and destination movement information for
cyclists within the parks.

8. 16. 38. 52. 73. 82
185. 239. 507. C1. C10

HORSE
GUARDS
PARADE

DUCK ISLAND

QUE

Heritage Statements

HOUSEH
CAVALRY
MUSEUM

PIT ST
EPS

A
M G

Conduct for specific Tier 3 projects

THE STOREYARD
AND PARK OFFICE

BOY
STATUE

TE

HA

LL

COCK

K
BUC

A
E M

’S

Conduct for all Tier 3 projects

OLD ADMIRALTY
BUILDINGS

ARTILLERY
MEMORIAL

Evidence of the following Network Planning process should be
documented for any cycle route proposal:

WEST ISLAND

ADMIRALTY
ARCH

AC E

EN A
NNE

GUARD

BUCKINGHAM
PALACE

QUEEN’S GALLERY

Design criteria for locating Cycle Hire facilities

GRASPAN
MEMORIAL

AD
U A R D S RO
H O R SE G

MEMORIAL
GARDENS

RD

RD

ITUTIO
N
Conduct
for
1 and 2 projects thatMEMORIAL
involve temporary
H I LTier
L
GARDENS
SOUTH & WEST
events
AFRICA GATES

TH

H

D

CONST

UG

R
YA

Conduct for Tier 3 projects that are impacted on by motor
vehicles

Inclusive design assurance controls
Site selection for Cycle Hire Docking Stations

HOU

QUEEN ELIZABETH,
THE QUEEN MOTHER
STATUE

RO

LE

Equality Impact Assessment

MALL
GALLERIES

BO

AB

Analysis of pedestrian and cyclist movements

AC E

THE ROYAL
NAVAL DIVISION
MEMORIAL

Cycling Network

LANCASTER
HOUSE

QUEEN VICTORIA
MEMORIAL

Origin - Destination studies

ER R
SE T

QUEEN
ALEXANDRA
MEMORIAL

MA

8 mins walk from
St James’s Park

ST

Assessment of additional temporary access arrangements

HOU

O

STORNAWAY
HOUSE

Conduct for appropriate Tier 3 projects where there are
observed issues of walking off the main path

CANADA
GATE

Planning minor events access

LO

AC

MARLBOROUGH
HOUSE

HYDE PARK
CORNER

9.10.14.19.22
52.74.137.144

Computational modelling of road schemes

LT O N

GEORGE VI
STATUE

CLARENCE
HOUSE

Traffic modelling

ER

PL

ET

LK

Pedestrian desire line and comparative flow analysis

LT O N

These assessments should be supplemented with user
satisfaction surveys regarding the quality of the existing
walking network. Visitor survey data collected by Synovate,
provides useful background information on historic user
satisfaction levels.

Conduct for appropriate Tier 3 projects involving interaction
THEand
GREEN
PARK
of pedestrians
other modes

CAR

THE ICA

CAR

ST JAMES’S
PALACE

Path rationalisation studies

AT

RE

EET

OriginK INand destination surveys can be used to Mhighlight
ALL
L
PA L
strategic desire lines across the parks.

WA

Shared use intersection analysis

T

ET

ST

E N ’S

Key junction assessment process

TRAFALGAR
SQUARE

KE

RE

Pedestrian
comfort assessments will
provide information
ST JAMES’S
EET
STR
SQUARE
to inform how provision of an additional
route can alleviate
existing congestion and capacity issues.
R
G ST

S

AR

II

YM
HA

ES

ET
TRE

ST

RL
CHA

T

S’S

•

EN

ER

G

ME

Y
ILL

C
Conduct
for Tier 3 projects involving changes to entrances or
PIC
access arrangements
QUE

Review of the quality of route legibility and access

AD

RY D

7 mins walk from St James’s Park

RE

JA

GREEN PARK
7 mins walk from St James’s Park

Access studies

•

ST

Pedestrian / cyclist interaction analysis on existing routes

ST

Conduct for Tier 3 and appropriate Tier 2 projects

Path rationalisation studies should be conducted to
understand pedestrian desire lines.
RK

Shared use studies

JE R

NATIONAL
GALLERY
PICCADILLY CIRCUS

3.6.9.12.13.15
23. 88. 94.139
159. 453.

YO

•

EET

OF

THE RITZ
HOTEL
8.9.14.19.22.38

STR
MYN

KE

ADI

DU

PICC

4. The suitability of each link can also be assessed using
the Cycling Level of Service tool (TfL, LCDS, 2015) which
considers a series of factors relating to the level of provision
for cyclists, namely: route coherence, directness, safety,
comfort, attractiveness and adaptability.

When planning any addition to the walking network, a series
of assessments are required to justify a change to the existing
situation:

Conduct for Tier 3 and appropriate Tier 2 projects

Level of service footpath capacity analysis

3. Identify all potential new route alignments. Assess the
feasibility of route options using Stage 1 of the Criteria for
Success process.

Where designated walking routes are proposed, either as
a Royal Parks project or as part of a cross boundary route,
proposals are considered in terms of demand, benefit to the
existing walking route network, and how well the physical
interventions will fit within the historic landscape. The
Philanthropy Policy (2013) sets out guidance on recognition
of funding contributions, naming rights and arrangements for
maintenance in perpetuity.

EY’S G
AT E

Network Planning

NETWORK PLANNING

Assessments are to be carried out as part of the
planning stage to examine to what extent an
identified problem impacts on users and the parkland
environment, and to inform the design process.

S TO R

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

3
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STAGE

Public access
sites (opening
periods vary)

3

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF ST JAMES’S PARK

FAMOUS LANDMARKS

HORSE GUARDS PARADE is the park’s ceremonial parade
ground and is the scene of Trooping the Colour on the Queen’s
official birthday in June. The Lifeguard change takes place here at

THE ROYAL PARKS
OF LONDON

9
8

REGENT’S
PARK &
PRIMROSE
3 HILL

PARK MANAGEME

10
11

13
12

Mr Mark Wasilewski

2E (ii).
SHARED USE Routes
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The Royal Parks regularly receive requests to open up
more paths to cycling and/or to accommodate new
cycling routes across the parks.
The Criteria for Success forms a key part of the
consultation process for any proposals that look to
formally introduce cycling as a permanent feature on
an existing pedestrian only path, or as part of a new
path proposal.
The Criteria for Success is a three stage process to
ensure that the quality of the visitor experience is
maintained and the design approach complies with the
Overall Approach to Hardscape in the Royal Parks.
The guiding criteria and process draws on experience
and data collected from a number of pedestrian and
cycling studies across the Royal Parks, recommending
a pre-implementation stage, a trial stage and an
ongoing monitoring regime for all shared use schemes.

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS - STAGE 1
FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT

Process for proposed conversion from
footpath to shared use
Stage 1 - Feasibility Assessment

Stage 1 identifies whether a proposed route should be
progressed to a trial stage of monitoring. Routes which
are to undergo a Feasibility Assessment should have been
selected based on the ‘Planning and Design Process’ whereby
the existing route typology has been identified as well as an
appreciation of the existing demands and constraints for the
route.

The first stage follows the identification of a potential
cycling route on an existing path. A series of assessments
are designed to ascertain whether the existing conditions
are appropriate for trialling the opening of a new shared use
path. A path that does not meet the Criteria for Success
will not progress to Stage 2.

The Feasibility Assessment criteria are designed to act as a way
of filtering route options to best utilise resources and ensure
that only the most potentially viable shared use routes are
progressed to a trial stage.

Stage 2 - Trial Methodology
The trial stage includes the design and implementation
of a shared use route on a temporary basis, with a series
of assessments that will determine whether it should be
considered as a permanent feature of the parks.

The feasibility process comprises several of the ‘Assessment
Techniques,’ and should generally satisfy the following criteria:

Critical Success Criteria
- Feasibility Stage

Stage 3 - Judging Success
A long term monitoring regime is required to determine
the impact of cycling on the overall visitor experience. This
should be conducted for all shared use routes, not just
recently implemented trials. Success one year, may not
necessarily mean success the following year.

Criterion 1
Customer research survey (Stage 1)
Before implementing any proposed shared use scheme, a
customer survey with an agreed acceptable sample size should
be conducted to determine the existing satisfaction levels of
visitors on a particular link. This will be used to determine if
there is potential for a new route. Feedback should be used
to supplement the other criteria and as a baseline for the trial
assessment stage.
Criterion 2
Capacity study (Stage 1)
A pedestrian level of service study should be conducted on
a proposed shared use route before cycling is introduced, to
determine the existing pedestrian comfort level and capacity
of the path (see ‘Pedestrian Comfort Assessments’ for further
details).

Criterion 4
Potential demand for the route (Stage 1)
An assessment of existing cycle flows on adjacent parallel
routes should be used as a proxy for the demand for a new
cycle route through the Park. Understanding the impact
of local trip attractors on cycling movements through the
area should also be estimated in conjunction to identifying
the range of potential users, to identify the overall cycling
network benefit of opening up the route. See ‘Network
Planning’ for additional details. An exceptionally high level of
cycling demand may not be deemed appropriate and should be
considered as part of a wider assessment of adjacent routes
outside the Park to provide the safest, most appropriate design
solution.
Criterion 5
Costs for implementation and value for money
(Stage 1)
All design options and interventions for walking and cycling
have to provide value for money for the organisation weighed
up against the life-cost of the item. This can be estimated
as part of the feasibility study by considering the extent of
intervention required to provide a new shared use route
(surfacing, signage, access alterations). It should also consider
the maintenance requirement for any additional facility or
by designing out maintenance issues such as desire-lines or
requirements for painted markings/additional signage. A high
level cost-benefit appraisal should be used at this stage to
identify whether a proposed route will be financially viable and
maintainable in the long term.

Where high pedestrian flows lead to path capacity issues, it
is unlikely that cycling will be considered appropriate for that
path. Any existing route that currently experiences pedestrian
comfort levels of PCL B- or worse (greater than 15 people
per metre per minute, with 50% restricted movement), will
likely not be suitable as a shared use path in its current
configuration. Opportunities to introduce cycling on higher
capacity paths will be determined on a site by site basis.
Criterion 3
Safety implications (Stage 1)
Observational studies should be used to identify any potential
issues which could arise with the introduction of cyclists,
including: maintaining acceptable access arrangements,
sightlines and visibility; supporting safe interaction with motor
vehicles and pedestrians; identifying path intersections of ‘high
risk’ where high pedestrian flows cross over the proposed
route. Where a critical safety issue is identified, a trial will
need to be carefully considered with appropriate mediating
factors included as part of the temporary design.
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STAGE

3
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CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS - STAGE 2
TRIAL METHODOLOGY
Having been through a feasibility design process, all proposed
shared use routes will undergo a trial period, whereby
supporting signage and / or longer term infrastructure is to
be installed to support the temporary opening of a shared
use route. The trial design layout will need to ensure that the
cycling infrastructure satisfies all the safety and construction
requirements listed in the Design Standards.
A trial will be undertaken for a minimum of 18 months
(including two summer periods) in order to collect sufficient
data to inform the decision-making process for Judging Success
(stage 3).
Various methods of data are collected by consultants, or
directly through stakeholders and partner organisations. The
Programme Manager will determine which of the following
assessment processes should be carried out to supplement the
feasibility assessment survey.

Critical Success Criteria
- Trial Methodology Stage
Criterion 1
Customer research survey (Stage 2)
Upon trialling a new route, responses should be assessed
against the existing satisfaction levels to determine if there is
a drop in the percentage of people that consider the ‘quality
of their visit excellent or good’, with ‘cycling in the park’ as a
stated reason.
<2% reduction in satisfaction = acceptable and passes criterion
2-7% reduction in satisfaction = requires a review of responses
>7% reduction in satisfaction = unacceptable and does not pass
the criterion.
Vulnerable pedestrians
An additional research survey should be considered to
determine whether pedestrians are ‘satisfied, comfortable
or very comfortable’ with cycling, including vulnerable users
(classified and registered disabled, elderly and people with
children under 5 years of age). If a higher proportion of users
are ‘uncomfortable’ during implementation of a trial, the cycle
proposal will be deemed to have failed.

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS - STAGE 3
JUDGING SUCCESS

Criterion 2
Capacity study (Stage 2)
Any route that now experiences pedestrian comfort levels of
PCL B- or worse, as a result of introducing cyclists, should be
reviewed as part of a Safety Implications assessment.

The Royal Parks and the surrounding urban context are
dynamic places, and judging whether a shared use route is
successful will change from year to year. Wider implications of
changing park access arrangements, new trip attractors in the
local area, residential developments and so on, will continually
shape how the parks are used by pedestrians and cyclists.
Stage 3 should therefore be used as an ongoing monitoring
process for not only recently introduced shared use routes,
but also historic routes to ensure that the network remains fit
for purpose.

Criterion 3
Safety implications (Stage 2)
A study involving at least six days of CCTV footage, including
weekdays and weekends, should be conducted where trialling
the introduction of cycling. For cycling to be considered
permanently on a given path, more than 95% of cycle
journeys should involve neither major nor minor conflict with
pedestrians or other cyclists. A minor conflict is defined as
that which involves a cyclist needing to brake or a pedestrian
change direction; a major conflict is defined as a cyclist or
pedestrian needing to take emergency action, which could be
considered a ‘near miss’.

Critical Success Criteria
- Long term implementation
A permanent shared use scheme, informed by the consultation
process and evidence collected as part of Stages 1 and 2, will
have to balance the needs of all visitors. Proposals will not be
implemented permanently if there is evidence that it:

Criterion 4
Actual demand for the route (Stage 2)
Pedestrian and cycle flow counts across a weekend and
week day should be conducted every month during the trail
period, to ascertain how the route is performing and to assess
whether safety is being compromised.
Criterion 5
Costs for implementation and value for money
(Stage 2)
A more detailed cost-benefit appraisal should be used at this
stage, including pedestrian and cycle flow count data and other
actual implementation cost details to determine whether
longer term infrastructure measures should be installed.

Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

insufficiently resolves or creates a safety issue

•

has a significant detrimental effect on visitor experience

•

fails to pass all critical success criteria assessments as part
of both Stages 1 and 2.

Across all the parks attaining success involves meeting the
desirable strategic objectives over both the short and long
term. It is vital to continue to monitor stakeholder satisfaction
and to act on issues raised.
Long term success will be measured by the following :
•

Borderline review
Where a scheme has issues identified by the public and /
or Royal Parks staff, a safety review should be conducted
which focuses on the identified issue. The list of Assessment
Techniques should be used to select an appropriate study to
determine how best to resolve the issue.

•

Cyclists
A survey of cyclists may be appropriate where there are high
levels of cycling. The Kensington Gardens results for Studio
Walk are considered the benchmark, where 94% of cyclists
thought the cycle path worked operationally ‘OK, well or very
well’. Should less than 94% consider a given shared used path
to be acceptable, an additional review of cycling facilities will
be required.
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•

STAGE

6

STAGE

7

Gather feedback from stakeholders and visitors on the
operational performance of the shared use path with
regular surveys conducted on-site for pedestrians and
cyclists.
Annual review of the strategy and programme to
summarise observations and key survey results.

•

Utilise annual visitor surveys to understand the changing
dynamics of visitor movements across the parks and to
identify where ongoing studies are required.

•

Ensure customer satisfaction levels are maintained.

•

Benchmark projects against international park and city
design standards and consider opportunities to trial new
design approaches where appropriate.

•

Maintain an ongoing review programme for new schemes
that look at pedestrian and cyclist interactions throughout
the year.

•

Utilise Road Safety Audit and Bike Week event feedback to
understand wider opinions on schemes and help to inform
design and maintenance schedules.

•

Update The Royal Parks website regularly to encourage
feedback on new schemes.

Ongoing evaluation of shared use provision
The ever growing number of visitors that are attracted to the
Royal Parks creates immense pressure on the path network
to continue to perform at a high level. As part of the long
term maintenance strategy for shared use facilities, path
performance will be reviewed regularly to ensure that the
criteria that were satisfied during the initial approval process,
continue to be operationally sound.
Where a shared use path can no longer function satisfactorily,
be it through an increase in pedestrian and cycle flows, changes
in access arrangements, and / or additional issues relating to
user satisfaction and park management, a design proposal will
need to offer a solution to resolve the performance issue.
The Royal Parks will look at opportunities to upgrade the
shared use facility while maintaining a tarmac neutral approach,
and ensuring pedestrian priority.
Where conditions on a shared use path cannot be improved
without significantly impacting on the wider operation and
configuration of the park landscape, the following measures
may be necessary:
•

Closure of an existing shared use path which does not
operate safely.

•

Strategise alternative routing options for cyclists. It
may be that the optimal design solution for cyclists is to
provide better cycle routes outside the park boundary on
parallel links.
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2E (iii).
PEDESTRIAN COMFORT
ASSESSMENTS
SUMMARY
This assessment is useful to understand:
•
•
•
•
•

Footpath pedestrian capacity
The extent of overcrowding on a specific path
How much space and comfort pedestrians can enjoy
The suitability for paths to become shared use, even if on
a temporary basis
The impact of special events on normal operational
pedestrian comfort levels.

APPLICATION
The assessment process should be carried out for Tier 3 and
appropriate Tier 2 projects.
The process should be used where there are concerns
regarding overcrowding, safety, pedestrian comfort, orientation
and legibility across the walking network.
Overcrowding can occur throughout the day or be limited to
specific times such as commuter periods or key events such
as the Changing of the Guard. The assessment should be
designed to utilise pedestrian flows that reflect the issues that
have been identified.
METHODOLOGY
The approach should follow the methodology set out in
TfL’s Pedestrian Comfort Guidance for London (PCG),
which correlates the density of pedestrian activity, relative
to the width of the footpath. A spacious footway with
minimal pedestrian conflict points would attain an ‘A’ rating,
while a narrow, crowded route would be rated as low as
‘F’, highlighting that it provides an uncomfortable walking
environment.
•

Pedestrian flow count data is required during the peak
hours (details for peak hour given below)

•

The width of the hard surfaced area of the footpath needs
to be measured

In general, the busiest time for pedestrian flows are between
12:00 and 18:00 for both weekdays and weekends. However
peak periods may vary between summer and winter months. If
relevant, for weekdays, pedestrian surveys should be extended
to 7:00 - 10:00, to capture morning commuter flows. Where
special events are concerned, flow counts should be taken to
coincide with the event peak.

2E (iv).
SHARED USE STUDIES
(FOR EXISTING SHARED USE ROUTES)
SUMMARY

including:
• Safety review. A condition assessment of selected paths
including an assessment of surface quality, maintenance
and position of obstructions.
• A qualitative review of user behaviours.

Shared use studies provide a review of current shared use path
arrangements and can be used to better understand:
•
•
•
•

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
The Royal Parks recommend that acceptability standards
should comply with the ‘Tourist Attraction’ category outlined
in PCG (TfL, 2010), as tourist areas and parklands in particular,
are especially sensitive to crowding.
•

The recommended pedestrian comfort level for any
path should as a minimum attain a level B- score (15 - 17
ppmm).

Depending on the identified issues and purpose of the
assessment, there may be many design options that could be
considered, including:
Widening the hard surfaced area of an existing path
Providing additional footpath (in conjunction with a path
rationalisation review)
Decluttering park furniture
Soft measures such as the provision of alternative or
temporary routes at specific times.

•
•
•
•
•

Criteria for success
Origin - Destination studies
Path rationalisation
Planning minor events access
Shared use studies

•

•
•

Additional temporary signage.
Widening existing shared use paths.
Provision of additional shared use paths through the
Criteria for Success.
Closing an existing shared use which cannot operate safely
while providing alternative routing options.
Cycle speed calming measures along the route.

METHODOLOGY

COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE

Quantitative and qualitative assessments of the path network
should be combined to understand key shared use issues.
Depending on the degree of concern and appreciation of
existing problems, a number of different surveys should take
place, which could include:

•
•
•
•

A qualitative observational review of user behaviour.
Current pedestrian flow counts along the routes.
Current cyclist flow and speed counts along the routes.
Anticipated future cycle demand.
Pedestrian comfort analysis taking into account future
cycle demand and estimated pedestrian flows (either
current levels or estimated levels if levels are likely to
change).
CCTV surveys to analyse user interactions and identify
actual and potential conflict.
Collision data analysis.

Criteria for success
Origin - Destination studies
Path rationalisation
Pedestrian comfort assessments

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
•
•

TfL (2010) Pedestrian Comfort Guidance for London.
TfL (2014) London Cycling Design Standards, Chapter 4:
Cycle Lanes and Tracks.

See Pedestrian Comfort Assessment Methodology for advice
on peak hour data collection.

TfL (2010) Pedestrian Comfort Guidance for London.

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
The Royal Parks recommend that acceptability standards
should comply with the ‘Tourist Attraction’ category outlined
in PCG (TfL, 2010), as tourist areas and parklands in particular,
are especially sensitive to crowding.
•

The assessment can be supplemented with qualitative data

•
A high density of pedestrian flows are common across the Inner
parks (photo: The Green Park)

Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

There are many potential design options, which will vary
depending on the key issues identified.

•
•
•

•

It is important that the data is collected on an hourly basis so
that a time profile can be identified, and peak hours selected.
Exceptionally busy days such as bank holidays or school
half term should generally be avoided, unless this has been
specified as part of the study.
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Results which highlight an issue based on the Recommended
Standards, should be further reviewed and design interventions
considered to tackle the problem.

The assessment process should be carried out for Tier 3 and
appropriate Tier 2 projects.

•

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

USING THE RESULTS

Interventions could include:

•
•
•
•
•

COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE

Cyclist non-compliance on pedestrian only paths should
be reviewed and where feedback from stakeholders and
the police identify a significant safety issue, additional
signage and/or enforcement may be required.

APPLICATION

The process should be considered where concerns have been
raised relating to the interaction of pedestrians and cyclists,
ease of access to the parks, and the comfort, safety, orientation
and legibility of designated shared routes.

Any results that demonstrate that the surveyed locations
provide inadequate pedestrian comfort levels or safety
requirements, should be reviewed comparatively to prioritise
intervention.

•
•

Pedestrian and cyclist interactions
Path capacity
Cycle flows and user behaviour
Usability of the path for vulnerable user groups.

Note: This section excludes temporary use of shared use
paths for vehicle access during events, which is discussed in
‘Planning minor events access’.

USING THE RESULTS

•
•

•

STAGE

3

STAGE

3

The recommended pedestrian comfort level for any
path should as a minimum attain a level B- score (15 - 17
ppmm).
Average cyclist speed should be less than 12 mph to be
considered comfortable for pedestrians.

Pedestrians and cyclists sharing the same path (Mount Walk Kensington Gardens)
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2E (v).
ACCESS STUDIES

2E (vi).
key junction
ASSESSMENT PROCESS

SUMMARY

•

Access studies address the need for a review of the quality
of route legibility and safety in connecting to Park entrances.
Studies can help identify:
•
•
•
•

Overcrowded and under-used entrances.
Entrances not located according to key destinations inside
the park and surrounding areas.
Pedestrians and / or cyclists using vehicular gates to access
the Park.
Safety issues relating to formal crossing provision and
junction arrangements.

SUMMARY

USING THE RESULTS

In general, the busiest time for pedestrians counts are
between12:00 and 18:00 for both weekdays and weekends.
However these time periods might vary between summer and
winter months. For weekdays, pedestrian and cyclist surveys
should be extended to 7:00 to 10:00 to capture the commuter
flows.

This section addresses the need for a new, or the review of
the performance, design or location of existing crossings or
intersections leading to the park, as a result of:

Any response that demonstrates the crossing presents safety
implications for either pedestrians or cyclists, should prompt
a feasibility study to be conducted whereby design options are
drawn up to resolve key issues.

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS

•

•

•

APPLICATION

•

The assessment process should be carried out for Tier
3 projects involving changes to entrances or access
arrangements.

•

An access study should be commissioned where there are
concerns regarding:
•

Pedestrian and / or cyclist safety at entrances.

•

Orientation and legibility issues for users on the approach
to parks and upon arrival.

•

Management issues relating to access arrangements.

METHODOLOGY
Qualitative and quantitative assessments of the approach to
the Park and gateway area can be used to gather evidence on:
•
•
•
•

Trip attractors within close proximity of the entrance,
including the location of bicycle racks, public transport
facilities, bus stops and car parks.
User behaviour at park entrances.
Stationary pedestrian activity reviews on either side of the
gate.
Safety review of key junctions and entrance visibility.
Pedestrian flow counts across gates.

Stakeholder consultation.

•
•

The recommended pedestrian comfort level for any
gateway should as a minimum attain a level C score (21 23 ppmm) at the pinch-point.
Pedestrians should not have to queue for more than 30
seconds to access the parks.
Collision data which includes any severe collisions
involving pedestrians or cyclists within 20m of a park
entrance, should be further reviewed and safety measures
introduced where appropriate.

The assessment process should be carried out for Tier 3
projects involving interaction of pedestrian and other modes.

•

Qualitative and quantitative assessments of an existing crossing
or junction should be used to gather evidence on patterns
of space use. Depending on the degree of concern and
appreciation of existing issues, a number of different surveys
and analysis could take place, including:

Providing better entrance capacity and visibility.
Review an rationalisation of minor gateline positions.
Signage rationalisation.
Crossing design and safety improvements.
Soft measures such as restricting access times for
deliveries and maintenance vehicles, staff and visitors.

•
•
•

COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE
Key junctions assessment process
Planning minor events access
Traffic modelling

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian counts.
Informal pedestrian crossings counts.
Mapping of desire lines of pedestrian movement across
the junction.
Cyclist and vehicular flow counts and turning movements.
Public realm infrastructure (existing conditions) such as
railing, street lighting, footway capacity, junction design,
legibility, surface quality or obstructions.
Traffic lights performance.
Road traffic collision data analysis.
Formal complaints by members of the public.
Stakeholder consultation.

•
•

Implementation of a new formal crossing (where high
levels of informal crossing, for example at a Park entrance,
create safety issues).
Upgrade of an existing crossing such as the replacement
of a uncontrolled crossing with a zebra crossing.
Traffic light management (longer green man phases for
pedestrians, for instance).
Crossing re-design including widening of the central
refuge.
Signage and materials review which could include
renewing surface materials and providing a raised table.
Removal of a formal crossing where it has an adverse
impact on safety.

These options should be assessed using a multi-criteria design
assessment and incorporate stakeholder engagement to reach
a preferred design.
COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE
•
•

Access studies
Traffic modelling

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
•
•

Where a road safety review highlights a serious risk to
safety, design interventions should be investigated.
Where a pedestrian crossing consistently experiences
pedestrian comfort levels of level C (18-26ppm), the
phasing should be reviewed.

Insufficient green time during the pedestrian phase for school groups
to cross (Gloucester Gate - The Regent’s Park).

Charlbert Bridge has been subject to a shared use study and access
review, to understand spatial limitations and opportunities.
Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

•

METHODOLOGY

Depending on the degree of concern and appreciation of
existing issues, a number of different surveys could take place,
which could include:
• Pedestrian flow counts along internal routes.
• Pedestrian flow counts in the immediate surrounding
areas leading to the park.
• Origin - destination pedestrian surveys.
• Vehicular counts.
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•

APPLICATION

An assessment should be conducted where there are concerns
regarding the ease of access, safety, orientation and legibility of
routes at a road junction leading to the Park

Any result that demonstrates that the current arrangements
have accessibility or safety implications for either pedestrians
and cyclists, should inform design decisions relating to:

•
•
•

There are many potential design options, which will vary
depending on the observed issue:

•

USING THE RESULTS

•
•
•
•
•

A perceived poor access into the park on desire lines.
Insufficient green time during the pedestrian phase at a
signalised crossing.
Insufficient crossing capacity and/or a lack of provision for
vulnerable users.
The junction not being used as intended, resulting in safety
issues.

STAGE

3

STAGE

3
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2E (vii).
PATH RATIONALISATION
STUDIES
SUMMARY
The path rationalisation process considers a series of
assessments to understand the relative use of paths. Studies
can provide information relating to:
•
•
•

•

Identification of informal paths and pedestrian desire
lines, i.e. pedestrians using certain routes across the grass
causing damage to the fauna and flora.
Comparative flows across the path network to determine
to what extent the paths are overcrowded or underused.
Identification of paths which do not meet the minimum
environmental standards such as quality of materials,
obstructions or another element that makes it unsafe for
pedestrians.
Establish whether the current network is providing the
most effective pedestrian links across the park with the
view of maximise green areas and minimise hard surface
areas as well as minimise park maintenance costs.

APPLICATION
The assessment process should be carried out for Tier 3
projects which may impact on the ‘tarmac neutral’ approach
advocated by The Royal Parks.

2E (viii).
TRAFFIC MODELLING
•
•

•

‘Overcrowded’ paths: Any footpath where pedestrian
comfort levels are below PCL B- for more than 3 hours
on any given day is considered ‘overcrowded’.
‘Underused’ paths: Any formal path with less than 60
pedestrians per hour (pph) during the busiest hour and/or
less than 1% of all recorded movements across the Park, is
classed as ‘underused’.
‘Informal’ paths: Routes across grassed areas where
more than 60 pph are observed during peak times, are to
be considered ‘informal’ paths.

SUMMARY

METHODOLOGY

Transport modelling seeks to represent travel behaviour
in the real world through simulations of varying size and
complexity. Models serve to (a) support the decision-making
process for scheme design, (b) demonstrate the operation and
performance of a new scheme to key stakeholders, and (c) aid
in better, smarter design solutions.

Before models are commissioned for a project, it is important
to understand:
•
Project objectives – will models provide appropriate
outputs that aid in decision-making?
•
Data availability – will traffic/pedestrian surveys need to
be commissioned as well?
•
Project scope – will the project impact the borough and/
or strategic road network?

The main types of models in practice are:
• Pedestrian
• Local junction
• Microsimulation
• Strategic / Highway Assignment

USING THE RESULTS
Changes to the existing path network should be carefully
considered to meet the standards outlined in this Guidance.
Any decision should be seen within the context of the overall
design of the Park. For instance, an ‘underused’ path should be
kept if it has historic significance.

Recently there have been significant advancements in
pedestrian and cyclist modelling, providing greater accuracy
and broader applications.
APPLICATION

Where a path has been identified as ‘overcrowded’ it should
be further reviewed throughout the year, to assess whether
path widening is necessary. It may be that widening is only
needed on a temporary basis, or is not appropriate for the
character of the setting.

The key issues regarding transport modelling are:
• Matching model choice with project objectives
• Data availability / collection
• Cost and time of model development

Removing existing footpaths which are underused will help
enable a tarmac neutral approach to be employed.

The application and objectives of transport models vary
significantly depending on the size of the project.

The study area should include not just the path which has
been identified as a key issue, but parallel and connecting
routes to understand comparative patterns of use across the
network.

For informal paths, an additional assessment on whether the
informal route is adversely impacting on the aesthetic quality
of the setting, or complicating landscape management regimes,
should be considered before implementing additional path
construction.

The following list describes the differences between projects
classified as small, medium and large.

METHODOLOGY

COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE

Data collection will be necessary to provide evidence of
existing site conditions and patterns of use in order to
inform the path rationalisation process. Qualitative and/or
quantitative assessment of the path network can involve a
number of different surveys:

•
•
•
•

An assessment should be conducted where Park Management
has identified issues relating to poor path network
performance.

•
•
•
•

Small – footpath capacity analysis, shared pedestrian/cyclist
space analysis
•
These are often difficult to assess using transport models,
although pedestrian models can be useful in measuring
pedestrian comfort levels
•
Shared space situations, for instance a pedestrian crossing
over a cycle path, are best assessed using microsimulation
platforms that capture pedestrian/cyclist interactions (ie.
Vissim/Viswalk)

Criteria for success
Origin - Destination studies
Pedestrian comfort assessment
Shared used studies

See Pedestrian Comfort Assessment Methodology for advice
on peak hour data collection.

Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

USING THE RESULTS
Results are an integral element of modelling that aid in design,
decision-making, and stakeholder support. They can inform
the option-scoring process in order to balance priorities, and
they ensure that strategic network objectives are satisfied in
partnership with London Boroughs and/or TfL.
Visual representations of a wide-range of metrics are the most
outputs given the ease of interpretation. Videos are also an
increasingly popular option (example image below).
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
•
•

Transport for London’s Traffic Modelling Guidelines
PTV’s Vissim/Viswalk modelling platform

Large – ie. road closure to private vehicles, significant
reduction in junction capacity, etc.
•
Schemes that have any significant impact on road capacity
often require strategic modelling (dictated by TfL) in order to
understand the broader impacts on regional travel
•
Microsimulation and/or local junction modelling is often
needed in addition to assess the local impacts on junctions and
roads surrounding the scheme

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
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Model approval through TfL’s Model Auditing Process (MAP)
is often required for schemes that affect road capacity or
junction operation (likely many medium schemes and all large
schemes).

Medium – addition of new pedestrian/cycle crossing, revised
junction configuration for improved pedestrian safety
•
Microsimulation is often the best platform to understand
the impacts on all road users, for instance pedestrian wait
times, cycle journey times, or impact to general traffic
•
Local junction models are also useful for measuring the
impacts on signalised or priority junctions (often used in
combination with microsimulation models)

Pedestrian counts on an existing path network.
Pedestrian counts on identified informal paths.
Desire line surveys of pedestrian movement within the
Park (origin and destination surveys).
Public realm infrastructure assessments (existing
conditions) such as path width, surface quality and
maintenance, lighting or obstructions.

Pedestrian flows vary significantly across the parks and Park
Managers should be sensitive to conditions that are considered
‘acceptable’ in terms of path use. As a guide:

Following commissioning, the general methodology for model
development is as follows:
1.
Data collection and processing
2.
Development of baseline model
3.
Calibration and validation of base model
4.
Option assessment
5.
Interpretation of results
		
(quantitative and/or qualitative)

Use of an informal path leading to Cleveland Row (The Green Park)
STAGE

3

STAGE

3
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2E (ix).
planning MINOR events access

2E (x).
ORIGIN - destination
STUDIES

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

USING THE RESULTS

This process is used to understand the movement routes
through the parks that are most popular with pedestrians and
cyclists, and can help to inform:

Origin-destination results can provide useful information on
daily variation in flow direction and route choice. Where
there is high commuter activity, it is common for a strong tidal
O-D variation to be observed between morning and evening
peaks. This can be useful to understand how temporary
arrangements, such as traffic restrictions can be employed
during busy pedestrian times.

interactions and potential conflicts between pedestrians,
vehicles and cyclists at comparable locations.
A safety audit especially where events are to take place
after dusk.
Stakeholder consultation.

This section outlines the approach to be taken when planning
temporary access arrangements for small private events.
Design issues typically include:

•

•

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS

•
•
•
•
•

New events that will require vehicle access through parts
of the parks that do not normally allow access.
Approaches to minimise vehicles driving too fast
(including delivery vans, event organisers, support staff,
guests arrivals and departures).
Too many vehicles causing an obstruction to Park users.
Damage of park property, flora and fauna by vehicles.
Insufficient effective path width for pedestrians use.
Park users intimidated by the presence of vehicles.

•

If the path must be shared between vehicles and park users:
•
•
•

APPLICATION
The assessment process should be carried out for Tier 1 and
Tier 2 projects that involve temporary private events. Note:
This section excludes large-scale public events such as Hyde
Park Winter Wonderland, The Regent’s Park Taste events or
The London Marathon.
The objectives are typically to:
• Provide a safe environment for Park users during events.
• Minimise the impact of events on the use of park facilities
by members of the public.
• Risk assess the area and consider measures to mitigate
safety issues where risk levels are considered to be
medium or high, especially at shared facilities such as
access paths or gates.
• Safeguard park property, ensuring that vehicles do not
cause any damage to property.
METHODOLOGY
Qualitative and quantitative assessments of routes and/or
access gates should be used to gather evidence on patterns of
space use and the possible conflict between pedestrians and
vehicles.
Depending on the degree of concern and appreciation of
existing issues, a number of different surveys could take place.
Days and times of the survey should coincide with an event
or delivery times to gather information between the potential
risk of sharing the same route.

•
•
•

Maximum vehicular speeds of 5 mph should be clearly
signed.
Temporary vehicular speed humps equally spaced along
the route may be required.
Effective path width remaining for pedestrian use should
not be reduced below pedestrian comfort level B- (15-17
ppmm) for a sustained period.

•

APPLICATION
The assessment process should be carried out for appropriate
Tier 2 and Tier 3 projects.
An origin-destination survey may be considered useful where
an understanding of specific routing and desire lines has been
identified as a useful contributory factor for shaping Park
infrastructure design. Accompanying studies which often utilise
origin - destination information include:

USING THE RESULTS
Any outcome that suggests that the temporary arrangement
might create a risk to the safety of pedestrians, should be
documented and raised with the Park Manager.

•
•
•

There are many temporary and permanent design options,
which will vary depending on how frequent event access is
required:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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A high level physical assessment of the paths being used
for traffic routing including the landscape and historical
context.
As structural review of the road / path surface.
A qualitative review of user behaviours before and during
events.
Pedestrian counts during events.
Manual classified vehicles counts.
Video footage surveys to assess the number and type of
Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

•
•

Signage placement and orientation of wayfinding
information to direct people at critical decision points.
Path rationalisation studies, including the impact and
effectiveness of fencing for controlling route choice.
Design decisions relating to shared use movements and
density of activity at different times of the day.

COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE
•
•
•
•

Access studies
Criteria for success
Path rationalisation studies
Planning minor events access

Pedestrian routes from pre-identified starting points.
Cyclist routes from pre-identified starting points.

This can be supplemented with information relating to:

Access studies
Criteria for success
Pedestrian comfort assessment
Shared used studies

•
•
•

User behaviour observations.
Interviews with park users on preferred route choice.
Stakeholder consultation.

Surveying pedestrians’ routes is involves path following, while
ensuring that a large sample is taken from each inbound
movement.

The Royal Parks (2015) Hosting Major Events in
The Royal Parks.

For faster moving cyclists, traditional methods (such as on
site observations or CCTV) are not as effective for capturing
movements.

The survey could involve all or a combination of:
•

•

Quantitative data collection in the form of route choice
surveys, are the core element of the methodology, noting:

Refer also to the following publication for major events:
•

Access studies.
Path rationalisation studies.
Network planning - especially when reviewing wider cycle
route connectivity and opportunities for additional routes.

The survey results can also be useful to inform:

METHODOLOGY

Consider measures to calm vehicular traffic on
shared routes, with adequate signage and / or physical
interventions to mitigate against risk of collisions.
Consider a range of soft measures such as alternative
routes or restricted times for deliveries prior to and after
the event, including the arrival of staff and / or guests.

COMPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE
•
•
•
•

The design and placement of food stands and kiosks.
The design and placement of wayfinding and information
signage.
The design and placement of bicycle racks and park
furniture.
Access arrangements and temporary restrictions.

The pedestrian and cyclist surveys ideally should take place
for one weekend day and one weekday to identify changes in
destinations for typical working and non working days.
Presentation of data will generally show percentage splits of
route choice from each origin.
Origin - Destination analysis of routes in The Green Park have helped
show the impact of changes in access arrangements.

Pedestrians waiting to cross a busy access road during an evening
event at Kensington Gardens.
STAGE

3

STAGE

3
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2E (xi).
EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENTS
SUMMARY
An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) provides documentation
that the Inclusive Design Principles set out in this Guidance
have been considered on a project by project basis, with a
clear statement of impact on all potential users of the scheme.
The assessment should reference how designs will impact on
the following groups, where appropriate:
Pedestrians
Cyclists
Motorists
Horse riders
Dog-walkers
Elderly people
Young people
People with mobility and/or visual impairments
Gender equality
Minority ethnicities
Religious beliefs
Consultation should be aligned with an understanding of
local user groups, particularly where changes to cycling
arrangements form part of the scope of design.
APPLICATION

Conduct for all Tier 3 projects, where a significant
change in accessibility or usability is anticipated.
METHODOLOGY
1. Outline the scheme objectives.
2. Identify how the scheme has considered the
Inclusive Design Principles set out in this Guidance.
3. Describe the likely impact of the scheme on the
various user groups and identify the main beneficiaries.
4. Describe the consultation strategy, the outcomes of
the consultation and how the proposals accommodate
issues raised.
5. Define project specific key performance indicators
for measuring equality success after construction, and
identify how equality impacts are monitored as part of
post-implementation.

2E (xii).
Site selection for
cycle hire DOCKING
stations

2E (xiii).
HERITAGE STATEMENTS

As part of the TfL Cycle Hire scheme, there are a number of
cycle hire docking stations within the Inner London Parks.

The Royal Parks and Brompton Cemetery are all Grade 1
Listed Historic Landscapes (except The Green Park, Primrose
Hill and Victoria Tower Gardens which are Grade II) and
each contain numerous listed buildings and structures. Any
infrastructure or alteration to the hardscape must be sensitive
to the setting and character of the estate.

SUMMARY

Cycle Hire docking stations are located next to cycle routes
and on areas of existing hard standing, causing no loss of green
space or trees. Sites are landscaped to be in keeping with the
park setting, with improvements made to cycle signage.

APPLICATION

In addition to the site selection criteria identified for all Cycle
Hire docking station sites, working with TfL, The Royal Parks
developed additional site selection criteria for proposed
sites located within the parks. These criteria recognise that
proposals which do not result in an adverse effect upon
landscape character either individually or cumulatively, may be
considered.

For any hardscape projects which propose significant changes
to the existing situation (Tier 3 projects), a Heritage Statement
should be conducted to include:

The categories devised to describe the heritage value of the
immediate setting of each docking station site are as follows:
Highest heritage quality: development to be resisted;
High heritage quality: presumption against development
generally but may be acceptable dependent on scale and
landscape fit;
Moderate heritage quality: still of importance but more
flexible to accommodate proposals subject to landscape and
heritage assessment.

D: Limited significance
Values contribute in a limited but positive way.
N: Neutral significance
Elements neither add to, nor detract from, the significance of
the place.

•

Site Context

INT: Intrusive Elements
Elements considered to be of no historic interest or aesthetic
value which detracts from the appearance of the place.

•

Designations

USING THE RESULTS

•

Heritage Value

•

Statement of significance

•

Design options

•

Impact on Heritage

Decisions regarding design development should directly
respond to the Heritage Statement and document how design
considerations reflect the heritage of the structure and setting.

Heritage Value
Historic England’s Conservation Principles, Policies, and
Guidance, 2008, describes the significance of heritage assets as
the sum of their heritage values.

The categories devised to describe the landscape fit of each
proposed docking station site in relation to the surrounding
geography are set out as follows:
Poor landscape fit: awkward or intrusive fit in relation to
immediate setting;
Moderate landscape fit: not ideal but possible;
Reasonable landscape fit: fitting reasonably well into the
immediate visual setting both visually and functionally.

Heritage value should be stated for any heritage asset
impacted on by an infrastructure proposal, using Historic
England’s four key values:
Aesthetic value: document the existing qualities of the asset
relating to ways in which visitors are attracted to engage with
the architectural qualities of the asset

Sites that are rated as a ‘poor landscape fit’ and/or of the
‘highest heritage quality’ are to be immediately ruled out.

Historical value: document how the asset is associated with
notable people and events of the past

Sites featuring both a ‘moderate landscape fit’ and a ‘high
heritage value’ are to be rated as ‘possibilities’.

Evidential value: the potential of the heritage asset to document
evidence of historic significance

Sites with a ‘reasonable landscape fit’ and a ‘moderate heritage
quality’ may be deemed to be generally acceptable, with he
wider impact of the station further assessed.

Communal value: the memory and or meaning of the asset for
people related to an event or in the local community
Statement of Significance
The following grading system should be adopted to enable a
relative weighting of individual components which contribute
to the significance of the heritage asset and the setting:

An assessment should identify the likely impact of the scheme
on all user groups and suggest opportunities to mitigate any
adverse impacts. This may be achieved by design iteration
or by providing alternative access arrangements where
appropriate. The documentation of any changes may require
further consultation to corroborate final designs and enable
sign-off.
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C: Some significance
A positive contribution to the local context.

METHODOLOGY

USING THE RESULTS
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B: Considerable significance
A nationally important heritage asset.

A: Exceptional significance
Qualities that for buildings, warrant listing as Grade I or II*.
A unique character of national and international significance.

STAGE

3

STAGE

3

Any proposed changes to significant historic structures such as
gateways, will require a Heritage Statement to be completed.
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2F.
PROJECT CHECKLIST

2G.
PATH DESIGN CHECKLIST

Summarise scheme proposal

Mark with an ‘X’

Part 1: Generic Path Design Considerations

Location

Proposal

Mark with an ‘X’

Path / road types identified as part of the project
Minor footpath
1A		

Minor shared
2A		
use path

1B		
Major footpath

dominant
2B		

Pedestrian
shared use path

Cycle route
2C		
(off road)

Minor local
3A		
access road

route
3C Cycle
(on road)

shared
2DMajor
use		
path

Pedestrian
3B		
dominant road

Living Street
3D		

Arterial road

/
3G Perimeter
Spur road

3E (motor traffic
dominant)
Arterial road
3F		
with cycle
route

road
3H Arterial
(all modes)

Frequent pedestrian/cyclist conflict

High speed cycling observed

Lack of compliance with cycle signage

Pedestrian desire lines across grass

Pedestrian capacity / congestion

Surface material deterioration

Tier 2 - Medium Project			

Tier 3 - Large Project

Assessment techniques proposed
Shared Use Criteria for Success

Pedestrian comfort assessment

Access study			

Key junction assessment

Path rationalisation study

Traffic modelling

Events planning		

Equality Impact Assessment

Origin - Destination study

Feasibility design		

Heritage statement		

Other

Shared Use Criteria for Success

Pedestrian comfort assessment

Access study			

Key junction assessment

Path rationalisation study

Traffic modelling

Events planning		

Equality Impact Assessment

Origin - Destination study

Feasibility design		

Heritage statement		

Other

P. Ensure that measures introduced for cyclists do not
compromise pedestrian access or comfort.

C. The gradient is no more than 5% for lengths up to 100m. On
the approach to shared use junctions this should not exceed 3%.

Q. Appropriate measures have been put in place outside the Park
to link with the wider cycling network.

D. Is there a net increase in hard surfacing across the Park as
a result of the scheme? If so, have appropriate considerations been
noted and design options identified for removing underused paths
elsewhere?

R. The design successfully allows cyclists on permitted routes to
not have to dismount to access the Park.
S. All intersecting path angles on a shared use route are rounded
(not squared) with a recommended minimum 6m radius of curvature.
T. For schemes which are on Park roads, traffic management
measures and / or road closures have been considered where
appropriate.

F. Adequate visibility on the approach to path intersections has
been maintained or improved, while avoiding the creation of low
visibility channels or barriers to movement on both sides of the path.

U. Ensure that there are good sightlines i.e. absolute minimum of
20m on flat sections and on slopes 40m.

G. Lighting is considered appropriate and there are no apparent
safety issues that suggest otherwise.

V. Ensure that “machine” lay is specified on urban routes where
total length of construction is more than 200m.

H. Unauthorised motor vehicle access has been considered and
appropriate measures put in place.

W. Ensure that general traffic management measures do not
create problems for cyclists e.g. dedicated left turn lane approach to
junctions.

J. Speed reduction measures and tactile surfaces are designed
to consider the needs of mobility impaired users and roller skaters
where appropriate.

X. Ensure gullies are positioned and oriented so as to not present
a hazard for cyclists.
Y. Ensure that any defects in the shared use surface have been
identified and rectified. For roads, this should be a priority within
2.0m of the kerbline.

K. Street furniture and ironwork are specified as per the Technical
Guidance and Landscape Design Guide.
L. Ensure adequate signing height is specified, usually at 2.4m.

Design Audit Plan (for Tier 2 and 3 projects)
		

Date:

______________________________

Detailed Design Audit			

Date:

______________________________

Designers Risk Assessment		

Date:

______________________________

Stakeholder Engagement		

Dates:

______________________________

					

B. The materials proposed satisfy The Royal Parks Material
Palette.

I. Paths that front onto roads have appropriate parking
restrictions to avoid blocking the gateway.

Assessment techniques already conducted

Concept Design Audit

O. New shared use paths have undergone the Shared Use
Criteria for Success assessment process.

Other

Project Type proposed
Tier 1 - Small Project				

A. The effective operational width of the proposed hard surfacing
area meets the standards set out in the Path Typology Criteria.

E. Signage on the link has been reviewed and rationalised to
minimise and consolidate signs, using the smallest appropriate sign
size.

Key issues identified

Part 2: Cycle Design Considerations

M. Flush dropped kerbs or raised tables are provided at
pedestrian crossings.
N. Ensure that drainage channels and gullies are in good condition
and do not present a trip hazard for pedestrians.

______________________________

Project Checklist Sign-off

Path Design Checklist Sign-off

Design Team Lead		

Name:

______________________________

			

Signed:

______________________________

Project Manager		

Name:

______________________________

			

Signed:

______________________________

Date:

______________________________

Date:

______________________________

Checklist completed by:

Name:

______________________________

			

Signed:

______________________________

Date:

______________________________
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DESIGN STANDARDS
A. PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST DESIGN REQUIREMENTS		

55

B. INCLUSIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES			

56

C. SHARED USE DESIGN PRINCIPLES			

57

D. ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE FOR PEDESTRIANS		
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- TACTILE PAVING
- CROSSINGS
- GATEWAYS
- FENCING
E. ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE FOR CYCLISTS			

68

F. CYCLIST SPEED CONTROL					
- SHARED USE PATHS
- ROADS

69

G. CYCLE PARKING 							71
- RURAL
- URBAN
H. SIGNAGE								73
- SURFACE
- VERTICAL
- TEMPORARY
- BOLLARD SPECIFICATION
- FINGERPOST SPECIFICATION
I. SURFACE MATERIALS PALETTE					
- TAR SPRAY AND CHIP
- RESIN BOUND AGGREGATE
- SELF BINDING GRAVEL
- GRANITE SETTS
- ASPHALT / TARMACADAM
- TACTILE SURFACES

81

J. CONSTRUCTION GUIDANCE					90
- EDGE RESTRAINT
- FOOTPATH CONSTRUCTION (TAR SPRAY AND CHIP)
- PAVEMENT AND CARRIAGEWAY CONSTRUCTION
- HORSE RIDE CONSTRUCTION
- GRANITE SETTS
K. MAINTENANCE GUIDANCE					96
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3.
WALKING AND CYCLING
DESIGN STANDARDS
This section details The Royal Parks standards for walking and
cycling related infrastructure.
Pedestrian and Cyclist Design Requirements
Inclusive Design Principles
Shared Use Design Principles
Access Design Guidance for Pedestrians
- Tactile paving
- Gateways
- Fencing
- Crossings
Access Design Guidance for Cyclists
Cyclist Speed Control
- Shared use paths
- Roads

3A.
PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Priority List of Park Users
Physical requirements

The Royal Parks utilises an established hierarchy of priority
for the management of the parks. The ‘Priority List of Park
Users,’ is shown in order of priority below, and reinforces
the importance of considering a range of user groups, while
prioritising design interventions that support the most
vulnerable users:

Pedestrian and cyclist
physical requirements

Length

• Vulnerable users
• Pedestrians, walkers
• Runners, joggers
• Horse riders
• Leisure cyclists, skaters, scooters
• Commuter cyclists
• Sports cyclists
• Motorists looking to access the park as a destination including drivers of cars, motorbikes, taxis and private hire
vehicles
• General through traffic

Turning circle

Width

Inner radius

Outer radius

Pedestrian

-

700mm

1100mm

-

-

Pedestrian with guide dog
or long cane

-

1100mm

1500mm

-

-

Wheelchair user guided by
pedestrian

1750mm

700mm

1500mm

1200mm (minimum)
1800mm (maximum)

1200mm (minimum)
1800mm (maximum)

Electric wheelchair

1350mm

700mm

1500mm

1600mm

1625mm

Standard bicycle

1800mm

800mm

1200mm

1650mm

850mm

Pedestrians and cyclists have distinctly different needs and
behaviours to each other, which also vary in response to the
context. However specific space and movement requirements
are generally consistent across different environments, as
detailed in the table of standards above.
Designs should accommodate the needs of wheelchairs and
mobility scooter users, which can require relatively large
spaces in which to turn.

Signage
- Surface
- Vertical
- Temporary
- Bollard specification
- Fingerpost specification

It should also be noted that a wide variety of bicycles are
used on the roads and with The Royal Parks, including
tandem cycling and disability cycles, and these should be
accommodated where technically feasible.
Design Speeds

Surface Materials Palette
- Tar spray and chip
- Resin bound aggregate
- Self binding gravel
- Granite setts
- Asphalt / Tarmacadam
- Tactile surfaces

A number of studies have been conducted that look to assess
pedestrian average walking speeds; 1.2 metres / second being
the most frequently cited (TRL, 2014: A Review of pedestrian
walking speeds). However many older people are not able to
walk at 1.2m/s, and it has been observed that people strolling
in the parks generally walk at a much slower speed. This is
important for a number of design considerations, including:

Construction Guidance
- Footpath construction (tar spray and chip)
- Pavement and carriageway construction
- Granite setts
- Horse ride construction
- Edge Restraint
Maintenance Guidance

•

the design of signal timings at formal pedestrian crossings

•

the design of shared use areas where cyclists are passing
pedestrians

•

the holding capacity of formal paths, as slower walking
speeds inherently result in increased dwell time

Pedestrian Comfort Guidance
Pedestrian Comfort Guidance for London (Transport
for London, 2010) sets out the assessment criteria for
understanding pedestrian capacity on footways. This process
can also be applied to footpaths in the parks. The Guidance
sets out criteria for defining acceptable comfort standards
relating to the volume of pedestrians and the usable footway
space. Pedestrian Comfort Levels (PCL) provide a measure of
pedestrian congestion, in terms of the number of pedestrians
per metre of footpath per minute (ppmm).
Calculating the PCL for a footpath during the peak hour
of the week, can help to identify existing constraints and
opportunities (see Pedestrian Comfort Assessments).
The Royal Parks advocates that footways which are being
considered for a shared use route with cyclists, need to
already observe a PCL B- grade, whereby flows of 15 to 17
ppmm are not exceeded during the peak hour.
Designers should consider the use of the space immediately
bordering a path, as adjacent furniture, fencing, hedges and
building lines all reduce the usable path width. Where
technically feasible and environmentally appropriate, benches,
signs and fencing should be set back 500mm from the path
edge to avoid impinging on the effective width.

Cyclists’ travel speeds are much more variable, based on trip
purpose, bicycle type, path width and design etc. Surface
conditions have a significant impact on cycling speeds and
manoeuvring. Path width and segregation design can also have
a major impact on cycling speeds.

These standards should be used to inform design decisions
relating to walking and cycling improvements across The
Royal Parks. They are a reference that should not replace the
expertise of a skilled professional to make judgements and
design decisions on a site by site basis.
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Minimum width
requirements

Based on Inclusive Mobility, DfT (2002) and A guide to controlling access to paths (Sustrans, 2012)

Cycle Parking
- Rural
- Urban
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Typical Dimensions

The Royal Parks advocates a design speed for shared use paths
of 8-12mph. For roads, design speeds should be appropriate
for the designated speed limit. This will impact on the choice
of surface material and the delineation of shared / segregated
routes.
STAGE

4
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3B.
INCLUSIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

3C.
SHARED USE
DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The Equalities Act 2010 highlights that 20% of the population
have a disability - this includes people with long term sickness
and mental health issues, as well as 5% of the population that
are wheelchair users.

From a cycling design perspective, shared use paths generally
do not offer a high ‘level of service’ for cycling, as interactions
with pedestrians can be frequent and cyclists need to navigate
around people which reduces the speed and directness of the
cycling journey.

The Royal Parks advocates providing inclusive facilities that
enable all users to have a safe and enjoyable experience, by
considering vulnerable users including the elderly and children,
and by protecting disabled peoples’ equitable rights through
inclusive design.
The London Plan states that the ‘Public Realm should be
secure, accessible, inclusive, connected, easy to understand and
maintain.’ These principles form the The Royal Parks’ approach
to ensuring walking and cycling facilities that are inclusive and
accessible for all.
Design development
Any proposed changes to the existing hardscape should
include a consideration on whether there is an existing issue
for people with mobility or visual impairments. Where an
issue is identified, the Project Manager will encourage a
more accessible design solution to be sought, liaising with
stakeholders and the Diversity Network Group as appropriate.
The approach to meeting the inclusive design objectives will
depend on the nature of the project, budget considerations,
operational requirements and the physical constraints of the
site.
An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) should be conducted
for all Tier 3 Projects to assess the implications of significant
infrastructure changes and ensure that the relevant
stakeholder groups have been consulted.
Equality Impact Assessments (EqIA)
A systematic assessment of the likely impact of scheme
designs on vulnerable users should be conducted where any
significant change that could compromise accessibility or safety
is identified. The assessment should engage with a wide range
of groups as appropriate, focusing on disability, gender, age and
racial equality. The scheme design process should document
how vulnerable groups have been consulted and how designs
accommodate the needs of those user group, as well as any
design iteration that has responded to comments.
Inclusive Design Criteria
Seating, lighting and park furniture should be located so as to
minimise the obstruction of walking routes.
Inconsistency of materials should be avoided.

Paths should generally be smooth including where they
transition to road crossings.
The placement of setts and cobbled paving should be carefully
considered as uneven surfaces can be uncomfortable for
wheelchair users, elderly and people with sensory impairments.

Street design best practice notes that a shared use approach
is most successful where cyclist and pedestrian flows are low.
However many of the most direct links in The Royal Parks
are inherently the busiest walking routes, which often means
that the best potential cycling route alignment coincides
with the highest pedestrian flows. From a network planning
perspective, the selection of approved shared use routes
requires careful consideration in order to balance user
requirements across the parks and maintain pedestrian priority
and comfort in all settings. Vulnerable users in particular need
to be accommodated including people with mobility or visual
impairments.

Dropped kerb gradients should not exceed gradients of 1:12,
with a minimum 1200mm level area between the back of
the dropped kerb and the verge. A raised table should be
considered where this is not feasible.
Raised tables are an alternative to dropped kerbs and can
assist in reducing cycle and motor vehicle speeds.
Steps that taper are a trip hazard and should generally be
avoided.
Overhanging vegetation at head height needs to be maintained
as people with visual impairments may not see these
obstructions.

The Royal Parks are moving away from white line segregated
cycling facilities as this form of infrastructure promotes high
speed cycling which reduces pedestrian comfort. Evidence
collected from across The Royal Parks suggests that cycling
speeds of 8-12mph help to not compromise pedestrian
comfort and safety. A shared use design approach is an
effective way of ensuring that cycling speeds are closer to this
level across the parks.

Selected materials need to be robust and appropriate for the
context.
Disabled parking facilities require sufficiently high quality
crossings and a joined up design approach to access the
network of accessible footpaths.

Shared use can be demarcated subtly with a variety of surface
treatments and where appropriate, careful placement of park
furniture, and the use of surface signage. ‘Road-type’ markings
are being phased out from path surfaces, to enhance the
aesthetic character of the parks.

Convenient access for wheelchair users is a priority across the
Parks.
Measures which help people with sensory impairments to be
aware of cyclists should be encouraged.

As detailed in the Criteria for Success, connecting routes are
carefully reviewed to ensure that paths do not create user
conflict issues at junctions and on paths which are too narrow
to safely accommodate all users. All shared use routes should
be reviewed regularly to understand how any changes in use
and density of pedestrian and cycle flows are impacting on the
quality of the user experience.

Gravel surfaces give some audible warning that cyclists
or vehicles are approaching, whereas completely smooth
materials do not. In some circumstances it may be beneficial
to consider using surface materials that improve audible
warning.
Adequate sight lines and path width are required when shared
paths change direction to avoid potential conflicts arising
between users.

The following sections detail design guidance for various
aspects of shared use routes, including access and speed
control design considerations:

Cycle parking should be located so that it does not obstruct
pedestrian desire lines, including the additional width when
occupied by a bicycle.

Tactile Paving
Access Design Guidance for Cyclists		
Cyclist Speed Control for Shared Use Paths
Cyclist Speed Control for Roads

Tactile paving is recommended for crossings at busy entrances
and gateways. In the context of a heritage environment,
cobbles or setts can be used to delineate and define crossing
points.

Patterns within the footpath can be perceived as a level change
and bespoke surfacing should be carefully selected.
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3D (i).
ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE
TACTILE PAVING
As detailed in the Key Design Principles, The Royal Parks
has a commitment to ensuring the parks are accessible
for all. Incorporating facilities to support pedestrians with
visual impairments is vital for fulfilling this obligation. Tactile
paving surfaces play an important role in providing safety and
orientation information in the wider street environment.
Continuity of use of these surfaces across the parks is critical
for maintaining a logical consistency of provision for visitors
that need this information to navigate.
General approach
The Royal Parks have pedestrian priority on all footpaths and
the majority of roads within the parks. Tactile paving should
therefore only be needed at formal crossings on roads with
high vehicle flows, where pedestrian priority is not clear,
specifically on Road Types: 3E Arterial Road (motor traffic
dominant); 3F Arterial Road (with cycle route); 3G Perimeter
Road / Spur Road; and 3H Arterial Road (all modes) - see
Section 2C Path Typologies Approach.
Tactile paving is not considered a widely applicable approach
in rural character areas of the parks, as the formal style
of the paving is more typically a feature of an urban street
environment. Its use should therefore be minimised in more
rural areas, to maintain the character of the historic parkland
landscape.
The table below summarises the general approach for applying
tactile paving on footways adjacent to main roads in the parks.

Context

Tactile paving specification

Signal controlled
crossings
(urban character)

Two rows deep - grey pre-cast
concrete or natural stone 400x400.
Tactile tails only to be provided
where shown to capture
perpendicular pedestrian walking
movements.
Generally no tactile paving units
required on the refuge space of
signal controlled crossings.

Signal controlled
refuge space
(urban character;
where required)
Zebra crossings
(urban character)
Zebra crossings
(rural character)
Uncontrolled
crossings
(urban character)
Uncontrolled
refuge space
(urban character;
where required)
Uncontrolled
crossings
(rural character)
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Two rows deep - grey pre-cast
concrete or natural stone 400x400
with tactile tails where appropriate.
Granite setts or cobbles 200x100,
laid six rows deep (600mm).
Two rows deep - grey or buff
pre-cast concrete or natural stone
400x400.
For refuges <1600mm wide, provide
tactiles to full width of refuge. For
refuges >1600mm wide, provide
tactiles two rows deep on both
sides of the refuge.
Generally no tactile paving units
required. Cobbles 200x100 used to
delineate kerb edge.
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3D (ii).
ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE
CROSSINGS

Design and layout
National standards are to be applied for formal crossings
in urban areas, to comply with DfT Guidance on the use of
tactile paving surfaces (1998), except for the following justified
departures from guidance:

Crossing arrangements for pedestrians should comply with the
Inclusive Design Principles outlined in this document.
Pedestrian crossings
Pedestrian crossings have been introduced at key intersections
and gateways across road infrastructure in the parks. There
is a presumption against the introduction of additional
formal pedestrian crossings within the parks, as these
tend to urbanise the parkland character. Where there is a
demonstrable need for an amendment to an existing crossing,
a safety audit should be conducted and improvements made
in line with the standards outlined in the ‘Pedestrian crossings’
standard details.

• Uncontrolled crossings to be provided with tactile paving
two units deep (800mm) in all applicable locations - a rationale
adopted by TfL following research into stride distance and
tactile detectability for the Exhibition Road scheme.
• Tactile tails only to be provided at controlled crossings where
it can be demonstrated that they will benefit users walking
perpendicular to the crossing (to a maximum 5m length). Tails
should never intersect one another, stopping at least 600m from
an adjacent tactile layout to ensure more than a stride length
distance, and maintain clarity of use.

Suggested improvements to existing pedestrian crossings
are identified in the Management Plans. Where a pedestrian
desire line has opened up as a result of changes to surrounding
areas or park access, the introduction of a crossing may be
considered in exceptional circumstances.

• All tactile paving units to be a neutral colour: grey, buff
or natural stone, to minimise visual impact on the heritage
environment. Westminster Way guidance (2004) identifies the
inconsistencies in national guidance regarding the justification
for colour contrast and The Royal Parks will look to maintain
consistency with the Westminster approach.

Zebra crossings are only appropriate in urban areas where vehicle
flows and speeds are sufficiently low to not become an issue when
large groups of pedestrians are crossing.

The introduction of shared use routes may require changes
to surrounding crossings to support the use of the route and
the crossing by cyclists. This may include the widening of an
existing crossing or the installation of a Toucan or parallel
crossing to meet capacity and operational requirements.

See Section 3D (ii) Access Design Guidance: Crossings,
for tactile paving layout details.

On processional routes, crossing infrastructure should be
designed to be quickly demountable and temporarily removed.

Standard materials palette
‘Blister paving’
Grey or buff concrete tactile paving units are the standard for
most parkland road locations to complement the conservation
status of the parks. Natural stone tactiles may be considered
where the adjacent footway is paved in natural stone.

Note: This Guidance document shows pedestrian
crossing design details that are ‘non-standard’
in a typical highway context, but are considered
appropriate in the parks. For typical highway standard
details, refer to Local Transport Note 2/95: The Design
of Pedestrian Crossings and TfL Streetscape Guidance
2015.

‘Corduroy paving’
Corduroy warning paving is only to be used in exceptional
circumstances, most commonly at the top of a flight of
steps. It should not be readily used for shared use areas. It
may occasionally be considered for bespoke layouts in urban
character areas where the footway and carriageway are flush.

Raised tables
A raised table across the carriageway may be considered
where pedestrian priority needs to be further enhanced, and/
or where cycle routes cross the road and traffic speeds need
to be reduced. The width of the raised table should respond
to the adjacent positioning of paths. Raised tables should
be detailed and materials selected to best accommodate
the anticipated volume of motor traffic. Tactile paving or
other delineation should be integrated to support pedestrian
uncontrolled crossing. See ‘Raised Table’ standard details.

Informal hazard warning paving
Granite setts or recycled cobbles are appropriate for defining
shared use areas and should be laid to be at least 600mm wide
across the full width of the path (so that a pedestrian’s stride
will make contact with the surface of the tactile unit).

The wide raised table at St Mary’s Gate in Greenwich Park provides
an effective measure for accommodating high pedestrian footfall and
creates an entry space for pedestrians when the Park gates are closed
to through traffic.

Pegasus crossings / Horse ride crossings
Horse rides comprise Craig sand to a depth of around 80mm.
Where formal footpaths cross the tracks, a design treatment
is required that ensures good visibility of the crossing, using
bollards or a break in the fencing.

Cobbles installed consistently as part of a rumble strip
arrangement to check cyclist riding speeds, have also been
shown to assist some visually impaired users by providing a
regular feature to navigate from.
Cobbles are recommended at Pegasus crossings / Horse rides,
as concrete tactile paving wears very quickly where horses are
frequently crossing.

The tarmacadam footway treatment generally takes
precedence over the sand track, with the path surface
providing continuity to the surrounding footpath materials. A
gradient of as close to 1:20 as possible should be defined on
the approach to allow adequate drainage, but without creating
a noticeable step between the sand and the crossing itself.

See Section 3I (vi) Materials Palette:Tactile Surfaces
for specific tactile paving materials application
guidance for pedestrian crossings and shared use areas.
STAGE

4

STAGE

4

Horse ride crossings are delineated by bollards at the edge of the
track. These should be positioned in verges so as to minimise
obstruction. The horse ride is reinforced at crossings with cobbles
beneath the sand.
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UNCONTROLLED
CROSSING LAYOUTS
(RAISED TABLES)

UNCONTROLLED
CROSSING LAYOUTS
(DROPPED KERBS)

Rural character

Rural character

Specification

Specification

Flush central refuge space to be
delineated using 100x100mm setts,
where carriageway width exceeds 8m.

Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing design
for rural character areas.
100

Tactile paving not required. Two rows of
granite setts 100x100 is acceptable.

Minimum 2.4m crossing width
recommended.

DO NO

Application

For linking with ‘minor paths’; this
crossing will not give pedestrians priority
over oncoming traffic but it does provide
a level surface for people to cross.
100

Ramp gradient to not exceed 1:10.
Minimum 1:20 to be effective.
100

Tactile paving not required.
DO NOT SCALE

Application

DO NOT S

Dropped kerb

The crossing should align directly with
the existing path network.

Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing raised
table design for rural character areas.

Crossing studs or road markings are
optional and may be used to improve
crossing visibility.
Millimetres

Drainage if required to be
connected to main drainage
system if possible

Providing traffic calming measures where
pedestrian crossing activity is high.

Road studs or marking to
diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
Ref: WCTDGdwg03 General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

Millimetres

Millimetres

Design option for raised table crossings
which do not have an adjacent sealed
surface.

Raised table uncontrolled crossing
for rural character locations
where there is an adjacent sealed
surface footway.

10

Ref: WCTDGdwg01

Minimum
2400mm

Pedestrian only
crossing

Minimum
2400mm

Pedestrian only
crossing

150 X 150mm square post timber
bollard. Minimum 450mm away
from edge of kerb

0

Minimum1200mm
wide refuge island

Road studs or marking to
diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

Dropped kerb

10

10

Uncontrolled crossing for rural
locations where there is no
requirement for a raised table.

0
100

One Row of 100
X 100mm granite
setts for edging

Raised table uncontrolled crossing
for rural locations where there
is no adjacent sealed surface
footway.

0

Two Rows of 100
X 100mm granite
setts

Minimum
1200mm

diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

Minimum
2400mm

Minimum
2000mm

Road studs or marking to
diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

Drainage if required to be
connected to main drainage
system if possible
Minimum1200mm
wide refuge island
with keep left
bollard

Uncontrolled crossing
forstuds
rural
Road
or marking to
diagram no
1055.1(
locations with a crossing
width
ofrefer to
Traffic Signs
Regulations and
3.4m or more, requiring
3 bollards
Directions(TSRGD) for
to be positionedGeneral
on
either
side
diagram no. standard details)
of the carriageway with a central
bollard.

Sealed Surface
10
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STAGE

150 X 150mm square post timber

Dropped kerb

Ref: WCTDGdwg04

150 X 150mm square post timber
bollard. Minimum 450mm away
from edge of kerb

A sealed surface waiting area is
provided on either side of the
carriageway.
Road studs or marking to
Millimetres

Dropped kerb

DO NOT SCALE

Ref: WCTDGdwg02
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150 X 150mm square post timber
bollard. Minimum 450mm away
from edge of kerb

2.4m - 3.4m wide crossing option
with 2 bollards positioned on
either side of the crossing.

150 X 150mm square post timber
bollard. Minimum 450mm away
from edge of kerb

4

STAGE

4

Minimum
3400mm

Minimum
3400mm

Shared path
crossing

Shared path
crossing

150 X 150mm square post timber
bollard. Minimum 450mm away
from edge of kerb
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UNCONTROLLED
CROSSING LAYOUTS
(DROPPED KERBS)

Urban character

Urban character

Specification

Specification

Maximum ramp gradient of 1:10.

Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing design;
can be adapted to include signals and
a vehicle stop line where a controlled
crossing is required, as per borough
design standards.

DO NOT SCALE

Application

Application

Millimetres

Raised table uncontrolled crossing
for urban locations where there
is an adjacent sealed surface
footway.

40mm HRA wearing
course or similer approved
Regulating course as
per specification

C16/20 concrete bed
and backing

Flush kerb

Finished level

Ramp1:10 Max

Ramp on both
sides(maximum
fall of 1:10)

10

Millimetres

Granite kerb

DO NOT SCALE

Existing footway
level

Raised table
paving
Minimum
1500mm

Most projects will be to replace and / or
improve existing uncontrolled crossings.
Millimetres

Ref: WCTDGdwg05

Minimum
2400mm

Road studs or marking to
diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
Ref: WCTDGdwg07
General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

Uncontrolled crossing for urban
areas where vehicle overrun is
frequent.

TYPICAL RAISED TABLE DETAIL

Dropped kerb uncontrolled crossing on
South Carriage Drive (Hyde Park). DO NOT SC

Hazard warning tactile
paving studs/strip alternate
to cast tactile paving

DO NOT SC
Dropped kerb
Hazard warning tactile
paving studs/strip alternate
to cast tactile paving

Dropped kerb
Existing footway
( Asphalt /paving )

0

0

Sub base

Road studs or marking to
diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

800mm

100

Raised table on West Carriage Drive (Hyde Park) using fine picked
silver grey and mid grey granite setts for the ramp with granite kerb
edge restraint and buff coloured anti-skid surfacing.

To be provided on park roads where
there is a clear pedestrian desire line and
where a raised table is unsuitable for the
character of the road or setting.

Bespoke tactile surfaces designed to
include pointing in between the setts,
should be used when additional durability
is required, for example where occasional
maintenance vehicle access overrun is
anticipated.

100

In urban settings which require greater
pedestrian priority, zebra crossings
may be specified in addition to a raised
table, to provide a controlled crossing
arrangement.

Existing footway
level

Tactile paving to be provided in buff or
grey as appropriate to contrast with the
surrounding footway.

Millimetres
10

100

Tactile paving to be provided in buff or
grey as appropriate to contrast with the
surrounding footway.

100

Granite kerb edge restraint required on
raised table where setts are used.

800mm

Uncontrolled
crossing layouts
(Raised table)

400 x 400mm tactile
paving slab ( 2 rows )

Crossing studs or road markings are optional.
Existing footway
( Asphalt /paving )

10

10

Existing footway
( Asphalt /paving)

Ref: WCTDGdwg06
0

Ref: WCTDGdwg08
0

Typical tactile paving detail

Uncontrolled crossing for
urban areas.
Dropped kerb

‘Look left’ / ‘look right’ signage is
optional and should be determined by
a risk assessment.
Minimum
2400m

Tactile paving on the refuge island
should be included as standard for
uncontrolled crossings.
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400 x 400mm tactile
Dropped
paving
slabkerb
( 2 rows )

Keep left bollard on central refuge is
optional and should be determined by
a risk assessment.

Minimum 1200mm
wide refuge island
Road studs or marking to
diagram
no 1055.1( refer to
Walking & Cycling Technical Design
Guidance
Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions(TSRGD) for

Minimum1200mm
wide refuge island

Existing footway
( Asphalt
/paving )
Minimum1200mm

wide refuge island

TYPICAL TCATILE PAVING DETAIL

STAGE STAGE
400 x 400mm elephant
4
4
footprints with 400mm gap

400 x 400mm tactile
paving slab ( 2 rows )
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100

Millimetres

Controlled crossings to be designed in
accordance with LTN 2/95: The design of
pedestrian crossings, with additional site
specific details noted in this guidance.

Rev:

1

1. ALL PAVING TO BE LAID ON A 150mm ST1 CONCRETE SUB BASE
EXTENDING 1000mm FROM BACK OF KERB UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED. ALL TACTILE PAVING TO BE BEDDED ON A 30mm
SAND/CEMENT MORTAR MIX, BUTT JOINTED, WITH DRY SAND
BRUSHED INTO JOINTS. THE RESIDENT ENGINEER SHOULD BE
ADVISED WHERE THE PREFERRED DEPTH OF CONSTRUCTION
CANNOT BE ACHIEVED ON SITE.

3

A

A MINIMUM OVERLAP BOND OF 150mm.

Gates and entry treatments

3. THE BONDING OF PAVING TO BE CUT AROUND UTILITY SERVICE
COVERS UNLESS DIRECTED BY THE RESIDENT ENGINEER.
4. CONCRETE FLAGS SHOULD NOT BE CUT SO THAT A WIDTH LESS
THAN 300mm REMAINS. PREVIOUS COURSES SHOULD BE CUT TO
DISTRIBUTE EVENLY OVER WIDTH.

A number of gates and entrance structures are listed
structures and require due consideration when proposing any
changes to the existing structure or the setting of the gateway
feature.
6. LATERAL
CLEARANCE TO ALL STREET FURNITURE TO BE 450mm

Dropped kerb

5. EXISTING UTILITY SERVICE COVERS IN PAVED AREAS TO BE
ADJUSTED TO SUIT ON SITE AS DIRECTED BY THE RESIDENT
ENGINEER.

RECESSED COVER AND FRAME DETAIL
EXAMPLE SHOWN FOR TACTILE PAVING
BUT APPLICABLE FOR ALL PAVING

MINIMUM FROM FACE OF KERB.

7. ALL WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE MANUAL HANDLING OPERATIONS
REGULATIONS 1992 (AS AMENDED IN 2002).

•

10

Tactile paving to be provided in grey
concrete or natural stone 400x400mm.
0

2

Sliding covers to
allow one man lift

The quality of the boundary treatments and entrances into the
parks are very important as a first impression of the quality of
the wider landscape and to communicate a distinct contrast
A
from TO
the
surrounding
urban
2. TACTILES
BE LAID
WITH COURSES SET
AT 90° fabric.
TO KERB AND

Paving slabs

1

Lifting slots to accept BT
lifting keys

NOTES:

Single stage straight across crossings
to studs
be or marking to
Road
provided as a priority on park roads,
avoiding
diagram
no 1055.1( refer to
the use of a stagger. Where cyclists
Trafficare
Signs Regulations and
General
Directions(TSRGD) for
permitted, Toucan crossings are
generally
diagram
no.with
standard details)
preferred to parallel crossings as
aligned
The Royal Parks shared use principles.

Central refuges are to be considered where
the crossing distance is in excess of 10m.
The refuge generally does not require tactile
paving in controlled crossing layouts.

100

Tactile tails to a maximum 5m in length;
only to be provided where it can be
demonstrated that they will benefit users
TACTILE PAVING LAYOUT
walking perpendicular to the crossing.

400 x 400mm tactile paving

Controlled crossings are to be provided
only on park roads with high vehicle flows,
at major junctions or where there is a clear
pedestrian desire line and a direct link to a
‘Major Footpath’ or park entrance.

•

Gates which allow vehicle access should provide a
pedestrian access which is at footway level.

•

Create a clear sense of arrival with a distinct threshold
transition treatment at surface level. This may comprise
cobbles, or other visual contrast to reinforce the parkland
setting.

Ref: WCTDGdwg09

Dropped kerb
Varies

Varies

Transition
kerb

Dropped
kerbing

Minimum
2400mm

chamber wall

50

MinimumVaries
1200mm
wide refuge island
Transition
with no tactile
paving
kerb

Kerb type

•

Improving sightlines is a safety priority.

•

Rationalising signage should be considered as part of a
signage review for all gates, whereby any repetition of
message is removed.

•

PLAN VIEW

30

SECTION A - A

The transition should communicate to all users, including
motorists and cyclists, that the parkland setting is different
NOTE:
to the adjacent road network and that pedestrians have
1. WIDTH AND
DEPTH OF Signage
TACTILE PAVING
priority.
is only one component for achieving
VARIES ACCORDING TO THE PROPOSED KERBS
AND FOOTWAYS
DRAWINGS.
this -LAYOUT
designs
should integrate surface treatments and
bespoke entrance geometries to slow vehicles and enable
comfortable informal pedestrian crossing at entrances on
both sides of the boundary treatment.

varies

Controlled crossings should generally be
limited to road types with high vehicle flows:
3E Arterial Road (motor traffic dominant);
3G Perimeter Road / Spur Road; 3H Arterial
Road (all modes).

Mortar

Positioning an entrance towards the centre of an opening in a
Tactile pavers
hedgerow improves sightlines from both directions. At Primrose
50 compacted
Hill bed
(above) the entrance position was moved towards the centre to
sand / cement
100 concrete
Removable beam
improve visibility.
Chamber

•

Controlled crossing
standard arrangement

Kerb type

Tactile pavers (up to 65 deep)
cut to suit

anchor bolt

Application

Road studs or marking to
diagram no 1055.1( refer to
Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions(TSRGD) for
diagram no. standard details)

The width, scale and location of the entrance needs to be
in-keeping with the historic character of the parks, while
For tactile paving details
See sheet 60320925-CSH EW-SD-1102
being able to accommodate pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle
Outward extending
demands.
flange with 12mm
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Specification

0

File ref - p:\uksta1-tp\projects\traffic - lohac cycle superhighway\03 execution - task orders\e100 cp3\09 cad\02 detailed design\standard details\02 dwg\scd\60320925-cp03-scd-sd.dwg

60320925-CP03-SCD-SD-1103

Urban character

3D (iii).
ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE
GATEWAYS

DO NOT SCALE

Drawing Number:

CONTROLLED
CROSSING LAYOUT

TYPICAL CLEAR
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL
OPENING
COVER SIZE
COVERS
CHAMBER SIZE
725 x 225
915 x 445
610 x 610
1310 x 610
1690 x 710
2285 x 710

1
2
2
3
5
6

785 x 315
485 x 505
333 x 670
454 x 670
347 x 770
388 x 770

The number of covers on other
sized chambers to be compatible
with the above table to allow for
one man lift of the covers.

Simple changes to everyday management regimes can have a large
impact on walking and cycling use. Opening both gates at Lancaster
Providing wayfinding signage for pedestrians and cyclists
Piazza has ledService
to significantly
increased pedestrian flows, while closing
Asphalt paving as specified
Concrete
cover
leaving the park, in addition to signage for those entering, is
on 1100 series drawing
Canada Gateconstruction
led to changes
in desire lines across The Green Park.

recommended at larger gates.

Drawing Status

CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE/CLEANING
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Project Title

Scale

As Shown

Designed

A push-button unit should also be provided on the 00/00/00
A4
central refuge. Original Size

-

Based upon a reproduction from the Ordnance Survey
It is assumed that all works will be carriedmapping
out by awith
competent
contractor
the permission
of the Controller of Her
working, where appropriate, to an approved
statement
Majesty'smethod
Stationary
Office © Crown Copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction Infringes Crown Copyright and
P:\GBLOW\H and T\Intelligent Space\Live\5118573
ThetoRoyal
Parks - or
HITC7986\010
- Technical Guide
may -lead
prosecution
civil proceedings.Transport
for - WEBS8711\90 CAD\CAD\001 new.dwg
London, Account/Licence No. 100035971/083, 2016.
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S0

Suitability

Fax: +44 (0)1372 740055
www.atkinsglobal.com

Copyright C Atkins Limited (2014)
Client

NONE

FOR INFORMATION

-

Drawing Title

NONE

DECOMMISSIONING/DEMOLITION

cover construction
Not all gates require turnstiles and any introduction
of
turnstiles should be carefully considered, particularly
Service cover
in relation to park closure regimes, security
and egress
arrangements.

‘Look left’ / ‘look right’ signage is optional and should be
determined by a risk assessment.
Tactile paving on the refuge island may be omitted on
Epsom Gateway
controlled crossings
as Avenue
people with visual impairments
Ashley
Epsom
are not expected to
cross informally between green man
Surrey
KT18 5AL
signal phases.
Tel: +44 (0)1372 726140

In addition to the hazards/risks normally associated with the types of work
detailed on this drawing, note the following:

NONE

•

Drawing Number
HA PIN

Date

-

Concrete

Events should be planned to utilise gate infrastructure that
can accommodate high flows.

•

Changes to the configuration of gates may be desirable
where greater visual prominence of the gateway is
desired, or where more circulation space is required
for
NON RECESSED COVER IN PAVING AREA
The gate line at Blackheath Gate has been pulled back into Greenwich
pedestrians waiting on the roadside as an outcome of a
Park to create a larger forecourt, greater prominence and improved
safety audit.

Checked

Authorised

Date

Date

Date

00/00/00

00/00/00

00/00/00

Project Ref. No.

Originator

Type

Asphalt paving as specified on
1100 series drawing

•

Drawn

Volume

- XXX HA00000001 - ATK
ZZZZZZZZZZ - DR - DD - 000001

Location

Boundary of service

A

SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
INFORMATION

Improvements in accessibility should be sought where
appropriate, including facilitating step free access, replacing
existing turnstiles with accessible turnstiles and providing Section A-A
tactile paving for uncontrolled crossing of vehicle entrances.

400 x 400mm tactile paving

Cycle superhighway controlled crossing at South
Carriage Drive.

Service Cover

•

A

Pedestrian countdown signal heads are the current preferred
standard for controlled crossings.

Role

Number

STAGE

4

STAGE

4

0000000

Revision

P1

visibility of road users passing through the gate from the main road.
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(EXAMPLE DETAIL)

3D (iv).
ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE
FENCING

Amendments to an existing
gateway

Access arrangements for pedestrians should comply with the
Inclusive Design Principles outlined in this document.

Galvanised steel, painted black to match
existing fencing
Granite edge treatment or line of
cobbles at transition between footway
paving and footpath tar spray and chip
surface

See also: Black Lion Gate

Before:

Palace Gate, Kensington Gardens

Photo 1. Palace Gate: Existing view from inside Kensington Gardens to Kensingtron Road

Visualisation proposal:
Palace Gate, Kensington Gardens

A safety audit should be used to determine whether
guardrailing is required on the roadside opposite a park
entrance. There is a presumption in favour of the use of
guardrailing opposite small entry points that front onto a park
PALACE gAtE
KEnsington
gArdEns
road.

Photomontage 1. Palace Gate: View after Proposed alterations to entrance - view from inside Kensington Gardens to Kensingtron Road

ISSUED BY

London

t: 020 7467 1470

DAtE
SCALE@A3
StAtUS

March 2014
NTS
Draft

DrAwN
CHECKED
APPrOVED

thE royAL PArKs

Photomontage 1. Palace Gate: View after Proposed alterations to entrance - view from inside Kensington Gardens to Kensingtron Road

DrAwING tItLE

Figure 2 - Photomontage
Views of Existing and Proposed Palace Gate Entrance

Internal fencing and barriers
There is a presumption for paths within the parks to be
unfenced,
to provide an open visual aspect and reduce
PALACE gAtE
KEnsington gArdEns
maintenance
requirements.
thE royAL PArKs

© LDA Design Consulting LLP. Quality Assured to BS EN ISO 9001:2008

ISSUED BY
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t: 020 7467 1470
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March 2014
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Draft

DrAwN
CHECKED
APPrOVED

Golden gravel topdressed
footpath

PrOjECt tItLE

SP
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DrAwING tItLE

Figure 2 - Photomontage
Views of Existing and Proposed Palace Gate Entrance

DWG. NO. 3727_Figure 2

Where fencing is provided, it should be set back a
recommended 500mm minimum from the path edge to avoid
reducing the effective width of the path.

© LDA Design Consulting LLP. Quality Assured to BS EN ISO 9001:2008

Fencing should be as visually unobtrusive as possible. For most
internal park locations, 1.5m high fencing is adequate for users’
safety. Designs should avoid creating a path pinched between
two fence lines for aesthetic and security reasons.

Supply and install
granite kerb setts

Supply and install
railings to match
existing

Removable cast
iron bollard

Temporary fencing
Temporary fencing such as rope and pin fencing may be
provided where grass needs to recover, to divert joggers, or
where there has been recent construction. Green barrier
fencing mesh can be used to temporarily cordon off areas for
up to 6 months, or for events. For longer periods, a more
formal installation of bow top fencing or other park standard
fencing should be considered.

Supply and install
brick wall with
stone coping to
match existing

Supply and install
granite setts to
match existing
Footway crossover for gates which
require vehicle access
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Supply and install
granite kerb setts to
match existing

Temporary fencing which is not overly intrusive can be used to
temporarily cordon off areas for up to 6 months.

Designs should generally conform to British Standards (BS
1722); with any justifiable deviation fully documented.

Supply and install
railings to match
existing

Supply and install
cycle stand

Fencing can be used to cordon off areas which are prone to be
walked over, especially common where paths intersect at an acute
angle. Bow top fencing is more commonly used than the above estate
railing example in Kensington Gardens.

PrOjECt tItLE

SP
SP
SP

DWG. NO. 3727_Figure 2

Ref: WCTDGdwg10
Gateway design approach

A strong border such as the edge to The Regent’s Park
creates a division of space which impacts on the character
of perimeter roads, as they are segregated from the parkland
beyond by the hedgerow. This creates a perception that
the roads are not part of the parkland environment. It
is recognised that the hedgerows form a distinct historic
character for the parks. However, designers should recognise
the impact of perimeter segregation in contributing towards
higher driving speeds and consider ways to better integrate
park roads with the rest of the parkland.

Photo 1. Palace Gate: Existing view from inside Kensington Gardens to Kensingtron Road

Adaptable design layout for various
vehicle access arrangements (detail
shown with footway crossover for
occasional motor vehicle access, but
can be adapted for general vehicle
access with a standard carriageway
specification)
Increased circulation space outside
park boundary to improve capacity on
footways approaching the park entrance.

Perimeter fencing and hedges
Most of the parks are surrounded by formal boundaries such
as rails or fence treatments, sometimes in combination with
hedges or other impenetrable vegetation.

X/JOBS/3607_DAS/DOCS/Figure 1

Specification

X/JOBS/3607_DAS/DOCS/Figure 1

GATEWAY DESIGN

Bridges / waterside
The need for fencing will be determined by the depth of water,
the drop to the water’s edge, the volume of users and the edge
of the water body. Fencing on bridges should be sufficiently
set back from the path edge to maximise the usable width.

Turnstile to be
provided where
replacing existing.
Can be removed
from gate ( if location
permits) to reinforce
the aesthetic of the
main gate

Fencing around structures including bridges should conform to
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges TD19/06 standards.
STAGE

4

STAGE

4
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3E.
ACCESS DESIGN GUIDANCE
FOR CYCLISTS

3F (i).
CYCLIST SPEED CONTROL
DESIGN MEASURES FOR SHARED USE PATHS
Inconsiderate and high speed cycling is a major cause of
discomfort and reduced safety for pedestrians and vulnerable
users.

The use of physical barriers should be avoided wherever
possible, as any barrier creates issues of inconvenience
and clutter. Designers should look to minimise the use of
obstructions and only implement bollards or barriers where
looking to restrict motor traffic movements.

Any speed control measure proposed for a shared use path
should be a response to a behaviour monitoring study to
establish whether there is a problem that relates to cycling
speed issues. The speed control techniques described are
as much about raising cyclists’ awareness of the pedestrian
environment, as they are in providing physical interventions
that encourage lower cycling speeds.

Filtered permeability
Filtered permeability is effective where cycling is permitted
but motor vehicles need to be restricted. Bollards should be
positioned a minimum 1.2m apart to allow for a wheelchair to
pass through. Removeable bollards can be used to allow for
park management vehicle access.

Speed controls should not force cyclists to dismount.
Footpath / shared use intersection treatment

Speed controls for shared use entries
Where cyclists are entering or leaving the park on a shared
use footway, their speed needs to be controlled before
reaching the gateway area.

Where a pedestrian only path intersects a shared use route,
speed control measures should be considered where there is a
proven issue of high speed cycling and pedestrian interaction.

Filtered permeability on The Mall looks to segregate the direction
of cyclists on either side of a central bollard. This is not required in
other locations, where a shared use non-directional arrangement can
be employed across the width of the path.

Tar spray and chip surface contrast and rumble strip to alert cyclists
of path intersections and reinforce pedestrian priority.

The shared use path should have setts or cobbles positioned
across the full width of the path on the approach to the
conflict point, a minimum 2m from the intersection point and
no more than 6m, as cyclists can quickly regain speed.

Many park gates have limited visibility and so cyclists need
to be slowed on the approach. This can be achieved through
surfacing that is rough and or through careful positioning of
barriers or bollards that restrict cyclists and redirect their
position to be less likely to create a conflict with pedestrians
entering the park.

Where there are gradients which might encourage cyclists
to travel too quickly, rumble strips should be implemented
before, during and after the gradient at a spacing of minimum
10 metres.

A convex visibility mirror may be considered in exceptional
circumstances.

At blind right-angled corners, measures should be considered
to pull cyclists away from the corner, by introducing a barrier.

For signage design guidance, please see Surface
Signage / Vertical Signage.

Barriers positioned across paths are not widely advocated, as
chicane arrangements are uncomfortable for both pedestrians
and cyclists.
Shared use entry threshold surface treatments should emphasise the
historic character of the parks and provide a wide rumble strip to
reduce cycle speeds, especially for where cycle routes rejoin roads
outside the park.

Bollards should only be introduced where low cycling speeds
are expected, as a warning that cyclists are entering a road, or
as a complementary measure to rumble strips that emphasises
a change in the character of the place.

Bollards and rumble strip arrangement - the bollards are staggered
in this instance to create a chicane arrangement and further reduce
cycle speeds. At least 1.5 metres should be left between the rows of
bollards or the chicane will be too tight to navigate.

Bollards should be positioned 1.5m apart to allow cyclists and
wheelchair users to pass, while having the desired impact of
slowing cyclists down.
An area of tar spray and chip surfacing around path
intersections may be used to help demarcate junctions
and provide a subtle indicator to cyclists that the parkland
environment requires slow and considerate cycling. Rumble
strips on the approach to path intersections are intended to
not only slow down cyclists, but remind them that pedestrians
have priority. The tactile surface also serves as a warning for
pedestrians with visual impairments that they are crossing into
a shared space, where cyclists will likely be present.
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Small accesses should have clear signage relating to cycling
arrangements and include measures which minimise pedestrian
/ cyclist conflicts such as the rumble strip and barrier used at
Greenwich Park.

Cobbled strip and York stone paving sett size contrast, to subtly
suggest a segregation of pedestrians and cyclists at a busy entrance.

STAGE

4

STAGE

4
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3F (ii).
CYCLIST SPEED CONTROL
DESIGN MEASURES FOR ROADS

SHARED USE PATHS INTERSECTION
DESIGN
‘High risk’ intersection
surface treatment

Speed controls can adversely impact on the quality and safety
of the cycling environment and should always be designed with
motorists, pedestrians and cyclists in mind.

Specification

Rumble strips should be carefully considered on roads, as
an uneven surface can be hazardous for cyclists. Other less
invasive measures should be trialled before implementing
rumble strips.

Golden gravel surfacing at path
intersection
Rumble strip provided as per design
detail

Rumble strips which are sufficiently narrow will have
the desired effect without compromising safety. It is
recommended to provide rumble strips no wider than 2m on
roads, and not in turning locations.

Surface signage provided on all
intersecting paths
Application

Path intersections are defined as ‘high
risk’ where a shared use route with high
cycle flows crosses over a pedestrian
only path with high pedestrian flows.

Raised tables can be provided at uncontrolled and controlled
pedestrian crossings, or where considered a benefit. They
should be a low gradient to ensure that cyclists do not lose
control.

In situ:
Broad Walk, The Regent’s Park

Raised tables in Richmond Park have been provided to slow cyclists
and motor vehicles at pedestrian crossings adjacent to car parks. The
setts provide an informal central refuge feature.

Surface entry thresholds should generally have a cobbled
treatment, the full width of the gateway, to reinforce the
change of road character entering the parklands.

Ref: WCTDGdwg11
Shared use path intersection treatment

‘Pedestrians only’ thermoplastic
signage is now preferred to ‘no
cycling’ as it sends out a more
positive message

3G.
CYCLE PARKING

Golden gravel

Cycle parking should be provided at key destinations across
the Royal Parks, at entrances and at intermediate locations on
shared use routes.
Locations should allow convenient access and good visibility, to
ensure that the stands are seen and used.
The placement should conform to London Cycling Design
Standards (TfL, 2015) and not cause an obstruction to
pedestrians when occupied by a bicycle.

Surface entry threshold treatments are important for emphasising
the point at which vehicles and cyclists enter the park, and where a
reduced driving/ cycling speed is promoted.

Providing cycle parking at park entrances on paths which are
‘no cycling’ can help to improve compliance, as there is a place
to park a bicycle and continue the journey into the park on
foot.
If cycle parking is to be provided on a significant slope (greater
than 10 degrees), the stand should be oriented at right angles
to the gradient to ensure the bicycle does not point down the
slope when parked.
The Royal Parks’ approved cycle parking stands are the
‘Sheffield’ cycle stand for urban areas, and the ‘Royal Parks
Estate’ cycle stand for rural areas; both are shown overleaf.
A tapping rail is not required on the end of the ‘Sheffield’ stand
as this creates additional visual clutter.
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STAGE

4

STAGE

4

Rumble strips should be a minimum 30cm wide to provide some
traffic calming impact, but should not exceed 3 metres as this can
cause cyclists to lose control.
71

CYCLE PARKING

CYCLE PARKING

(RURAL)

(URBAN)

BUILDING/BOUNDARY
LINE
Sheffield Cycle Rack

Royal Parks Estate
Cycle Rack

Finish: shot-blasted hot zinc spray
powder coated
Application

Finish: shot-blasted hot zinc spray
powder coated

Appropriate for urban areas, roadside
areas and adjacent to park entrances

Application

In situ:

In situ:

Isabella Plantation, Richmond Park

Kensington Gardens

PLAN VIEW

'Sheffield' Cycle Stand

Ref: WCTDGdwg12
Cycle stand (rural)

A tapping rail on the end rail is not
required in parkland settings

Ref: WCTDGdwg13
Cycle stand (urban)

100

0

10

Appropriate for rural areas or where
surrounding fencing design is of a similar
character

DO NOT SCALE

BUILDING/BOUNDARY LINE

ax
sm

900mm

1000mm min

0

20

10

0m

m

ra

diu

50mm dia

Millimetres

7000-1000mm

1000mm

Laser cut cycle logo - 8mm mild steel
welded into corners

50mm diameter round bar Sheffield
stand
1000mm min

900mm

1000mm

50x10mm flat bar on edge uprights
20mm round horizontal bars

Millimetres

Specification

Specification

PLAN VIEW

'Sheffield' Cycle Stand

Plan view

250mm (min)

750mm

250mm (min)

20

0m
m

50mm dia

ra
diu
sm

ax

750mm

7000-1000mm

FRONT VIEW

Side view

FRONT VIEW

Front view

Front view

SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
INFORMATION

Drawing Status

In addition to the hazards/risks normally associated with the types of work
detailed on this drawing, note the following:

FOR INFORMATION

CONSTRUCTION
NONE

Tel: +44 (0)1372 726140
Fax: +44 (0)1372 740055
www.atkinsglobal.com
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3H (i).
SURFACE SIGNAGE
Footpath signage
Thermoplastic markings

Pedestrian crossing signage

Thermoplastic markings may be used to indicate whether
paths are ‘pedestrian only’ or ‘shared’, however it should be
noted that they can have an adverse urbanising effect on the
parkland environment. It is also acknowledged that there is
currently some inconsistency in the way that thermoplastic
markings are applied across The Royal Parks. The following
guidance sets out the signage that should be adopted as part
of ongoing maintenance regimes.

•

•

‘Paragon’ surface signs
‘Paragon’ slabs have been used across the Royal Parks as a
relatively inexpensive and unobtrusive form of signage that can
help reduce the need for thermoplastic markings. The red ‘no
cycling’ sign is a DfT standard sign which is enforceable.

The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002
should be used for road markings across the parks. There
is a presumption to minimise clutter and avoid using centre
line markings where appropriate.

As a surface sign, there are maintenance issues when the resin
deteriorates, the red warning circle fades, and the sign loses its
meaning.

‘Look right’ and ‘Look left’ signage should only be
implemented following a risk assessment.

Legal advice indicates that on-carriageway DfT signage is
enforceable. However, clear signage in the parks is enforced
through Park Regulations, therefore it has been proposed
to phase out the ‘Paragon’ slabs and replace with non-DfT
bespoke Royal Parks paviers.

General standards
•

Minimise visual clutter by reviewing existing signage and its
effectiveness.

•

Maintain and remove redundant signage so that it is never
thicker than 6mm which could constitute a trip hazard.

•

•

Regular vehicle overrun and horses can quickly damage surface
signage. Avoiding placing surface slabs on heavily trafficked
park management routes, or where there is an aggressive
cleansing regime.

Standard approach

A white thermoplastic line, no greater than 100mm, may
be applied across the full width of the path at a shared use
transition, however a single line of granite setts / cobbles is
preferable in most locations.
Where there is a clear transition in surface materials
across the path, or there are other visual devices that
delineate two paths such as an existing line of cobbles, a
thermoplastic white line is not required.

Existing cobbles instead of white line

‘No cycling’ should be written on the same line to
maximise the visibility of the sign across the width of the
path.

Rural settings should use signage on wooden bollards to
improve visibility and be of an appropriate rustic character.

•

The text should be written above the line as viewed from
the shared use area, and painted parallel no more than
1000mm from the line, with a text line width of no greater
than 100mm.

Road markings

•

74

Any road marking that deviates from the Traffic Signs Manual
standards (1982, amended 2004) should be documented and
a road safety audit and / or design risk assessment prepared
accordingly.

Standard at entrances

Generally a white line is not needed. ‘No cycling’ should be
written as above.

Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

Walking route wayfinding markers - see Appendix B for full list

A light touch approach to road markings is recommended,
with a presumption against the use of road centre lines.

At entrances to the park:
•

Problematic signs:
1. ‘No cycling’ with red resin loses its colouration over time and is
often misinterpreted
2. Loose adjacent material can become embedded in the sign
3.Variations in signage can create issues of perceived priority

Roads that pass through The Royal Parks are to be designed
in accordance with the standards outlined in this document,
whereby the parkland character is a central consideration for
minimising the use of highway signage and road markings.

‘Look both ways’ at busy shared use areas

Where there is a proven need for pedestrian caution, ‘look
both ways’ can be added on the opposite side of the line,
but only in exceptionally busy shared use locations. This
approach is generally being phased out across the parks.
Where there is a proven issue of rollerblading / skating, ‘no
skating’ may be written, but there is a presumption for this
sign to not to be widely used.

3.

Surface wayfinding markers
Long distance walking routes are often signposted with
bespoke wayfinding markers. The effectiveness of these
wayfinding markers have not been assessed but there is a
strategy to retain and maintain existing markers as part of the
existing management regime.

•

•

2.

The adjacent surface material into which the sign is laid should
be carefully considered, as loose material such as self-binding
gravel or sand can fill up the laser etched areas, reduce sign
visibility and speed up the deterioration of the sign through
abrasion. Consider implementing signage after the surface
layer has bedded down.

‘No cycling’ signage
Where a pedestrian only path intersects a shared use path:

1.

In rural settings, ‘give way’ markings may not be required at
junctions and thermoplastic speed roundel markings may be
preferable to vertical signage.

The Royal Parks adopts a risk based approach to the use of
signage, which should typically conform to the guidance and
standards set out in this document. The diverse character
of the Royal Parks however means that there may be
opportunities to deviate from these standards where these is a
clear rationale for doing so, coupled with a risk assessment.

‘Look right’ standard ( the arrow has been
shown to assist foreign visitors)
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SURFACE SIGNAGE

3H (ii).
VERTICAL SIGNAGE

Approved Surface Signage

Vertical signage is designed to promote the ‘Considerate
Cycling’ policy (see Appendix C). Signs are typically attached
to gates or fencing at park entrances, mounted on existing
poles and lamp columns, or integrated into the design of a
bollard. Minimising clutter is a priority as a plethora of signs
can create a visually poor first impression and when viewed en
masse, can lose the intended meaning or be easily overlooked.

Specification

Bepoke TRP York stone pavers
600 x 600 x 75mm
Recessed symbols and lettering backfilled
with durable non-shrink coloured resin
/ paint
All sides sawn
A more cost effective version is to be
developed for less historically sensitive
areas.

DO NOT SCALE

600

Shared use signage at gates
The sign should be located consistently across the Royal Parks
so that it is positioned on the railings adjacent to the entrance
as pedestrians enter, at a height of 1.0 - 1.7 metres above the
footpath surface.

PEDESTRIAN

It should not be located close to other signs, so that it stands
out and communicates a clear message of pedestrian priority.

Application

Signage with small fonts and icons, and a discursive writing
style should only be used at gated special areas. A sign with
large amounts of information should only be provided where
people will be stationary, such as when opening a gate.
Restricted activity signage

600

The intention is to phase out the existing
‘Paragon’ slabs with the new signage as
part of Park maintenance regimes.

Special area signage

To be located at the transition point
between pedestrian only paths and
shared use surfaces.
Position within 2 metres of the start of
the change of footpath use.
The signage should be surrounded by the
same surface treatment and should not
straddle a change in surfacing.
Samples to be obtained by Tenderer
and sent to Contract Administrator for
approval.

PRIORITY

Current signage
There are currently a number of similar shared use sign designs across
the Parks, but with varying degrees of information and presentation.

Minimise the proliferation of restricted activity signs. Review
existing placement and effectiveness to determine whether
signs can be removed.
The ‘no cycling’ sign may be misinterpreted by users; additional
text to reinforce sign clarity is permitted where there is a
proven issue of non-compliance.

600

Directional signage
National Cycle Network (NCN) signage should generally not
be used within the Royal Parks but may be appropriate outside
park entrances for onward travel, as well as in large parks
where the NCN route changes direction (e.g. in Richmond
Park).

PEDESTRIAN PATH
45
600

Proposed Quietway signage will be reviewed on a case by
case basis, but there is a presumption against additional route
signage in the Royal Parks.

5

52

Ref: WCTDGdwg14
Bespoke TRP Surface signage

NO CYCLING
Pedestrian priority
Cycling permitted on designated routes only
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New standard
A4 size signage to be implemented at park gates only. There is an
emphasis on simplicity and clarity with the new design. This design
may also be used at an A1 size within an A-board.
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3H (iii).
TEMPORARY SIGNAGE

BOLLARDS

A-Board signage to restrict cycling

Timber Post

(RURAL)

PEDESTRIANS
ONLY

A1 size signage reinforces the message where cycling is not
permitted. Signs can be deployed where there is a proven
issue of cyclist non-compliance with Park Regulations.
The green ‘Pedestrians Only’ A-board should be positioned at
the edge of a restricted path, but not located close to other
signs, so that it stands out and communicates a clear message
of pedestrian priority.

Specification

150x150x890 timber post with
integrated signage 130x100
Application

Rural locations

Temporary signage can be relocated to have more impact on
behaviour as people notice changes and are more likely to
respond to the message.

Pedestrian crossings
Speed calming approach on shared use
routes

The green ‘Pedestrians Only’
sign is more appropriate and
less visually obtrusive than the
red alternative for most
applications. It is
recommended to trial the
green sign before using the
red option.

NO CYCLING

Good placement
‘A’ boards should be located at
the edge of the path to minimise
impinging on the effective width
of the footpath, and to be easily
locked to adjacent fencing.

Cycling outside designated areas
is subject to a minimum £60 fine

Ref: WCTDGdwg15
Bollards (rural)
www.royalparks.org.uk

The red ‘No Cycling’ sign should be used where a risk
assessment indicates there is a safety issue with cyclists not
complying to Park Regulations, and police enforcement is
required to improve visitor safety and satisfaction.
The red sign is more visible and intrusive, so should be avoided
in sensitive areas, such as on historic vistas and alignments.
Narrow paths
‘A’ boards can be located on grassed areas to avoid impinging on the
effective width of the footpath, assuming the ‘A’ board can be locked
in position.

NO CYCLING
Cycling outside designated areas
£50 fine
is subject to a minimum £60

www.royalparks.org.uk

9972-TSO-2901879-No Cycling (£60 fine) A1 Poster.indd 1
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Antiqua, etched and infilled to match
finials, surmounted by laser-cut

3I.
PATH & ROAD
Materials palette

FINGERPOSTS

l posts and extruded aluminium fingers,

(URBAN)

gerpost ends etched and infilled to match

ion. Contrasting ‘pin-stripe’ divisions

Marshalls (Coda Fingerpost
Bespoke)

A limited approved surface materials palette has been selected to maintain
the character and aesthetics of the Royal Parks and to respond to the usage,
long-term maintenance, and cost plan. The following section details the full
specifications for the materials listed below.

Specification

Stainless steel post / aluminium fingers
Powder coated Royal Parks green /
invisible green / black finish; depending
on the park

Tarmac with golden gravel top dressing
(tar spray and chip)

Fingerpost ends etched
Destinations written in Book Antiqua
font, etched and infilled
Laser-cut stainless steel TRP crest

Resin-bound gravel / aggregate

Pin-stripe stainless steel etching between
fingers
All fittings tamper proof
Application
Destinations
set in Book
Antiqua,
etched and infilled to match
For path
intersections
within
Central
stainless
London
parkssteel double-cap finials, surmounted by laser-cut
stainless steel TRP crest.

Engineered stainless steel posts and extruded aluminium fingers,

Invisible green powder coating - for
Ref: WCTDGdwg16
powder coated black. Fingerpost ends etched and infilled to match
use within parkland areas
type for directional definition. Contrasting ‘pin-stripe’ divisions
Fingerposts
between abutting fingers.

Black powder coating - for use on
roads and at gateways

Self-binding gravel

All fittings tamper proof.

Granite setts / cobbles

York stone paving

Hot rolled asphalt / tarmacadam

Stone mastic asphalt
80
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3I (i).

3I (i).

TAR SPRAY & CHIP

TAR SPRAY & CHIP
Specification
Current supply: Needingworth (Hanson) 6mm Golden Gravel.

Bitumen should not be applied if the air temperature is less than 50˚F/10˚C, and the temperature
should be rising though the process. The surface temperature of the gravel or blacktop to be
coated should be at least 70˚F/21˚C.

Golden Gravel specified should be uniform in size as much as
possible and angular/cubical/rounded in shape. Flat, thin chips are
not desirable. Cubical and rounded chippings will achieve good
adhesion to normal and soft surfaces.

Too little binder and chippings will not stick, but equally too much binder and will create a “fatted
up’’ dressing. Rates of binder spread and chipping size need to stay as close to the original
specification as possible.
Bedding in

Double washed gravel is preferred; the omission of fine sand helps
to form a more compact appearance.

Most areas in the Royal Parks that have tar spray and chip are footpaths and so are not regularly
trafficked. It is recommended to ensure vehicular traffic is kept off the area for a minimum of
24 hours. Areas to be surfaced should be cordoned off with Heras fencing for at least 24 hours
before and after construction. Avoid heavy turning vehicles on the surface for at least two weeks
following implementation. After this period, Park vehicles at low speed can be carefully used to
assist in the compaction process. Implementation of speed restrictions should be used to protect
the surface. Pedestrian footfall assists in bedding in footpaths.

Application
Appropriate as a treatment over existing low trafficked tarmac
surfaces where funding allows. Note that the surface dressing is
not structural and is a wearing course.
As a special application, tar spray and chip can be used to signify
where pedestrian paths cross a shared-use area, to emphasise
pedestrian priority.

Bicycle tyres can create rutting if the surface is insufficiently compacted. It is recommended to
not allow cycle access until the surface is suitably bedded in, but this can be difficult to achieve on
shared use areas, where cyclists have been observed in the past as not complying with signage. A
traffic management plan should provide visitors with sufficient warning of closures. On shared
use routes, the path may be closed for longer than pedestrian only paths, to allow sufficient
compaction time without potential bicycle rutting. On-road diversions may need to be put in
place.

In some locations it has deterred use by roller bladers.
Golden Gravel should not be applied to steep slopes unless it is
embedded.

Maintenance

Golden Gravel and Tar Spray and Chip should not be used around
drinking/display fountains as the loose surface clogs the drains.

Loose chippings should be left in place for at least 2 weeks. Path sweeping should be assessed on a
site by site basis against the level of use, risk and time of year. Re-application should be conducted
where a safety issue has been identified.

Construction
The binding mixture is applied to a tarmacadam surface, with
the top dressing of golden gravel applied to a polymer modified
emulsion layer and rolled in using rubber coated steel-wheeled
rollers. Assess binders at the distributor and aggregate stockpiles
to ensure that material has not degraded during transportation.
The use of overly large chippings, dirty chippings and insufficient
binder rate of spread will contribute towards poor performance
and maintenance.

Health and Safety Issues
There is a significant increase of risk of injury to pedestrians and cyclists with surface dressing.
Prior to any instruction to surface dress a path or road, a risk assessment will be prepared to
address issues relating to the safety of the public. This may require the preparation of a suitable
traffic management plan.
Loose chipping signs and speed limit notices to be implemented on pathways for the whole of the
construction period and until the first sweep.

Hot, dry early summer weather almost always offers the best
laying conditions (May-July). A particular reason should be stated
if construction is proposed for outside these months. Application
in low temperatures or wet conditions can lead to an inconsistent
finish. The polymer modified emulsion should not be applied if
rain is forecast, as it sticks best to warm dry surfaces. Prior to
application of the gravel, all debris should be removed from the
emulsion layer, including leaves and grass.

Information signage should be in place to explain the improvement works being undertaken with
advanced warnings of at least 2 weeks.

Air and surface temperature are especially important to ensure
that the hot liquid bitumen does not cool before the loose chips
are applied across the bitumen. The faster the chips are installed,
the better the adhesion and contractors should look to apply
chippings within 1 to 2 minutes of laying the bitumen.
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3I (ii) / (iii).

3I (iv).

RESIN BOUND AGGREGATE

Granite setts

Specification

Specification

6mm resin bound gravel surface course preferred.

All natural stone setts to conform to BS EN1314

Resin bound surfacing is a mixture of clear / coloured resin binder
and natural aggregates, with the aggregate giving the principal
colour.

Granite sett paving in carriageway typically100x100x100mm
Material to be selected to be aesthetically appropriate to the
setting

Resin bound materials are proprietary products with a range of
characteristics: some are soft and flexible for use on footpaths;
others are stronger, but generally there is a presumption against
using resin on trafficked routes.

Stack bond

Rumble strips
Raised tables
Edge restraint
Special area surfacing

Application
Most appropriate for very high quality settings.

Construction

Construction
Clearmac cold-applied paving or similar approved, laid 18mm thick
on Type 1. Resin materials may also be laid as a 3mm surface
course on tarmacadam.

The Round Pond,
Kensington Gardens

Application

All mortar for use with natural stone to conform to BS7533-4
Rigid construction with cement mortar pointing

Edge restraint
Timber / stainless steel

Joints should be 8-15mm with the surface of the joint lying 3-6mm
below the top of the sett
Running bond coursework

Type 1 sub-base minimum 300mm thickness
Concrete Class C7.5P roadbase 150mm thickness and 25mm
thickness Class 2 cement mortar or lime mortar bedding course.

SELF BINDING GRAVEL
Specification
Coxwell Gravel - light amber colour available from a range of
suppliers.
Hoggin - buff coloured mixture of gravel, sand and clay.
Breedon Gravel - golden amber gravel by Breedon Aggregates.
CEDEC footpath gravels - for use around trees.

Edge restraint
See Edge Restraint construction drawing (granite setts)
Maintenance
Avoid the use of setts in areas that have frequent heavy vehicle
movements and/or frequent servicing access.

Aggregate size to be determined on a site by site basis.
Application
Most appropriate for low trafficked rural settings, or around tree
bases.

Bespoke large paving setts in special areas

Conform to Maintenance Plans and inspect trafficked routes
regularly.

Construction
Generally involves lower construction costs than sealed surfaces
- the material is spread and then levelled using a paving machine
whilst wet and then compacted using a roller
Each material has different design considerations and so detailed
design advice should be sought from the supplier.
Maintenance
Self-binding gravels and re-cycled materials are prone to erosion
by general use and rainwater.
Unbound surfaces typically require more maintenance than bound
surfaces, usually topped up every 5 years and as required.
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3I (v).

3I (v).

ASPHALT / TARMACADAM

ASPHALT / TARMACADAM

HOT ROLLED ASPHALT

STONE MASTIC ASPHALT

Asphalt is a composite material of bituminous binder and
aggregate

Specification

Specification

British (European) Standard BS EN 13108-5 Bituminous mixtures
- Material specifications - Part 5:
Stone Mastic Asphalt, BSI, London

British (European) Standard BS EN 13108-4 Bituminous mixtures
- Material specifications - Part 4: Hot Rolled Asphalt, BSI, London.
Standard - ‘blacktop’

Stone Mastic Asphalt is a high stone content mix; the aggregate
grading is similar to that of Porous Asphalt, but voids are filled
with mortar.

Coarse aggregate to conform to EN 13043 as appropriate for the
intended use.
Paving grade bitumen to conform to EN 12591, modified bitumen
to EN 14023 and hard grade bitumen to EN 13924.

6mm / 10mm / 14mm low air void SMA.
The smaller the aggregate, the quieter the tyre noise on the
surface.

Chipped HRA is a mixture of sand/filler/binder, with typically
14mm crushed rock aggregate

Application

Standard: Black HRA + black chippings
Hot rolled asphalt surface course laid 45mm thick with 20mm
coated chippings.
Red aggregate

Most appropriate for high trafficked roads.
6mm wearing course (15-22mm depth) - for footpaths and play
areas.
10mm and 14mm wearing course (25-50mm depth) - for paths/
roads which receive heavy vehicle overrun.

Red HRA + red chippings
Red tinted hot rolled asphalt with 14mm aggregate with 14mm
aggregate surface course [HRA 35/14 F] 45mm thick with 20mm
red coloured coated chippings in carriageway.

Construction

To ensure durable colour retention where red colouration is
specified, it is recommended that the binder is red pigmented, as
well as the use of red aggregate and red coated chippings.

10mm SMA wearing course to comply with BS 4987 requirements
Bitumen shall comply with BS 3690: Part 1

Application

Maintenance

Most appropriate for carriageway surfacing and wide high flow
shared use footpaths.

Generally more expensive than HRA but provides a high quality
textured finish, generally recommended for higher trafficked
roads.

Construction
White chippings

Surface course depth: minimum 4 times the depth of the largest
nominal aggregate size.
Base and binder course depths: at least 2.5 times the depth of the
largest aggregate size.
To comply with BS 594987 requirements.

The median life is considered to be around 9years.
Best performance is achieved if the layer thickness is constant.

Maintenance
Asphalt can be more flexible than asphalt concretes and is likely
to deform rather than break should the sub base subside or wash
away. It is renowned for poor rutting characteristics but may be
more effective than SMA in areas prone to water-logging.
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3I (vi).

3I (vii).
TACTILE SURFACES

EDGE RESTRAINT

Specification

Footpaths do not necessarily require edge restraint or kerbs, but
in formal locations or where there is regular vehicle traffic, edge
restraint can be beneficial aesthetically and in terms of durability.
Edge treatments will increase the overall construction cost but
can assist in reducing the likelihood of material being washed out
and maintain structural strength.

For park roads that are located in urban settings, national standards
are recommended: DfT Guidance on the use of tactile paving
surfaces (1998), except where a clear justification is provided for a
departure from these standards (see Section 3D(i)Access Design
Guidance: Tactile Paving for further details).
Application
Buff pre-cast tactile paving at formal crossing

Straight - Timber

Pedestrian crossings
Pre-cast concrete 400x400 paviers; to be laid to conform with
British Standards. Now permitted to be two units deep at the
crossing instead of three as per TfL Streetscape Guidance (2015)
specifications.

Specification
Timber stakes and rails, typically 50x50x450mm. All timber to be
pressure treated (tanalised) with an approved preservative (BS
1282). Annular nail fixings to be used.

Grey or buff concrete or natural stone for uncontrolled crossings /
grey concrete or natural stone for controlled crossings.
Studs may be used upon approval by the Park Manager. Studs are
higher cost than pre-cast concrete blisters but can provide a high
quality ‘urban’ aesthetic. Studs can be metal or rubber.

Rubber studs on bespoke tactile paviers to
accommodate vehicle overrun

Galvanised steel:1.2 -3.0mm thickness.
Granite sett edging on type 1 sub-base 300mm thickness,
concrete Class C7.5P road-base 150mm thickness and 25mm
thickness Class 2 cement mortar bedding course.

Shared use areas
Granite setts or recycled cobbles should be used to delineate
shared use areas and laid to be at least 600mm wide across the full
width of the path, so that a pedestrian’s stride will make contact
with the surface of the tactile unit.

Stainless steel - Curved

Application
Timber - widely appropriate for a range of path types and can be
used for corners

Rumble strips
Granite setts or recycled cobbles are appropriate for rumble strips
to help reduce cycle speeds and are to be laid as above.

Stainless / galvanised steel - for high quality areas and on tight
corner radii

Hazard warning
Corduroy warning paving is only to be used in exceptional
circumstances at the top of a flight of steps. It should not be used
for shared use areas as it is considered to be too ‘urban’ a design
solution that is not appropriate for the character of the parks.
Cobbles are permitted for rural character area
crossings

Where no edging is required, the path is constructed so that
the sub base extends approximately 300mm beyond the surface
course on each side of the path. Finished soil levels should fall
away from the path edge to assist with drainage.

Concrete - urban settings and road / kerb treatments
Granite - high quality areas; cobbles to be used in historically
significant settings
Construction

Construction
Concrete - Straight

Standard pre-cast concrete paviers typically do no have pointing
between the units. Rigid construction with cement mortar pointing
should be applied for slabs which are expected to have vehicle
overrun. Joints should be 8-15mm with the surface of the joint
lying 3-6mm below the top of the sett.

Rigid construction - see Edge Restraint detail drawing
Maintenance
Material should be topped up around edge restraints which
are used adjacent to self binding gravels, to minimise the risk of
creating a trip hazard.

Maintenance

Timber edging has a lifespan of up to 25 years and should be
replaced where it has failed or creates a trip hazard.

Tactile units should be inspected regularly as the lack of pointing
can mean they are more prone to failure than standard paving.
Note that concrete tactile paving wears very quickly where horses
are frequently crossing. Cobbles are recommended at Pegasus
crossings / Horse rides.
Granite / setts

Granite setts as a rumble strip arrangement for delineating shared use areas
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3J.
CONSTRUCTION GUIDANCE

FOOTPATH
CONSTRUCTION
TAR SPRAY & CHIP

Sub base and sub-grade for footpaths
The longevity of any surface treatment is dependent on how
well prepared the base is upon which it is laid.
The Design Standards in this Guidance provide generic
specifications which should only be used as a reference - the
appropriate sub-grade and sub base depth should be designed
in response to local ground conditions, including the stability
and moisture content of the soil or rock on which the path is
constructed.
A thicker sub base or additional stabilisation may be required
on difficult ground conditions.
Sealed surface paths
A sealed surface is an impermeable layer, usually bitumenbased tarmacadam and aggregates. The Materials Palette
includes some variations in the aggregate and binder which
have different properties and can require variations in laying
technique.
Typically a two-layer surfacing approach should be used
comprising a binder course overlaid with a finer surface
course - see ‘Footpath Construction’ and ‘Pavement/
Carriageway Construction’ overleaf.
Unsealed / unbound surface paths
Unbound surfaces are used in more rural areas of the parks as
they are less visually intrusive than bitumen based surfacing.
Construction costs are typically lower than sealed surfacing,
but maintenance, particularly where there is high footfall or
on steep gradients, is more costly. Whole-life costs are usually
greater than a comparable sealed surface.
An unbound surface is generally not recommended where:
• the gradient of the path is greater than 1:20
• the path is often shared with equestrians
• substantial run-off is expected
Skid resistance is reduced on unbound surfaces and so the
material is generally not appropriate where there are high
cycle or motor vehicle flows.
‘No dig’ path construction

appropriate permeable surfacing applied, reducing the edging
profile close to trees. The finished surface must be permeable
to ensure sustained water and oxygen exchange to the root
system. Consult the arboricultural team for more information.

Golden Gravel Topdressing
Specification

Path surface repairs and resurfacing

See Tar spray & chip specification in Path
and Road Materials Palette.

Defects in the existing surface need to be carefully reviewed
when resurfacing, with regular inspections by the Facilities
Manager or Highways Engineer.

6mm Golden Gravel specified should be
uniform in size as much as possible and
angular/cubical/rounded in shape.

Where there is deformation in the binder and / or base
course, new materials are to be specified that remove and
replace the defective areas of sub-base.

Application

For footpath widening - allow for a
surface course overlap of at least 0.5m
into the existing construction, with joints
sealed in Bitumen emulsion.

Where a potentially porous thin surface course is being
considered, an additional waterproofing measure may be
required such as a dense binder course or sealer coat.

Recommended 20mm depth of surface
course on a 60mm binder for most
footpath applications

An overlay should be the first treatment considered when
renovating any path.

In situ:
St James’s Park

An uneven path creates a trip hazard for pedestrians, looks
unsightly and reduces ride quality for cyclists.
Drainage

Ref: WCTDGdwg17
Golden Gravel Topdressing construction

Lateral and longitudinal water movement should be
accommodated in the detailed design and construction of
footpaths.
Verges should generally be provided at a lower level than the
hard surfacing, to allow surface water run-off to infiltrate the
surrounding soil.
Slopes and cambers of 1:20 promote surface water run-off
(but gradients in excess of 1:20 are generally not appropriate
for unbound surfaces).
Auditing
Routes should be audited by the Design Team at the detailed
design stage, during construction and pre-completion, as a
minimum. Refer the Facilities Manager and the Highways
Engineer to the condition inspection report.
A pre-completion audit should be used to identify and address
any construction issues that have arisen.

Proposed paths should be routed around the root protection
area of existing trees. Only in exceptional circumstances,
such as where an existing informal pedestrian desire line is
compacting the soil and adversely impacting a tree’s health, will
a new path be permitted.
Where a path is proposed within the root protection area
of trees (BS 5037:2005), excavation and backfill construction
should not be used. A cellular confinement system should
be employed without impacting on the root structure and
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All measurements in millimetres unless stated
Do not scale from drawing
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PAVEMENT /
CARRIAGEWAY
CONSTRUCTION

GRANITE SETTS

Tarmacadam surface

100X100X100 granite setts

Specification

Specification

See Tarmacadam specification in Path and
Road Materials Palette.

See Granite setts specification in Path
and Road Materials Palette.

All Bitumen to BS 4987.

Mortar, bedding and curing specifications
shown in table opposite.

CONSTRUCTION
DETAIL

Wearing course to be cambered as
shown.

Application

All timber to be tanalised and pressure
impregnated.
Timber to be sourced from FSC
Accredited sources (please refer to TRP
Timber Procurement Guidance).
All timbers to be smooth and free from
markings, burs, splinters and snags. Areas
where defects are present should be
sanded.

Appropriate for rumble strips, gate
entrances and warning strips.

In situ:

Greenwich Park - Park maintenance
access roads to ‘Tarmac Vehicular’
specification

Ref: WCTDGdwg19
Granite setts construction

Ref: WCTDGdwg18

In situ:
Hyde Park

Pavement construction

All measurements in millimetres
unless stated

Carriageway construction
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HORSE RIDE
CONSTRUCTION

EDGE RESTRAINT
CONSTRUCTION
(GRANITE SETTS)

Hyde Park Detail

Cycleway edge restraint
Tree pit edge restraint

Specification

Specification

Craig sand

100x100x100 granite sett edging

100x100x100 granite setts

All natural stone slabs to conform to BS
EN1314

Timber to be 25 x 200mm softwood
with 38 x 38 x 450mm hardwood pegs
to retain grass edges. Pegs to be nailed
twice to boards and set 25mm below
top edge of board. Radius boards to be
notched on both sides to allow smooth
curve. Soil to 30mm height above timber
edge.

All mortar for use with natural stone to
conform to BS7533-4

In situ:

In situ:

Hyde Park

Hyde Park

Ref: WCTDGdwg20
Horse ride construction

Ref: WCTDGdwg21
Edge restraint construction

Craig sand horseride surface.
70mm compacted
aggregate or
gravel subbase.
100mm compacted
hardcore base.
Timber Edging
Terram
Geotextile
to line pit.

Reinforced Horse ride for crossing points
100mm² light grey
granite setts with
10mm grouted joints
to retain sand over
crossing point.

Slope 1:20

50mm min
compacted craig
sand horseride
surface to match
existing.
70mm compacted
aggregate or
gravel sub base.

Slope 1:20

150mm Concrete
haunching and
bed Class ST4.

GOLDEN GRAVEL TO MATCH EXISTING

150mm
compacted
hardcore base.

Terram
Geotextile layer.
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Hyde Park
Horseride Improvement
Construction
Details
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2

2

All measurements in millimetres
unless stated
EA PS/0809/HYD/HRI/DTL01
Do notEA
scale from drawing

All measurements in millimetres unless stated
Do not scale from drawing
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3K.
Maintenance GUIDANCE
Overall approach

Deformation

Landscape maintenance

Defining an appropriate maintenance treatment requires an
assessment of:

There are broadly two types of deformation: loss of surface
profile by wear and wheel rutting.

Typical maintenance regimes include:

• Surface materials and the existing condition in terms of
aesthetics and safety implications
• Existing structural conditions
• Traffic flows – volume, speed and composition
• Tree roots and vegetation
• Surface water and drainage

South facing slopes, which are in full sun in the summer
months, can have very high surface temperatures that soften
the bitumen and increases the risk of rutting. Slopes are
especially susceptible to deformation with slope creep of loose
surface materials. Unbound surfaces are prone to rain damage
and channelling of water. Heavy footfall can also increase
surface wear.

The structural design of roads and areas of footway widening
should conform to DMRB Volume 7. The guidance requires
an assessment of ground conditions to determine sub base
depth (HD25/94 Foundations), and surface thickness as a
result of traffic loading.
Patchworks are cheap to implement but can compromise
surface longevity and create a poor quality of finish. Look to
minimise patchwork surface treatment repairs by patching the
sub-base issue and applying a consistent surface treatment
across the full width of the path.
Evaluating existing path structure and condition
The existing structural strength of the path should always
be assessed prior to maintenance works in order that the
predicted design life of the path can be achieved and value for
money obtained. Applying a single thin surface overlay to a
path or road with observable structural weakness, is unlikely
to deliver best value in the use of that surfacing.

Types of Deterioration
Fretting
Potholes or fretted areas can present a hazard to cyclists
and pedestrians, and is the result of a loss of surface material
through trafficking and weathering at a weak point in the
surface. There is no nationally agreed measurement for a
pothole; however The Royal Parks consider any fretting which
exceeds a depth of 10mm to constitute a potential trip hazard
and should undergo a risk assessment to determine whether
remedial action is required.
Surfacing laid in winter is more prone to early fretting. The
greater the texture depth of the surface layer, the more prone
to fretting. A 10mm aggregate is generally recommended for
road surfaces to minimise this issue.

• repairing surface damage with like for like materials
• clearing drainage channels and culverts
• sweeping debris on a daily basis
• mowing verges
• cutting back trees and other vegetation
• fencing off areas with grass seed applied to recover worn turf
Trees and hedgerows are cut back outside the bird nesting
season, as part of The Royal Parks’ maintenance regime. This
is especially important adjacent to shared use paths, where
vegetation can impact on visibility and effective width. Good
maintenance regimes will ensure that the path is maintained in
a safe condition and that there is natural light on the path.

Wheel rutting can quickly occur on unbound surfaces
and should be remedied by compaction. For asphalt road
surfaces, deformation should be managed as part of the road
management and safety strategy.
Cracking
Understanding the cause of the cracking is the best approach
for providing a maintenance regime that resolves issues in
the long term. Where a crack is considered to constitute a
trip hazard, the issue should be further investigated as part
of a risk assessment. All cracking other than hairline cracking
is detrimental to the structural strength of the surface and
should be monitored, particularly on trafficked roads. New
asphalt is a relatively flexible material and the higher the
bitumen content, the more resistance to cracking. Over time,
the asphalt surface becomes more brittle and is prone to
cracking, especially under high loading.

Tree root cracking

General facilities
The Royal Parks Management Plans and Landscape Design
Guide provide details for:
• repairing and / or replacing damaged signs
• maintaining lighting, furniture and structures

Longitudinal cracking (crazing) from vehicle
overrun

One of the most common causes of cracking to paved surfaces
across the parks is tree roots as they grow and thicken. Most
damage occurs less than 2m from the trunk. The rate of
deterioration increases once a surface layer has cracked, as
root expansion is compounded by weathering.
Always consult an arboriculturist when considering
maintenance regimes that will impact on the root system.
Severing roots can inhibit nutrient uptake and make the tree
unstable.
Where technically feasible, consider implementation of a more
flexible surface at the base of trees.

Grass wear on busy jogging routes and
desire lines

A general rule of thumb is to use the following standards for
altering the root system:
•

Prohibited zone (1m from trunk)

•

Precautionary zone (4 times the tree circumference)

•

Permitted zone (outside the precautionary zone).

Works within the Royal Parks that impact on existing trees
require an Arboricultural Method Statement to be approved
by a Royal Parks arboriculturist.
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7

STAGE

7

Vehicle overrun and horses can quickly
damage bespoke surfaces
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Note that the Park Profiles chapter can be considered part of Stage 1 of
the 7-stage delivery process (p.26). This chapter may assist in identifying
key issues by providing background information for each park.
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4.
PARK PROFILES
An overview of the eight Royal Parks and Brompton Cemetery has been provided as a quick
reference for highlighting the key characteristics of each park, the approach to managing and
designing walking and cycling infrastructure, recent and proposed projects that impact on walking
and cycling, and fundamental considerations for planning and designing infrastructure.
The Park Profiles detail:

•
•
•
•
•
•

The overarching parkland character
The existing road and path network
Park users and key activities
The general approach to managing walking and cycling
Recent and proposed infrastructure projects
Key issues identified by the respective Management Plans
The Regent’s Park &
Primrose Hill

The Park Profiles document The Royal Parks’ walking and cycling networks in map form, alongside the most common
material treatments. This section highlights that a park specific approach is required for good design and looks to capture
some of the emerging issues as an at a glance reference.
The maps have been constructed using gateline counts from across the Royal Parks in 2014. Counts from Sunday 31
August 2014 have been used as these generally represent the highest pedestrian flow counts across the four waves of
surveys in 2014, and are the best available data source from across all the Royal Parks, for estimating current levels of
pedestrian and cyclist activity.
An indicative anticipated pedestrian flow value has also been applied to each path based on ad hoc studies and historic
datasets collected by The Royal Parks and consultant studies. Where no flow count data is known, an estimate of
pedestrian flows has been provided based on the adjacent gate flow data, discussions on user activity with Park Managers
and ‘Strava Lab’ Heatmaps of GPS tracked jogging routes in 2015 (labs.strava.com/heatmap). These maps should be
used as a high level discussion tool for planning infrastructure improvements. The collection of further flow data is
recommended for site specific analysis and design, in line with the Assessment Techniques outlined in this Guidance.

Westminster City Council
and Camden Council

Kensington Gardens

Westminster City Council
and Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea

Hyde Park &
Grosvenor Gardens

Westminster City Council

St James’s Park &
The Green Park

Westminster City Council

Brompton
Cemetery

Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea

Greenwich Park

Royal Borough of Greenwich

1. BUSHY PARK
2. THE GREEN PARK

Bushy Park

Royal Borough of
Richmond Upon Thames

3. GREENWICH PARK
4. HYDE PARK
5. KENSINGTON GARDENS
6. THE REGENT’S PARK
Richmond Park

Royal Borough of
Richmond Upon Thames

7. RICHMOND PARK
8. ST JAMES’S PARK
9. BROMPTON CEMETERY
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4A.

BUSHY PARK
PROFILE

Character
At 450 hectares, Bushy Park is the second largest of London’s
Royal Parks - a historic SSSI deer park comprised of woodland
areas, grasslands, gardens and ponds.
The landscape is rural in character but with formal avenues
responding to the placement of 11 Royal Lodges across the
parkland.
All of Bushy Park falls within the Bushy Park Conservation
Area and the park is also an Area of Special Character.
Existing Road and Path Network
The only roads open to public traffic are Chestnut Avenue and
the spur road serving the Pheasantry Welcome Centre and
Upper Lodge Road car park. There are several other metalled
roads in the park, open only to authorised users: residents,
landscape maintenance, and a car park at River Lodge.
Many of these roads act as important sections of the walking
and cycling network and are used extensively by pedestrians
and cyclists. The generally low vehicular flows mean that
it is considered adequate to not necessarily have dedicated
footways alongside access roads.
There is a further 1.8 km of metalled footpaths across the
park, largely surfaced with self-binding gravel. There are also
a number of informal desire line tracks, which are considered
acceptable as part of the rural park experience and character
of walking ‘off-road’ in Bushy Park. These generally do not
require being formalised with hard surfacing.
Park Users
Bushy Park has the lowest visitor numbers of any Royal Park,

with 2.4million visitors / year (2013-2014, IpsosMORI), but
not including the several million who drive through the park
on Chestnut Avenue. Most visitors travel to Bushy Park by
car (83%), 9% by bicycle and 7% on foot. Its location 15km
south-west of central London contributes towards maintaining
a primarily local community use, 77% of visitors coming from
London and using the park at least once a week (TRP, 2007
survey).
Approach to accommodating walking
Pedestrians are permitted to walk on any path and most
grassed areas within the park. Walking away from designated
paths is considered part of the rural Bushy Park experience.
The London Outer Orbital Path (LOOP) passes through Bushy
Park and attracts long distance walkers.
Approach to accommodating cycling
The Royal Parks take a relaxed view towards accommodating
the relatively low levels of cycling in Bushy Park, permitting
considerate cycling on any path in Bushy Park except for in the
special fenced off areas which include the Woodland Gardens
and Water Gardens, or areas where cycling has become a
safety issue, such as Dukes Head Passage. Most paths take on
a shared pedestrian/cycle path operation without the need to
formally designate these areas with signage.
London Cycle Network route 74 uses Cobblers Walk
and Upper Lodge Road, benefiting from recent surfacing
improvements and gate access at Church Grove Passage.
Companion Cycling facilities are provided year round for
people unable to ride ‘solo’, accompanied on specially adapted
bicycles.
Approach to signage
Wayfinding signage for walking and cycling is to be kept to a
minimum and used only at entrances and key decision points
to signpost attractions within the park. Signage needs to
reflect the rural character of the park. No cycling signage is
provided at gates to special garden areas.

Approach to maintenance
The Bushy Park Management Plan (2014-2024) sets out the
overall approach for managing hard surfacing. Hard works
within the park are currently undertaken under a contract
with a facilities company managed by the Royal Parks Works
Manager.
Footpaths require routine upkeep including occasional
topdressing, particularly in high wear areas such as the outer
perimeter path (usually every 5 years).
Recent Hardscape Projects
A few carefully selected paths have recently been formally
surfaced in Bushy Park, such as alongside the NPL boundary
where there was existing user demand and funding made
available by the National Lottery. The link now provides a
surface suitable for those with disabilities and enhances access
from a key public transport connection.

Companion Cycling attracts upwards of 4,000 pre-booked rides per
year on a 4 mile circuit starting at the Stockyard.

Proposed Hardscape Projects
Preserving the character and heritage of the parkland is
the key consideration in managing proposed changes to
hard surfaces across The Royal Parks. This is assessed in
conjunction with determining maintenance and performance
implications of any change in surfacing as part of The Royal
Parks Path Design Checklist.
A Quietway cycle route has been proposed for Upper Lodge
Road and Cobbler’s Walk. Signage will be kept to a minimum
to support this route and surface materials will conform to the
rural character of the area.
Improvements to Hampton Court Gate are proposed to
facilitate better pedestrian access on the east side of the gate.

Key Management Issues as identified in the
Bushy Park Management Plan (2014-2024)

Dog walkers, families, strollers and cyclists. Paths are typically 3
metres wide, which provides adequate capacity for low to moderate
pedestrian flows with sufficient space to pass.

• Access roads are a significant part of the
pedestrian network.
• Possibility of extending closure of Chestnut
Avenue as a through route at weekends.
• Need to preserve rural ambiance in materials and
style of paths but still enable a good level of access
for the less mobile.
• Aim to close Upper Lodge car park.

Bushy Park

Royal Borough
of Richmond
Upon Thames

• Unauthorised access to sports clubs at weekends
and evenings needs to be addressed.
• Review the actual need for special needs parking
at River Lodge.
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The Bushy Park Run is a 5km running event every Saturday, attracting
upwards of 1,000 runners on paths across the eastern side of the
park.
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BUSHY PARK
PATH TYPES & MATERIALS
PEDESTRIANS ONLY
999
(144)

SPECIAL AREAS

TEDDINGTON

HIGH STREET

717
(234)

816
(923)

291
(24)

Breedon gravel

Coxwell self binding gravel

Woodland Gardens

Water Gardens

372
351
(168)

PEDESTRIANS & CYCLISTS

BUSHY PARK
891

243
(171)

WELCOME
CENTRE CAFÉ

HAMPTON WICK

INFORMAL PATHS

FORMAL PATHS

Self-binding gravel / Hoggin

Golden gravel top dressing

Low flow links

Entrances and high flow areas
(replacing tarmac in some locations)

WHITE LODGE
1284

222
(99)

1068
(918)

HAMPTON

FORMAL PATHS

AD
COURT RO

HAMPTON
COURT
PALACE

HAMPTON COURT

Asphalt / Tarmacadam
Entrances and high flow links
METRES
0
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BUSHY PARK
WALKING & CYCLING ROUTES
KEY
PATH TYPE
SHARED USE CYCLE /
PEDESTRIAN PATH

INTENSITY OF PEDESTRIAN USE
HIGH (500+ people / hour)

PARK BOUNDARY
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GATEWAY PEDESTRIAN COUNTS
(CYCLIST COUNTS) PER WEEKEND DAY

PUBLIC AREAS

CAR PARKING

MEDIUM (100-500 people / hour)

RESTRICTED AREAS

DISABLED CAR PARKING ONLY

LOW (<100 people / hour)

BUILDINGS - PUBLIC ACCESS

ROADS OUTSIDE THE ROYAL PARKS

VEHICLE COUNTS
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INFORMAL PARK
MANAGEMENT TRACKS

FORMAL PARK
MANAGEMENT ROADS

Self-binding gravel / Hoggin

Golden gravel top dressing

Low trafficked routes

Low / Moderate trafficked routes

FORMAL PARK
MANAGEMENT ROADS

GENERAL TRAFFIC
ROADS

Asphalt / Tarmacadam

Asphalt / Tarmacadam

Moderate trafficked routes

High trafficked routes

VISITOR ATTRACTION

PARK ROADS

XXX
(XX)

PEDESTRIANS, CYCLISTS & MOTORISTS

BUILDINGS - RESTRICTED ACCESS
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4B.

The GREEN
PARK
PROFILE
Character
The smallest of The Royal Parks, The Green Park covers 19
hectares and is characterised by an informal rural
landscape of meadows, punctuated by formal avenues. There
are 80 listed structures in the park, the majority of which are
lamp standards on Queens Walk and Constitution Hill.
Existing Road and Path Network
Roads bound the north (Piccadilly), south (Constitution
Hill) and west side of the park (Apsley roundabout), with a
perimeter path network. There have been incremental changes
to the park structure, with the Broad Walk avenue introduced
in the early 20th Century.
A number of other straight line connections have been
introduced, the busiest of which links Green Park underground
station to the major tourist attraction of Buckingham Palace.
Pedestrian desire lines were altered with the closure of the
Canada Gates at the south side of the park and the opening
of the station entrance onto the park. Path widening and
realignment ensured that a hard surface was provided to link
with the pedestrian crossing on Constitution Hill and the
desire line for tourists walking to Buckingham Palace.
Constitution Hill has a shared cycle and pedestrian path
running alongside the carriageway which is occasionally used as
a ceremonial route. It is closed to traffic on Sundays and
public holidays, which transforms the relationship of The
Green Park, St James’s Park and Buckingham Palace.
The majority of the footpaths are surfaced with golden gravel
top dressing, with a few exceptions where black tarmacadam
has been retained.

Park Users
Park surveys indicate that there is a high proportion of first
time visitors using The Green Park (45%, 2006 TRP Survey).
The majority of users are tourists, with a high proportion of
visitors coming from outside the UK.
Approach to accommodating walking
Open 24 hours a day, The Green Park sees very high footfall
year round, in excess of 14million visitors annually. With
such a high proportion of overseas visitors, it is particularly
important that the signage is clear for non-English speakers
and those visiting for the first time.
There is a balance to be achieved in accommodating high
pedestrian flows and maintaining soft landscaped areas. Bow
top low level fencing may be considered to cordon off desire
lines.

Approach to accommodating cycling
Cycling is permitted on all park roads. Off-carriageway shared
use routes are provided on Constitution Hill adjacent to the
Horse Ride and around the north side of the Canada Gates.
Pedestrian / cycle interactions have been managed on
Constitution Hill by relocating street furniture and increasing
circulation space around the Canada Gates. This is where
pedestrians emerge from the park to cross the shared
use footway and road adjacent to Buckingham Palace.
Improvements are being made to the surface layout and
signage to clearly define cycle routes.
Queens Walk was proposed as a potential Quietway route for
cycling, but following several assessments has been considered
unsuitable for shared use. There are safety concerns relating
to poor visibility of alleyway accesses, the approach to the
Piccadilly junction, and the high pedestrian flows. Regular
review of pedestrian and cycle usage across the park will
continue to inform network planning decisions.

Safety issues are being managed by keeping Canada Gates
closed (except Sundays) to encourage the large number of
visitors to use the formal pedestrian crossing on Constitution
Hill.

The use of non-motorised scooters, skateboards
etc. is tolerated providing they do not adversely impact on
pedestrian users or the park infrastructure.

The Management Plan has identified some underused diagonal
paths which have been assessed and are being considered for
removal.

Roller bladers are permitted on shared use paths where
cycles are present and encouraged to use these routes, with
appropriate path surfacing used to control use on other paths.

Improvements to the infrastructure of The Green Park
underground station; step free access into The Green Park
station has created a focal point for stationary activities on the
lawns around the station during summer months.

Proposed Hardscape Projects
The Cycle Superhighway route on Constitution Hill will have
a significant impact on the south side of the Park. The Royal
Parks are working with Transport for London to ensure that
designs are appropriate for the setting and that a monitoring
regime is in place to ensure that cyclists use the new facilities
and do not stray into the park on pedestrian only footpaths.

Patch repairs are specified to match adjacent surfacing to
ensure good surface continuity. Gas lamps are to be retained
to maintain the character and ambience of the park.
Major events are generally not held in The Green Park due
to its relatively small size and proximity to St James’s Park;
however The Changing of the Guard has a significant impact
on pedestrian movements through the park in the morning.
The Green
Park
Westminster
City Council

Key Management Issues as identified in
the St James’s Park and The Green Park
Management Plan (2008-2018)
•

Particular focus will be given to the intensively used
routes between Green Park underground station
and Canada Gate.

•

Realign the paths in the southeast corner of the
park to reduce the major desire lines which have
developed.

•

Consider removing underused paths in this area to
simplify the path network.

•

All path works to be planned in conjunction with
improvements to cycle routes.

•

Review the existing access arrangements in and
around Canada Gate; explore solutions to the
pedestrian/traffic conflict.

•
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Explore possibility for increasing timetabled closures
of Constitution Hill to maximise capacity for
pedestrians and reduce the intrusion of traffic on
the quality of the park landscape.

Constitution Hill will be redesigned as part of the Cycle
Superhighway route.

Queens Walk has been subject to a number of shared use studies to
ascertain pedestrian comfort and cyclist compliance. The north and
south ends are especially busy with pedestrians and the blind corners
make the current configuration unsuitable for shared use cycling.

In the summer months, The Green Park accommodates very high
pedestrian flows and stationary activity on the lawns to the east side
of the park. The opening of the London Underground entrance has
significantly increased pedestrian flows on the north side of the park
and the closure of Canada Gate has altered patterns of pedestrian
flow across the park.
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THE GREEN PARK
PATH TYPES & MATERIALS

METRES
0
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PEDESTRIANS ONLY
GENERIC AREAS
GREEN PARK
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(60)
5766
(0)
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Self-binding gravel

Formal paths across the Park
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PEDESTRIANS & CYCLISTS
FORMAL PATHS
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BUCKINGHAM
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Constitution Hill

Canada Gate

PEDESTRIANS, CYCLISTS & MOTORISTS
GENERAL TRAFFIC
ROADS

THE GREEN PARK
WALKING & CYCLING ROUTES

Red / black tarmacadam

KEY
PATH TYPE

XXX
(XX)
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INTENSITY OF PEDESTRIAN USE

FOOTPATH

HIGH (500+ people / hour)

SHARED USE CYCLE /
PEDESTRIAN PATH

MEDIUM (100-500 people / hour)

PARK ROADS

LOW (<100 people / hour)

GATEWAY PEDESTRIAN COUNTS
(CYCLIST COUNTS) PER WEEKEND DAY
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PARK BOUNDARY

VISITOR ATTRACTION

PUBLIC AREAS

CAR PARKING

RESTRICTED AREAS

DISABLED CAR PARKING ONLY

BUILDINGS - PUBLIC ACCESS

ROADS OUTSIDE THE ROYAL PARKS

BUILDINGS - RESTRICTED ACCESS

Constitution Hill

BICYCLE HIRE

FOR USE ON DESIGNATED PATHS ONLY

DIANA MEMORIAL WALK
JUBILEE GREENWAY WALK
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4C.

GREENWICH
PARK
PROFILE
Character
Greenwich Park is part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
with its setting, landscape and relationship with The National
Maritime Heritage Area of global significance. Preservation
of the existing character is therefore of great importance, to
maintain the “Grand Plan” design of the 17th century.
Greenwich Park is characterised by its distinct topography: the
northern part of the park is on The River Thames floodplain,
with a steep escarpment cutting across the centre of the Park
and rising some 25 metres.
Existing Road and Path Network
Typically 1000 motor vehicles and 400 cyclists use The Avenue
each morning, with the gates open from 7am-10am, then
closed to motor vehicles from 10am-4pm.
There is a 20mph speed limit on the main roads.
There is approximately 17km of surfaced footpaths and
1.25km of public carriageway within the park. The carriageway
and footway arrangement of The Avenue is 15m wide, and
is a major desire line for pedestrians walking to The Royal
Observatory. The carriageway is surfaced with red asphalt and
demarcated from the black asphalt footways by wide gutters
consisting of rows of granite setts.
Some of the paths in the north-western part of the park,
constructed more recently in the 20th Century, are around
1metre in width. Widening of the path from St Mary’s Gate
to the foot of Clock Hill is a relatively recent change to the
historic configuration.

The majority of the footpaths are surfaced with black
tarmacadam, with a few local exceptions. Golden gravel top
dressing has been introduced on links to the north and in
special garden areas, and is generally the preferred surface
treatment where funding permits.
Approach to accommodating walking
With slopes ranging from 1:6 to 1:2, the topography of the
site can impact on the accessibility of the park for people
with mobility impairments. Disability car parking is provided
on Great Cross Avenue and enables step free access to the
popular attractions of The Greenwich Observatory and views
of Greenwich and Canary Wharf.
The bandstand field is where most major events are located,
with at least two major events every year, including The
London Marathon.
Approach to accommodating cycling
Cycling is permitted on the park roads (The Avenue,
Blackheath Avenue and Bower Avenue) and on designated
shared paths (Great Cross Avenue and Nursery Lane).
Cyclists are permitted to use the eastern footway on The
Avenue, which is especially popular for uphill cycling when
general traffic is allowed access to the road.
Approach to signage
Signage for walking and cycling is to be kept to a minimum
and used only at entrances and key decision points to signpost
attractions within the park. Signage needs to reflect the
special character of the park. All pedestrian only gates have
‘no cycling’ lettering on the path. ‘No cycling’ signage is also
provided at gates to special garden areas.
Approach to maintenance
The condition of the roads and path network is monitored
regularly and repair works programmed as required.

Footpaths require routine upkeep including occasional
topdressing, particularly in high wear areas such as Jubilee
Avenue.
Recent Hardscape Projects
The 2012 Olympics required improvements to the path and
road network to cope with visitor numbers. Blackheath Gate
was removed and rebuilt in a wider, semi circular design and
set further back from the road to improve access.
Bower Avenue was opened up to cycle access in 2012.
Proposed Hardscape Projects
A Quietway cycle route is proposed from St Mary’s Gate
to Vanbrugh Park Gate, via The Avenue and Great Cross
Avenue. No significant changes to the existing arrangement
are recommended and areas of safety concern, particularly at
Vanbrugh Park Gate will need to be closely monitored.
Improvements to the viewing area at the General Wolfe Statue
are proposed to provide facilities that can cater for increasing
visitor numbers.

Blackheath Gate has been identified as a key issue for cyclist safety,
with numerous collisions reported; associated with the miniroundabout and a lack of priority given to cyclists coming from Duke
Humphrey Road.

Key issues
The junction outside Blackheath Gate has been identified
as an accident black spot, particularly for cyclists coming
from Blackheath. The Royal Parks recommend that conflict
resolution assessments and design interventions are
considered as a priority to improve cycle safety.
High cycle speeds on the Avenue have been identified as
problematic. The raised table at St Mary’s Gate helps to
reduce cycle speeds, but there remains some conflict at the
gate which is busy with pedestrians on a daily basis.
Vanbrugh Gate would benefit from improvements to the
crossing and footway outside the gate, alongside signage and
wayfinding within the Park.

Key Management Issues as identified in the
Greenwich Park Management Plan (20062016)

The Avenue has high pedestrian flows, in excess of 800 pedestrians
/ hour at weekend peaks. The timed closure helps to ensure that
pedestrians and cyclists have sufficient space and comfort during the
day.

• Any change to the design of the path system has
to be sympathetic with the landscape setting while
responding to intensity of use and to consider
events use.
Greenwich
Park

Royal Borough
of Greenwich
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• Large expanses of hard surfacing are visually
intrusive particularly at Park entrances and at
‘starburst’ path junctions (e.g. at the foot of One
Tree Hill, below Castle Hill and at Blackheath Gate/
Bower Avenue).
• The Management Plan suggests that there
is unsatisfactory transition between different
surfacing styles and a lack of a clear characterbased rationale for piecemeal distribution of
surface types.

Apart from Blackheath Gate and St Mary’s Gate, which allow for
motor traffic access,Vanbrugh Gate is the only pedestrian and cycle
access. The access has poor visibility and cyclists are encouraged to
dismount. As a listed wall, changes to this arrangement require Listed
Building Consent.
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BUILDINGS - RESTRICTED ACCESS

THE GREENWICH MERIDIAN
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4D.

HYDE
PARK
PROFILE
Character
At 140 hectares, Hyde Park is characterised by a diverse
range of wide open spaces, gardens and formal avenues. The
Management Plan identifies 25 distinct character areas, from
the Little Tyburn Valley’s rolling naturalistic layout, to the
formality of Rotten Row. This range of characters should
continue to be reflected in the design and management of
hard surfaces across the park, to accommodate a great range
of functions and the hosting of major events, and maintain its
reputation as ‘The People’s Park’.
Existing Road and Path Network
There are 30km of footpaths in the park with strategic cycle
links on Rotten Row and the Broad Walk providing 2.5km of
off-road cycleways. An additional 3.8km of on-carriageway
cycle lanes are provided on North and South Carriage Drives,
with West Carriage Drive undergoing changes as part of the
Cycle Superhighway designs.
3.6km of publicly accessible roads are within the park, with a
further 2km of maintenance roads including Serpentine Road,
and 6.5km of horse rides.
West Carriage Drive is considered to be a perceptual barrier
to pedestrians crossing between Kensington Gardens and
Hyde Park. When it is closed to traffic for major running
events, the road creates a renewed focal point for pedestrians
between the two parks.
South Carriage Drive is closed to through traffic on Sundays.
Reduced motor traffic encourages higher cycle use and horse
riding. Additional temporary and permanent traffic restrictions
are being investigated to further improve conditions

for pedestrians across the Park. The westbound lane of
North Carriage Drive has been removed as part of Cycle
Superhighway works.
The majority of footpaths are surfaced with golden gravel
top dressing but areas have been identified where there is
inconsistency of materials. Where footpaths cross the Horse
Ride, there is an issue of silting up and there is a need to
investigate improved layouts that can better retain unbound
surfacing and manage path deterioration.
Park Users
Hyde Park has a diverse range of visitors from local areas,
other areas in London, nationally and from abroad, attracting
more than 12 million visitors every year. Surveys show
that less than 10% of visitors are children. Cycle flows are
relatively high, particularly on Rotten Row and the Broad Walk.
Approach to accommodating walking
A full review of the existing circulation network of paths and
hard surfacing should be undertaken and consideration given
to opportunities for reducing superfluous hard surfacing.
There are high levels of jogging, with informal paths developing
on either side of the Broad Walk and on the south side
of Rotten Row. Managing jogging is a challenge and more
research is needed to understand desire lines. Formal
provision for jogging has been identified as a potential option
for areas adjacent to Serpentine Road.
Major events
Hyde Park hosts a number of major events throughout the
year, which is aligned with The Royal Parks’ Major Events
Strategy (2008). The placement and management of events is
regularly reviewed; recent improvements include moving the
site for Winter Wonderland further north to maintain open
access to Serpentine Road.
Approach to accommodating cycling
Cycle routes were introduced in Hyde Park over 25 years ago.

Hyde Park
Westminster
City Council
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Cycling is becoming increasingly popular and is accommodated
on four considerate cycling routes within Hyde Park that
connect into the Central London Grid of Quietways (Rotten
Row, Sepentine Road, the Broad Walk and Policeman’s Path).
Serpentine Road acts as a ‘living street’ with very high
pedestrian flows and moderately high cycle flows contributing
to an effective sharing of modes across a wide road profile.
Approach to signage
While there is caution about proliferation of temporary
A-frame boards with the red ‘No Cycling’ sign, it is deployed in
Hyde Park as an aid for enforcement of pedestrian only paths
where cyclists are not complying with Park Regulations.
Further additions to parkland and pathway signs are to be
minimised and where possible, reduced.
Proposed Hardscape Projects
The Cycle Superhighway design includes segregated cycle
routes on the roads on the perimeter of the park (North,
South and West Carriage Drive). It is hoped that the Cycle
Superhighway improvements will encourage more cyclists to
use improved routes around the perimeter of the park for
high speed commuting.

Rotten Row / Ladies’ Walk is a key priority for improving conditions
for pedestrians. Parallel cycle improvements are hoped to reduce the
600 cyclists / hour, and enable a shared use configuration to be viable
without extensive widening.

There are concerns that more cyclists may choose to use
parts of the internal network, particularly Rotten Row,
where pedestrian and cyclist interactions are frequent.
Post-implementation monitoring will be fundamental to
understanding how scheme developments impact on path
network operations.
The current segregated approach to cycling on the Broad
Walk and Rotten Row is being investigated, with shared use
proposals looking to encourage slower cycling in these areas
by removing the white line segregation.
All hardscape project proposals will minimise the visual impact
of cycling infrastructure, signage and markings in this English
Heritage Grade 1 listed park.

Serpentine Road is described as a ‘living street’ with very high
pedestrian flows (1,200+ pedestrians / hour) contributing to the
discouraging of high cycle speeds.

Key Management Issues as identified in the
Hyde Park Management Plan (2006-2016)
•

Identify opportunities to reduce overall extent
of hard surfacing where paths are duplicated or
carriageways are excessively wide.

•

Enhance cycleway provision on carriage drives.

•

Review potential closure of cycleway on Ladies’
Walk (adjacent to Rotten Row) with alternative
route (and key links) on South Carriage Drive.

•

Maintain provisions of ceremonial routes as an
essential part of park life.

•

Research into park carrying capacity for events to
support investment/maintenance works.

•

Capacity/recovery could be greatly enhanced by
proper investment in improved ground conditions.

The Broad Walk experiences high cycling flows in the morning and
evening peak periods (500+ cyclists / hour). The evening peak can
be more problematic in summer months, when it coincides with high
pedestrian flows.
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4E.

KENSINGTON
GARDENS
PROFILE
Character
Kensington Gardens’ 98 hectares are characterised by formal
lawns and tree planting, responding to the architectural form
and orientation of Kensington Palace. The eleven character
areas centre around different key landscape features, such
as The Round Pond and Walks, with a distinct formality that
extends to the materiality and quality of the walking network.
Existing Road and Path Network
The extensive 22km footpath network largely retains the
18th Century historic network arrangement. Pedestrians
have priority on all paths, and there is no access to general
traffic, although many paths are used for maintenance vehicle
access. West Carriage Drive is part of Hyde Park but acts as a
perimeter road on the east side of Kensington Gardens.
The majority of paths are less than 4m wide and are largely
surfaced in golden gravel top dressing. Resin bonded aggregate
has been used around The Round Pond to create a high quality
finish and enable convenient cleansing for the ecology of the
pond. Some minor paths are less than 1.2m wide, but the
predominant routes including The Board Walk and Albert
Memorial Road are in excess of 10m wide.
Park Users
Kensington Gardens welcomes more than 10 million visitors
every year, with half of visitors coming from London and more
than a third from overseas. More than 1 million visitors come
to the Diana Princess of Wales Memorial Playground, with the
park frequented by an especially high number of families and
children as a result.

numbers of cyclists on the shared use routes. Their numbers
will continue to be monitored, particularly in light of Cycle
Superhighway developments on West Carriage Drive, to be
able to plan and improve facilities for all users.

Surface treatment interventions on Mount Walk have been
designed to make cyclists more aware of pedestrian priority
along the entire length of the route and particularly at path
intersections, to encourage safe and responsible cycling.

Approach to accommodating walking
The park is open everyday throughout the year from 6.00am
until dusk. There are four one-way turnstiles providing exits
once the main gates are locked. These will continue to be left
in operation, however there are security concerns relating to
forced access and an inclination for some people to stay in the
park when there are known convenient egress options.

Approach to signage
Kensington Gardens adopts a consistent approach to signage
and is looking to maintain the consistency with Hyde Park
infrastructure to create a coherent message for park users
between the two parks.

The existing circulation paths are considered acceptable in the
main, however some opportunities have been identified in the
Management Plan for path realignments:
• Restoration of the Great Bow Path - to extend the path
south of the Round Pond and reinstate the link in the original
Bridgeman Plan.
• Retain South Feathers Path as an informal path
The close proximity of Kensington Gardens to Hyde Park
mean that large scale events in Hyde Park have an impact
on movement patterns across the Gardens. The impact on
Kensington Gardens is to be managed in conjunction to the
Events Strategy outlined for Hyde Park. A maximum of two
tented events are permitted on the Albert Memorial Lawns
every year. For the most part, the focus is on developing a
range of quiet recreational pursuits and to accommodate the
Gallery and the exhibition spaces.
Approach to accommodating cycling
It is recognised that Kensington Gardens provides important
off-carriageway cycle links in London’s cycle network. The
Royal Parks will continue to accommodate cycling where
it does not adversely impact on the safety and comfort of
pedestrians.

Two-thirds of visitors are pedestrians, but there are growing

Kensington Gardens

Westminster City Council
and Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea

Recent Hardscape Projects
Black Lion Gate - two pedestrian side gates and the relocation
of the turnstile, has improved accessibility and reduce
congestion adjacent to the pedestrian crossing.
Palace Gate - the gateline has been pulled back into the park
to improve access and egress for pedestrians and increase
comfort on Kensington High Street.
On Mount Walk, rumble strips and resurfacing at path
intersections have been installed to help reduce cycle speeds.

Key Management Issues as identified in
the Kensington Gardens Management Plan
(2006-2016)
• From Studio Gate to the Board Walk, access and

egress at the gate has been identified as difficult due to
the narrow footpath outside the park.

• Pedestrian and coach access to Kensington Palace
on Jubilee Walk will continue to be monitored.
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Mount Walk has high cycle flows in excess of 800 cyclists in the
weekday morning peak. The link has been redesigned to encourage
considerate cycling speeds along its length.

• There are opportunities for local realignments
and rationalisation in line with the historic plans.
• A reduction in hard surfacing is to be further
investigated at key locations including Palace Gate
and the Front Walk/Long Water.
• Need for a high standard of maintenance of paths
and hard surfaces (bound gravel) and matching
repairs to avoid a patchwork of repairs. Need for
consistent use of surfacing materials to reinforce
distinctive high quality landscape, as defined in this
document.
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The Broad Walk accommodates in excess of 1,500 pedestrians per
hour at the weekend, with around 800 cyclists. It is in excess of 10
metres wide, which enables relative comfort for visitors walking along
this spine route.

From Queens Gate to Coalbrookdale Gate, the Albert Approach
Road is closed to traffic and sees upwards of 700 cyclists on a
summer weekend day, as part of a ‘living street’ arrangement.
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4F.

THE REGENT’S
PARK
PROFILE
Character
The Regent’s Park and Primrose Hill encompass 191 hectares,
the majority of which is designated as a Site of Metropolitan
Importance for Nature Conservation. The layout follows John
Nash’s 19th Century concept plan of a parkland structured
around terraces comprising an outer and inner circle, a
Broad Walk avenue and a serpentine water body and canal.
Incremental changes since the original plan have increased the
surface area of hard paths and the Management Plan identifies
scope for some path rationalisation to reduce paved areas.
Existing Road and Path Network
Hard surfacing accounts for around 9% of the parklands
with four and a half miles of roads. The Crown Estate
Paving Commission own the roads and footways, and share
responsibilities with The Royal Parks to manage the Outer
Circle and spur roads.
Many of the paths are straight line connections between
entrance points with a few informal paths such as around
the Ornamental Waters. The majority of the footpaths are
surfaced with black tarmac. The use of golden gravel top
dressing is located in special character including the Avenue
Gardens and Primrose Hill summit. Red tarmacadam is
currently used on the Inner Circle and is the preference for
standard highways treatments.
There are over 20 separate entrance-ways into The Regent’s
Park and Primrose Hill - the Management Plan suggests that
while these are well maintained, the gateways ‘fail to create the
appropriate sense of entrance into and arrival at the park.’

Park Users
Most of The Regent’s Park is open to the public with ticketed
areas for London Zoo, the Open Air Theatre and student
access to Regent’s College. Surveys suggest that the Park has
more local custom than other Central London Royal Parks
and is popular with joggers, dog-walkers and sports teams.
Approach to accommodating walking
Formal paths are provided across the park, but people are
generally free to roam and are not required to stay on the
path (with the exception of designated special areas).
Formal tactile paving is only provided on roads and not on
paths within the Park.
The Silver Jubilee Walkway passes through the park and
extends along the canal and on to Primrose Hill.
Approach to accommodating cycling
Cycling is permitted on the roads and on the shared use Broad
Walk, north of Chester Road. Three Cycle Hire Docking
Stations are located across the park.
Sports cycling is popular on the Outer Circle and the
Management team and Metropolitan Police work closely with
clubs to ensure safe use of the perimeter road network.
The north end of the Broad Walk has a golden gravel surface
treatment at busy intersections and gateways to encourage
considerate cycling, and granite setts to demarcate the route.
Non-compliance is most often observed east-west across
the park to Charlbert Bridge. Cycling access points over the
pedestrian bridges from the north have been assessed and it
has been concluded that in their current configuration, they
are not appropriate for cycling, but provide good links for
cyclists to walk across with their bicycles.

Approach to signage
A-frame boards with ‘no cycling’ signage, which are deployed
where an issue has been raised to reinforce Park Regulations,
are used on pedestrian only paths and require additional
enforcement.
Approach to maintenance
Paths of historic significance have maintenance priority which
includes the Cumberland Green Path, the Broad Walk and the
Inner and Outer Circle.
Footpaths require routine upkeep including occasional
topdressing, particularly in high wear areas such as the Broad
Walk.
Recent Hardscape Projects
Central refuges implemented in 2006 around the Outer Circle
have been successful at reducing traffic speeds and improving
access for pedestrians, by reducing crossing distances.
Proposed Hardscape Projects
The Outer Circle is to be reviewed to address issues of high
speed traffic and safety, with measures being considered
including raised tables, junction redesign and gate restrictions,
as well as speed limit enforcement.

Key Management Issues as identified in The
Regent’s Park Management Plan (2014-2024)
• Some of the principal entrances to the park, for
example from Portland Place lack prominence
• Some missing gates and poorly proportioned
entrances to Primrose Hill create a neglected
appearance
• Signage at entrances needs rationalisation

The Regent’s Park &
Primrose Hill
Westminster City Council
and Camden Council

The Royal Parks are working to encourage safe use of the Outer
Circle for sports cycling by working with clubs to encourage stopping
at signals and with TfL to introduce raised junctions as part of the
Cycle Superhighway.

Golden gravel top dressing has been used at the entrance to the
Broad Walk to facilitate greater consideration in cycling. This design
has set the precedent for other Royal Parks with very busy shared
use paths.

• Major events on Marylebone Green and
Gloucester Green damage lawns and HGVs
have contributed towards subsidence. There
may be scope to reinforce paths in these areas.
• Surfacing generally lacks a clear character-based
rationale for piecemeal surfacing distribution.
• Fragmentation of parkland with proliferation
and over-provision of paths, such as on
Primrose Hill with some scope for reduction/
rationalisation.
• Visual quality and ‘ambience’ of Prince Albert
Road, disturbs the connectivity and perception
of character between Primrose Hill and The
Regent’s Park.
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• Albert Terrace is a barrier to southbound
cycling and would benefit from introducing
formal two way operation for cycling.

Albert Terrace, adjacent to Primrose Hill, is currently a northbound
only road. The southbound desire line for cyclists is not
accommodated on-carriageway with cyclists observed cycling
contraflow on footways, creating a hazard for pedestrians. The
Royal Parks would support proposals to enable formal southbound
123
provision for cyclists on Albert Terrace.
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VISITOR ATTRACTION

JUBILEE GREENWAY WALK

GENERAL TRAFFIC
ROADS

ROADS OUTSIDE THE ROYAL PARKS
BICYCLE HIRE

FOR USE ON DESIGNATED PATHS ONLY

VIEWPOINT

Red SMA / Tarmacadam

Black Tarmacadam

Standard for The Inner Circle and
Chester Road

Standard for The Outer Circle
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4G.

RICHMOND
PARK
PROFILE

Park Users
More than 5 million people visited Richmond Park in 2013,
with more than a quarter of those visitors choosing to cycle.
The high numbers of cyclists have created some issues on the
roads where sports cycling is becoming increasingly popular;
6% of respondents in a recent TRP Visitor Survey would like to
restrict the speed of cyclists.

Character
Covering an area of 955 hectares, Richmond Park is distinct in
providing a vast grassland and woodland wilderness character
of special historic and ecological significance, the largest of any
of The Royal Parks, and a Site of Special Scientific Interest.
Existing Road and Path Network
There are 17.5 km of metalled paths across the Park. The 14
km shared use Tamsin Trail, built in 1997 and refurbished in
2008, runs around the perimeter of the park. An additional
1.7km shared use extension was built in 2007, and runs along
the western edge of the Park from Ham Gate to Petersham
Gate. There are 10km of other paths (self-binding gravel
or hoggin base) and a large number of informal unsurfaced
footpaths. A number of paths run parallel to the main roads.
14 km of roads are open to through traffic including the
perimeter road and the routes linking to the park gates. There
are an additional 6km of local access roads through the centre
of the park which link to buildings and the disabled car park
at Isabella Plantation. The roads are open to cyclists and
pedestrians.
There is a 20mph speed limit on the main roads.
There are eight car parks, including one disability car park at
Isabella Plantation. Pen Ponds and parts of Roehampton Gate
car park are surfaced with tarmac; the others have a gravel
surface.
Breedon gravel is not used as it is not appropriate adjacent to
acid grassland.

Approach to accommodating walking
The park is open for pedestrians at all times, except when
specifically notified in relation to the deer cull. Certain
woodlands and working areas are closed to the public for
conservation and safety reasons. Pedestrians are permitted to
walk on any path and most grassed areas within the park. The
Capital Ring passes through Richmond Park and attracts long
distance walkers.
Approach to accommodating cycling
Cycling is permitted only on the park roads and on designated
shared paths (principally the metalled footpaths and the Tamsin
Trail). Signage at the gates state that the policy is for “No
Cycles - except on roads and designated paths.”
There are cycle hire facilities in the car park near Roehampton
Gate from April-September, and at weekends and school
holidays outside this period.
Events
Richmond Park accommodates informal cycling time trial
events throughout the year that are managed by sports cycling
groups. The main annual event is the London Duathlon, for
which the park roads are closed one Sunday in September, to
allow for a run-bike-run race.
Approach to signage
Wayfinding signage for walking and cycling is to be kept to a
minimum and used only at entrances and key decision points
to signpost attractions within the park. Signage needs to
reflect the rural character of the park. No cycling signage is
provided at gates to special garden areas and on the approach
to attractions such as Pembroke Lodge.

Variable message signs have been identified as one approach to
decluttering that could be trialled at main gates.
Approach to maintenance
The condition of the roads and path network is monitored
regularly and repair works programmed as required. Most
Park roads were rural tracks that have now been resurfaced;
they therefore have not been engineered to accommodate
high traffic levels. There is a higher rate of degradation than
contemporary roads due to the inadequate substructure, lack
of designed drainage and / or lateral supports such as kerbs.
Interventions should prioritise areas especially prone to rapid
degradation.
Footpaths require routine upkeep including occasional
topdressing, particularly in high wear areas such as the Tamsin
Trail (usually every 5 years).
Recent Hardscape Projects
• Raised crossings and speed tables near Robin Hood Gate
•

Pembroke Lodge resurfacing improvements

•

Improvements at Pen Ponds car park

Sports cycling attracts upwards of 500 cyclists / hour at weekend
peaks. Safe cycling speeds are often not observed and The Royal
Parks are working with sports cycling groups to encourage more
considerate cycling, including handing out guidance to their members.

Proposed Hardscape Projects
A Quietway cycle route has been proposed for the NCN
route 4 through Richmond Park. Raised crossings have been
proposed at Ham Gate Avenue, Queen’s Road and Sheen
Cross. Quietway rumble strips have been proposed to ensure
safe cycle speeds on the busiest sections of the route.
A safety review of the road network has recommended speed
tables and raised junction crossing improvements to be made
to facilitate improved access to and from car parks and at key
junctions.

The Tamsin Trail is heavily used and recent reviews identify an ongoing
requirement for funding to maintain and upgrade the path at key
locations.

Key Management Issues as identified in the
Richmond Park Management Plan (20082018)
• The Tamsin Trail has been identified as requiring
ongoing funding for upgrading the path in key
locations.
• Sports cycling needs to be safely accommodated
through ongoing speed mitigation trials and
consultation with stakeholders.

Richmond
Park

Royal Borough
of Richmond
Upon Thames
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• There is an aspiration to preserve the rural
ambiance in materials and style of paths but to
enable a good level of access for people with
mobility impairments.

NCN Route 4 is a popular cycle route but also sees upwards of 300
pedestrians / hour at peak times which can result in close interactions
between pedestrians and cyclists.
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LOW TRAFFICKED
ROADS

Black tarmacadam

Red tarmacadam

Standard for high trafficked routes

Access roads to some car parks
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4H.

ST JAMES’S
PARK
PROFILE
Character
Situated in the City of Westminster and covering an area of
23 hectares, St James’s Park comprises an outer formality
of ceremonial avenues of international significance, with an
interior of naturalistic parklands. There are 143 listed buildings
and structures in St James’s Park, many of which are lamp
standards on The Mall.
Existing Road and Path Network
Birdcage Walk, Horse Guards Road and The Mall, are an
integral part of the outer park, with the inner park delineated
by low hooped railing adjacent to grassed areas. The wide
ceremonial avenues comprise a large proportion of the park
area, and are especially busy with pedestrians when The Mall
and Marlborough Road are closed to traffic on Sundays and
Public Holidays.
The sinuous path network around St James’s Park Lake
provides a well connected series of links that have very high
visitor flows throughout the year. The surface material is
golden gravel top dressing throughout, reflecting the high
quality parkland character. On perimeter footways, Raisby
gravel is used on The Mall to reflect the historic horse ride.
Park Users
St James’s Park regularly hosts major Ceremonial and National
events, with the highest visitor numbers of all The Royal Parks,
- more than 16 million visitors each year. The 2006 surveys
indicate that for 35% of visitors, it is their first visit, and as with
The Green Park, a high proportion of visitors are from outside
the UK.

Approach to accommodating walking
Open 24 hours a day, the Park is popular for picnics and
informal gatherings in the summer months. Dog walking is
permitted (though restricted to dogs on the lead by the lake).
The daily Changing of the Guard at Buckingham Palace
attracts very high pedestrian flows and year round interest.
Throughout daylight hours, there is typically a large
congregation of visitors in excess of 1,500 people standing
around the Victoria Memorial.
Provision of five controlled pedestrian crossing points across
The Mall has improved pedestrian permeability and safety,
and there are further changes proposed as part of ongoing
improvements associated with the Cycle Superhighway.
The informal jogging path alongside Birdcage Walk has been
identified as an issue with worn grass year round. The
Royal Parks will continue to monitor its use and look to
accommodate jogging on formalised paths where feasible.
Approach to accommodating cycling
Several London Cycle Network (LCN) routes have been
marked as passing through the Park and are well used by
cyclists. The Royal Parks generally support the use of the
cycle routes for those using them for leisure purposes and will
continue to monitor behaviours that are detrimental to other
visitors’ experience.
Significant improvements have been introduced to benefit
cyclists and for the safety of pedestrians including removal
of clutter, moving mapboards, improved signage and increase
circulation areas.
The north side of The Mall has off-carriageway cycling adjacent
to the road and a cycle lane has been introduced under
Admiralty Arch to provide additional space at a network pinch
point.

St James’s
Park
Westminster
City Council
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The Cycle Superhighway will significantly impact on cycling
flows on the perimeter roads and The Royal Parks are working
with Transport for London to ensure that designs are sensitive
to the historic environment and maintain pedestrian priority at
crossings and on footways.
Unauthorised cycling on The Blue Bridge has been identified as
an issue by Park Management.
Approach to signage
It is particularly important that signage is clear for non-English
speaking visitors and those visiting for the first time.
Road signage is to be sensitive to the historic character of
the area, avoiding the use of fluorescent keep left bollards and
other visual clutter.
Recent Hardscape Projects
Duke of York steps have been improved with features including
lit handrails, providing a high quality link to the redesigned
Waterloo Place. Improvements at Marlborough Road junction
respond to safety concerns relating to visibility issues.

Pedestrian flows within the inner park are very high, year round, with
typically 1,000+ pedestrians / hour on the paths surrounding the lake
from 9am-6pm.

Proposed Hardscape Projects
The amount of removeable traffic infrastructure needed on
The Mall will double following implementation of the Cycle
Superhighway. A one year trial will include monitoring,
particularly regarding how the cycle lane will operate during
events and the daily Changing of the Guard.
A new junction configuration at Horse Guards Parade / The
Mall will look to better accommodate pedestrian desire lines
and improve safety for all visitors.

Key Management Issues as identified in
the St James’s Park and The Green Park
Management Plan (2008-2018)
•

Review the location of internal low-level railings
with consideration of the need to sensitively
relocate or reintroduce short sections of low railing
to steer foot traffic back onto paths where desire
lines are developing. However, avoid proliferation.

•

Patch repairs will be specified to match existing
and undertaken to a similar standard to ensure
a visually integrated path surface. Investment in
drainage repair and restoration of grass edges needs
to continue as part of the ongoing maintenance
programme to improve path edges, particularly at
path junctions.

•

Explore alternative surfacing solutions to bind/fix
the existing loose gravel surface along the flanking
walkways of The Mall to reduce the dust issue.

•

Explore possibility for increasing timetabled closures
of the park roads to vehicles in order to maximise
capacity for pedestrians and reduce the intrusion of
traffic on the quality of the park landscape.

There is no cycling permitted in the inner parkland areas. Cyclists
use the perimeter roads which include supporting infrastructure such
as the cycle lane with light segregation at Admiralty Arch.

Cyclists are permitted on the shared use access path running
alongside North Horse Ride, with filtered permeability restricting
vehicle access at specific times.
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BUILDINGS - RESTRICTED ACCESS

DIANA MEMORIAL WALK
JUBILEE WALKWAY
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BROMPTON
CEMETERY
PROFILE
Character
Designed as a Garden Cemetery, Brompton Cemetery is on
the English Heritage Register of Historic Parks and Garden
(Grade I), with 28 listed monuments/graves and 6 listed
buildings/structures. The 16 hectare cemetery is owned by
the Government and managed by The Royal Parks. While
not one of the eight Royal Parks, the cemetery remains an
important historic open green space in central London, and
has a management approach to walking and cycling that echoes
the formal parks.
Existing Road and Path Network
The existing path network retains the symmetrical Victorian
layout, centred on a strong axis from North Lodge to the
Chapel. Although Central Walk is not part of the road
network, access is permitted to hearse vehicles during
funerary services and to park maintenance vehicles.
The close grained network of paths, provides access to
graves and is surfaced in black tarmacadam. Some areas have
been identified as requiring surface improvements where
deterioration has occurred, particularly through tree root
damage.
Park Users
With approximately 700,000 visitors a year, Brompton
Cemetery is a valuable open space and a popular dog-walking
circuit. The Chapel building is used for funerary services and
for talks. The Brompton Cemetery Business Plan (TRP, 2015)
identifies opportunities to diversify activities in the park and
attract a wider range of users.
The Friends of Brompton Cemetery are actively involved to

Brompton Cemetery

Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea

conserve the historic character and enhance public awareness
of the cemetery.
Approach to accommodating walking
The 7.5 metre wide Central Walk creates a grand vista from
North Lodge which terminates at the Chapel. Surfaced paths
provide access to graves across the cemetery. A walking
circuit on the informal eastern edge of the park permits dogwalking.
There are currently no facilities for public refreshments
and the management team have identified opportunities to
diversify activities through the development of a café and
visitor centre.
Anti-social activity has been reported in the cemetery and it is
hoped that greater diversification of activities will attract high
footfall across the cemetery to provide natural surveillance.
Improved landscaping, particularly at entrances to the
cemetery at North and South Lodge are proposed, with the
restoration of paths anticipated at around £60k.
Approach to accommodating cycling
Cycling is permitted on the Central Avenue, with access points
at the North Lodge from Old Brompton Road, and South
Lodge on Fulham Road.
Occasional small-scale events are hosted in the cemetery; Dr
Bike maintenance sessions during Bike Week.
Brompton Cemetery has not been assigned as part of the
Central London Cycling Grid. Although the Quietway
proposals (Brompton Cemetery to Exhibition Road) formally
start to the north of the cemetery, at Kempsford Gardens, the
route is anticipated to bring additional cycle traffic through
the cemetery. The Royal Parks will continue to monitor the
impact of cycle traffic on the tranquillity of the cemetery.
A Cycle Hire Docking Station is located nearby on Hortensia
Road. The entrance to the south is clearly signed for

cyclists but the crossing of Fulham Road is no formal crossing
provision, making it difficult for pedestrians and cyclists to
access the cemetery from the south.
Approach to signage
Surface signage in the form of thermoplastic markings on wide
paths and Paragon slabs on narrow paths, are located at path
entrances across the cemetery, to restrict cyclists from using
any of the other paths.
Wayfinding signage for walking and cycling is to be kept to a
minimum and used only at entrances and key decision points.
Approach to maintenance
Brompton Cemetery is managed by The Royal Parks through
the Kensington Gardens management team. Recent cemetery
management has only allowed essential repair and projects
that deal with issues of health and safety. The Cemetery
Business Plan highlights how the funerary plan will be used to
fund visitor facilities and improve maintenance.
Proposed Hardscape Projects
The Royal Parks have recently received funding from Heritage
Lottery Fund and BIG Lottery for the Brompton Cemetery
Conservation Project.
The project looks to improve the setting of the North Lodge
by restoring entrance railings and gates, path surfacing and
planting, and making the southern entrance more welcoming.
The scheme will examine the signage strategy across the
cemetery, with a view towards implementing signage more
consistently as set out in this Guidance.
Pedestrian and cycle crossing improvements have been
identified for the entrance plaza by South Lodge and Fulham
Road. The Royal Parks will work with RB Kensington and
Chelsea to ensure facilities are fit for purpose.

• The Business Plan looks to enhance the
cemetery as a destination where people will
dwell, by increasing the diversity of uses.
• Additional park furniture may need to be
introduced to support this diversification
strategy, which will have maintenance
implications.

• Benches to be provided to enhance accessibility
and provide a resting spot.
Walking & Cycling Technical Design Guidance

At the south end of the site at the junction adjacent to the Chapel, a
white line used to be the only path marking used but now ‘no cycling’
has been introduced to improve compliance.

Key Management Issues as identified in the
Brompton Cemetery Business Plan (2015)

• Securing income for the maintenance of the
cemetery will be sustained through continued
funerary services, café provision, filming and
venue hire.
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The cemetery has a 7.5 metre wide shared use path through the
centre of the site, which passes round the east side of the Chapel.

The gates have granite setts across the width of the threshold,
marking a clear transition into the cemetery. Signage is minimal and
the entrance is free of clutter.
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TECHNICAL DRAWING REFERENCES

Note that additional standard landscape
details can be found in The Royal Parks
Landscape Design Guide (2010)

GLOSSARY
Criteria for Success

p.60

WCTDGdwg01 Raised table uncontrolled crossing (rural option 1)

p.60

WCTDGdwg02 Raised table uncontrolled crossing (rural option 2)

p.61

WCTDGdwg03 Uncontrolled crossing (rural option 3 - no raised table / 2.4-3.4m wide)

p.61

WCTDGdwg04 Uncontrolled crossing (rural option 4 - no raised table / greater than 3.4m wide)

p.62

WCTDGdwg05 Raised table uncontrolled crossing (urban option 1)

p.62

WCTDGdwg06 Typical tactile paving detail

p.63

WCTDGdwg07 Uncontrolled crossing (urban option 2 - no raised table / vehicle access)

A priority list of park users reinforcing the importance of considering a range of user groups, while emphasising
design interventions that support the most vulnerable users.

p.63

WCTDGdwg08 Uncontrolled crossing (urban option 3 - no raised table / central refuge)

Pathway Code of Conduct

p.64

WCTDGdwg09 Controlled crossing standard arrangement

Position statement by The Royal Parks emphasising considerate cycling speeds on off-carriageway shared use paths
(see Appendix C).

p.70

WCTDGdwg10 Gateway design approach

Pedestrian Comfort Level (PCL)

p.72

WCTDGdwg11 Shared use path intersection treatment

p.73

WCTDGdwg12 Cycle stand (rural)

Classification method for defining the extent of crowding a pedestrian experiences on footways, footpaths and / or
crossings. The Pedestrian Comfort Guidance document (TfL, 2010) provides detailed information on the grading
scale for different severities of crowding.

p.74

WCTDGdwg13 Cycle stand (urban)

Penalty Notice for Disorder (PND)

p.76

WCTDGdwg14 Bespoke TRP Surface signage

A type of fixed penalty notice that can be issued for a specified range of minor disorder offences.

p.79

WCTDGdwg15 Bollards (rural)

‘Rural’ character

p.80

WCTDGdwg16 Fingerposts

p.91

WCTDGdwg17 Golden Gravel Topdressing construction

p.92

WCTDGdwg18 Pavement / Carriageway construction

p.93

WCTDGdwg19 Granite setts construction

The Royal Parks contain areas where visitors using different modes of transport come together. This may be roads
shared by motorised vehicles and cyclists as a route of travel, or shared-use paths for cyclists and pedestrians.

p.94

WCTDGdwg20 Horse ride construction

‘Urban’ character

p.95

WCTDGdwg21 Edge restraint construction

The Criteria for Success is a three stage Royal Parks consultation and analysis process for any proposals that look
to formally introduce cycling as a permanent feature on an existing pedestrian only path, or as part of a new path
proposal.

Hardscape / hardscaping

Man-made features within the parkland landscape including footpaths, roads and paved surfaces, as opposed to
softscape elements which comprise horticultural features.

Hierarchy of needs

All Royal Parks are within London and can therefore inherently be considered ‘urban’ parks. However the term
‘rural’ character is applied loosely to any area of a park where there is a specific strategy for both the softscape and
hardscape environment to reflect a naturalistic and rustic approach in the design and layout of materials.

Shared Use Routes

‘Urban’ character is a term loosely applied to any area of a park where there is a specific strategy for both the
softscape and hardscape environment to reflect a formalised design approach relating closely to the wider urban
street character.

Abbreviations
BSI – British Standards Institute

PCSO – Police Community Support Officer

CTC – Cyclist Touring Club

RBG – Royal Borough of Greenwich

DCMS – Department for Culture Media and Sport

RBKC – Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea

DCLG – Department of Communities and Local Government

RCHME – Royal Commission on Historic Monuments in
England

DCSF – Department for Children, Schools and Families
EqIA – Equality Impact Assessment
KPI – Key Performance Indicator
LBRUT – London Borough of Richmond upon Thames

RoSPA – Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents
TfL – Transport for London
TRP – The Royal Parks

LCC – London Cycling Campaign

TRP OCU – The Royal Parks Operational Command Unit
(Metropolitan Police)

PCL – Pedestrian Comfort Level

WCC – Westminster City Council
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Appendix A:
INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE
Key findings
A number of comparable parkland settings from London,
cities across Europe and further afield, have been examined
with a particular focus on cycling provision and the
infrastructure measures that have been implemented to
support walking and cycling.
The reviewed examples have common themes which
contribute to their success. These include:
•

•

•

Provision of wide paths for comfortable sharing: enabling
a sufficiently spacious environment to accommodate
different types of users (cyclists, pedestrians, skaters,
joggers).
Positive attitudes and perceptions towards cycling: creating
a mutual sense of sharing is paramount, where cyclists
do not behave aggressively towards other users and are
therefore not perceived as a threat. This can be achieved
by creating an environment where a wide range of people
of different ages and gender can feel comfortable through
speed calming and considerate cycling.
Clear identification of the space: surface markings which
provide messages to all users indicating the presence of
both pedestrians and cyclists on the path or by integrating
surface texture treatments to remind users that different
transport modes may be using the path.
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•

How it compares: 147 hectares. Approximately the same size
as Hyde Park

•

Number of visitors: estimated to attract 9.3 million visitors per
year

“International Cycling Infrastructure Best Practice Study” (TfL,
2014) concludes that for cycle routes free from motor traffic:

•

Most areas of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park allow for
considerate cycling, except for adjacent to major events
venues.

•

The path network is often in excess of 6metres wide and
can comfortably accommodate the relatively low density of
cycling currently observed across the Park.

•

The routes should be of generous width – typically at
least 3m but may be in excess of 5m, and often provide a
centreline to separate cyclists by direction

•

Shared use routes adjacent to roads includes tactile paving
to differentiate cycle lanes from pedestrian footpaths in
busy areas.

•

Usually fully segregated (between pedestrians and cyclists).
There is often a kerb or verge separating the footway
from the cycle track, and pedestrians treat it as a narrow
carriageway to be crossed

•

A ladder and tramline tactile surface is used to indicate to
people with a visual impairment which side to enter and a
raised, central delineator strip is provided to help people
with a visual impairment keep to the pedestrian side.

•

Well-integrated with the rest of the cycle network with
regular connections to streets and/or other routes, and
linking key origins and destinations

•

Quieter areas within the Park itself and adjacent to the Lea
Navigation have no segregation and are shared use.

•

Eight new Cycle Hire docking stations have recently been
introduced in the Park, expanding the Cycle Hire network
further east and promoting cycling across the Park.

•

The park is level terrain, made up of gravel trails which
are used by pedestrians, runners, joggers, and cyclists. The
priority in this mix is for the pedestrians.

•

The paths in Tiergarten are well-connected to cycle lanes
in Berlin outside the park so people can cycle from the city
centre through the park.

•

Cycling shared use paths are typically 5 metres wide or
greater.

Best practice suggests that a shared use approach is most
successful in areas with low pedestrian flows. This is assessed
in relation to the cycling level of service, which considers how
comfortably and easily a cyclist can move through an area.
This assessment does not consider the impact on pedestrians
and so should not be used in isolation as a measure for design
success when it comes to a park environment.
Evidence from across The Royal Parks suggests that
segregation does improve conditions for cyclists by creating
dedicated space for cycling and encouraging higher cycling
speeds, but that this is counter-productive to The Royal Parks’
pedestrian priority design principles. Pedestrian comfort is
compromised where average cycle speeds exceed 12mph.
As outlined in best practice guidance, a shared use approach
in busy pedestrian areas will not necessarily create a high
quality cycling environment as defined by street design
principles; however it will preserve the integrity of the path as
a comfortable place for pedestrians to walk, and a safe place
for cyclists to cycle, which remains the priorities of The Royal
Parks.
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Queen ELIZABETH Olympic Park, London

Tiergarten, Berlin
•

How it compares: 342 hectares. Almost 3 times the size of
Hyde Park.

•

Number of visitors :The zoo in Tiergarten alone receives 3
million visitors per year.
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Vondelpark, Amsterdam
•

How it compares: 47 hectares. Same length as Hyde Park but
narrower; and one third its area

•

Number of visitors : 10 million visitors a year

Stanley Park,Vancouver
•

Provides a route for bicycles and is not just a leisure facility

•

•

The park caters for all (young, old, families, businessmen
and women) rather than being limited to sports cycling

How it compares: 405 hectares. Almost 3 times the size of
Hyde Park.

•

Number of visitors : 8 million visitors a year

•

It is well-connected to wider routes and is therefore
frequently used as part of a continuous commuter route

•

The paths are wide, often around 10m, and minimise
conflict between large numbers of people cycling and other
people who are walking

•

•

Pedestrians and cyclists use a path parallel to a threelane route through Stanley Park. This will be improved by
installing new dedicated bike lanes and widened pedestrian
pathways.

•

Roadside cable fencing will be installed to prevent cyclists
and pedestrians from falling into the roadway.

•

Improved signage on both sides of the road will help direct
cyclists.

•

On the drives that circle the park, cyclists must ride in a
counter-clockwise direction. Pedestrians always have the right of
way and at crosswalks, cyclists should slow down, yield, and then
proceed cautiously. Cyclists must use the outer half of the lane
when the drives are open to cars and they must stay out of the
recreation lane when it’s closed to cars.

•

Cycling is prohibited on all pedestrian paths except two shared
paths at 96th St and W. 106th-108th St. On these paths as well,
cyclists are expected to ride slowly and yield to pedestrians.

It took over 20 years of conflicts between pedestrians and
cyclists and on-going public debate before the right to cycle
in the park was confirmed. The implicit rules followed require
slower pedestrians to keep right to the sides of the avenues,
whilst faster traffic (skaters and pedestrians) use the middle
area.
57% of residents in Amsterdam use their bike on a daily basis
(Iamsterdam, 2014a); 18% of Londoners cycle frequently or
occasionally (TfL, 2012).

Yoyogi and Ueno Parks,Tokyo

•

The cycling path in Yoyogi Park has a marking on which
reads “speedo otose” meaning “slow down”.

Central Park, New York

•

How it compares: 58 hectares. Approximately one third the size
of Hyde Park

•

Emphasises the issue of using language and not icons in
communicating messages to cyclists.

•

How it compares: 341 hectares. Almost 3 times the size of
Hyde Park.

•

Number of visitors : over 10 million visitors each year

•

Ueno Park is an open expanse with a network of wide
paths for cyclists, pedestrians, joggers, and skaters to use.

•

Number of visitors: Around 42 million visitors per year.

•

Bike rental is provided in the parks supporting leisure
cycling.
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Appendix B:
Christchurch Cycle Design Guidelines

Walking Routes in the PARKS

Local Cycleways/Parks/shared paths

Several long distance walking routes are marked within The Royal Parks including:
•

Shared path widths need to cater for current and future
cycle and pedestrian peak volumes. On these types of
cycleways where volumes are low a wide shared path
without separation is appropriate and a painted line is
adequate.

•

Either side of the shared path should be clear of obstacles
to allow for overtaking.

•

The design of the shared path should take into account the
expected speed of cyclists using the path.

•

The design should clearly point out to the other path users
by providing good markings with messages to indicate the
presence of both pedestrians and cyclists. Surface texture
treatments can also be used to raise awareness of other
users and enhance safety.

Hyde Park
• The Jubilee Greenway
•

Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Walk

Kensington Gardens
• The Jubilee Greenway
•

Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Walk

St. James’s Park
• The Jubilee Walkway
•

Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Walk

The Green Park
• The Jubilee Greenway
•

Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Walk

Greenwich Park
• The Jubilee Greenway
The Regent’s Park & Primrose Hill
• The Jubilee Greenway
Major cycleways/parks/shared paths:

•

They need to be as wide as possible and cater for current
and future cycle and pedestrian peak-time volumes.

•

Higher volumes warrant the need for a separation of
pedestrians and cyclists. Separation can be installed or
achieved by a landscaped area or even a contrasting surface
texture separating the cycle and pedestrian paths.

•
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Either side of the shared path should be clear of obstacles
to allow for overtaking.

•

Surface types need to be smooth while retaining traction.
Smooth sealed paths are preferred.

•

The design should clearly point out to the other path users
by providing good markings with messages to indicate the
presence of both pedestrians and cyclists. Surface texture
treatments can also be used to raise awareness of other
users and enhance safety.

Richmond Park
• Beverly Brook Walk
•

Tamsin Trail (walking and cycling)

•

Capital Ring

Bushy Park
• The Outer London Loop
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Appendix C:
PATHWAY CODE OF CONDUCT
(2015)

The Royal ParksD:
Visitor Counts: Maps
Appendix
Bushy Park
PEDESTRIAN
& CYCLIST
gate
(2014)
A total counts
of 12 cameras were
installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around Bushy Park. These
were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky High Count On
BUSHY
PARK
Us.

In 2006 the Pathway Code of Conduct was drawn up to
help visitors understand the status of the paths in the parks
and encourage all visitors to consider others. This has been
promoted each year with the Considerate Cycling campaign
which involves activity twice a year coinciding with National
Bike Week, Skyride and Park Bike Week in autumn. The Park
Bike Week is promoted by the Metropolitan police to advise
cyclists of being visible in the winter months with appropriate
lighting, bells and visible cycling attire. The information on the
Pathway Code of Conduct and Considerate Cycling activities
are on The Royal Parks website and notice boards.
Part of the challenge of designing walking and cycling
infrastructure is to instill an innate appreciation of the Pathway
Code of Conduct in all users, so that considerate behaviour is
regulated by good design.

Be Considerate

Stay on track

Pedestrians have priority over all other users of pathways, even
in areas designated and marked for other purposes. Cyclists
are asked to use designated pathways and roads considerately,
especially when passing. Cyclists are requested to give space
to others to allow them to pass safely.

Cyclists need to be considerate of wildlife, keeping to
designated cycle paths, particularly in Bushy Park and
Richmond Park. Off-track cycling is not allowed in the parks.

Be Safe
Cyclists should adhere to all pathway and road markings
and signage. Cyclists are only to cycle on designated cycle
paths. The Royal Parks recommend wearing British Standard
approved protective equipment. Speed limits should always be
observed - which may be as low as 5mph in places.
Pathways in The Royal Parks are not suitable for fast travel;
cyclists in a hurry are recommended to use other routes.
Cyclists should stay alert on the roads and to remember
that there will be motorists. There are a number of roads
designated for Park vehicles - cyclists may only use these roads
if they are designated cycle routes.

Cyclists
•

Ring bell twice to warn others considerately

•

Pass people slowly

•

Give space to pedestrians

•

Keep to cycle paths

Pedestrians
•

Give cyclists space

•

Be polite to cyclists

Gates not covered
Laurel Road Gate
Blandford Road Gate Pedestrians / cyclists
Bushy Park
Coleshill Road Gate
Peds
SheafCamera
Gate
1
Cyclists
Sandy Lane Gate
Peds
Camera
2
Church
Grove
Gate
Cyclists
Barrack Gate
Peds
Camera 3

Appropriate use of a bell and/or wearing high visibility clothing
will help others be aware of your presence. Cyclists are
reminded to be mindful that some park visitors may have a
visual or hearing impairment. British Standard approved lights
should be used in low visibility conditions.

Camera 5

Camera 7

Camera 8

Be polite
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Tuesday 02 September 2014
12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA

243

165

171

189

18

45

3

0

1068

606

Cyclists

918

417

Peds

351

162

Cyclists

168

123

Peds

717

432

Cyclists

234

219

Peds

999

876

Cyclists

144

123

Peds

Market & Opinion Research International Limited
Registered Address:
79-81 Borough
Road
Camera 9
London SE1 1FY – UK
Registered in England and Wales No 948470
Camera 10

Cyclists are reminded to thank other park visitors who allow
them to pass and to give way to others to allow them to pass
safely.

12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA

*Camera 10 was used for the vehicle
occupancy count, with
10, 11
Peds
222 vehicle counts from cameras
147
Camera 4
Cyclists
and 12 used to calculate the overall
vehicles counts.
99
90

Camera 6

Be seen and heard

Sunday 31 August 2014

Cyclists
Peds

Camera 12

51
483
414
3

606
891

5
846

Vehicles

1452
1284

1523
1119

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)

2093

2014

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)

INTERNAL USE ONLY

192

372

Cyclists
Vehicles

Vehicles
Camera 11

Located at:
291
79-81 Borough Road
24
London SE1 1FY – UK
Phone: +44 (0)20 7347816
3000
Fax:
+44 (0)20 7347927
3800
http://www.ipsos-mori.com
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Greenwich Park

Green Park
A total of 12 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around Green Park. These
were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky High Count On
Us. All gates were covered with cameras.

THE GREEN Park

A total of 9 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around Greenwich Park.
These were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky High
Count On Us.

Greenwich Park

ROYAL
OBSERVATORY

Green Park

Pedestrians / cyclists
Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 5
Camera 6
Camera 7
Camera 8
Camera 9
Camera 10
Camera 11
Camera 12

Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014

12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA 12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA
7641
5076
1461
2283
2100
1995
78
132
651
729
3
0
588
969
3
0
1155
1161
12
36
1131
1362
9
33
5766
8397
0
0
7182
8400
60
66
417
1362
0
15
4731
6393
69
42
8550
7431
330
1080
2139
2232
63
51

7
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Tuesday 02 September 2014

Gates not covered
Park Row Gate
Chesterfield Gate
Croom’s Hill Gate
King George Gate
Circus
Gate
Greenwich
Park
Camera 1
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 5
Camera 6
Camera 7
Camera 8

Pedestrians / cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014
12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA
2826
408
9834
417
6039
36
1209
30
282
3
1953
150
1128
48

Tuesday 02 September 2014
12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA
834
360
4329
663
2796
3
477
33
162
6
1086
156
507
15

2
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A total of 34 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around Hyde Park. These
were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky High Count On
Us.

A total of 17 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around Kensington
Gardens. These were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky
High Count On Us.

HYDE PARK

KENSINGTON GARDENS

Hyde Park

Pedestrians / cyclists

Camera
1 covered
Gates
not
Marble
Arch
Gate
Camera
3
Rutland
Gate
Camera 4
Camera 5
Camera 6
Camera 7
Camera 8
Camera 9
Camera 10
Camera 11
Camera 12
Camera 13
Camera 14
Camera 15
Camera 16
Camera 17
Camera 18
Camera 19
Camera 20
Camera 21
Camera 22
Camera 23
Camera 24
Camera 25
Camera 26
Camera 27
Camera 28
Camera 29
Camera 30
Camera 31
Camera 32
Camera 33
Camera 34
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Kensington Gardens
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Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014
12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA
8805
402
927
21
570
6
1296
369
765
15
498
0
561
39
291
9
63
0
1941
735
2916
132
1017
129
249
6
729
99
3114
384
1983
105
39
12
534
9
78
6
561
60
3 339
15
423
3
4416
153
228
21
246
9
4497
864
2769
1089
729
39
78
9
33
0
672
129
1494
207
2325
330

Tuesday 02 September 2014
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3666
684
474
27
315
15
1287
1521
510
9
378
0
660
60
243
9
66
0
642
1644
1815
105
705
72
186
0
438
42
1962
426
1284
78
6
0
531
12
108
0
255
18
444
0
159
12
2013
45
177
66
102
0
2115
456
1488
1524
462
3
51
0
9
0
543
603
1206
552
1512
714

Gates not covered
Inverness Gate

Kensington Gardens

Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 5
Camera 6
Camera 7
Camera 8
Camera 9
Camera 10
Camera 11
Camera 12
Camera 13
Camera 14
Camera 15
Camera 16
Camera 17

Pedestrians / cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014

Tuesday 02 September 2014

12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA 12 HR DAY PROJECTION BY CAMERA
2001
1005
21
21
1236
669
30
3
1056
606
18
21
4269
3045
78
72
738
480
54
15
1581
870
39
33
3225
1857
156
15
2850
1722
765
1617
4581
2196
30
21
1929
1416
510
819
150
105
30
9
3357
2421
561
531
615
690
27
18
4305
2967
57
24
3153
2097
4
411
639
2523
1587
93
33
5049
3492
915
1131
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The Regent’s Park

Richmond Park

A total of 16 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around The Regent’s Park.
These were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky High
Count On Us. All gates were covered with cameras.

A total of 17 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around Kensington
Gardens. These were determined by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky
High Count On Us. All gates were covered with cameras.

THE REGENT’S Park

The Regent's Park

Pedestrians / cyclists

Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 2.1
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 5
Camera 6
Camera 7
Camera 8
Camera 8.1
Camera 9
Camera 10
Camera 11
Camera 12
Camera 13
Camera 14
Camera 15
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Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014
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2148
27
2436
33
1584
33
3336
261
120
0
3909
147
1095
42
1671
39
345
36
1848
102
2709
114
11757
243
2346
87
150
9
357
33
459
321
711
8
12
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2607
36
1344
30
1212
12
2448
186
108
0
2703
102
945
3
1068
3
1149
9
1038
12
1245
48
6012
198
1449
39
45
3
336
0
231
303
681
27

RICHMOND Park

Richmond Park
Camera 1

Pedestrians / cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Cyclists

Camera 2

Vehicles
Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Vehicles

Camera 3

Camera 4

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Peds
Cyclists
Vehicles

Camera 5

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Vehicles

Camera 6

Camera 7
Camera 8
Camera 9

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Vehicles

Camera 10

Camera 11
Camera 12
Camera 13
Camera 14

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Vehicles

Camera 15

Camera 16
Camera 17

Total vehicle passengers
(based on average occupancy of 1.63)
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014

Tuesday 02 September 2014
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870
594
2424
1419
1485
81
1008
279
1643
840

502
609

1369
1482
591
822

1096
336
315
324

1340
336

583
243

548
1239
1695
1005
231
777
1200
1614

437
759
654
363
84
276
540
1128

2631
2058
1386
1419
249
477
81
99
24
678

2030
630
564
705
102
264
36
72
6
315

1105
513
69
1596
5
834

567
291
21
645
420
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St. James’s Park
A total of 11 cameras were installed at the busiest gates and car parks in and around St James’s Park.

were determined
by the local Park Manager and reconnaissance work conducted by Sky High
ST These
JAMES’S
Park
Count On Us. All gates were covered with cameras.

St James's Park

Pedestrians / cyclists

Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 5
Camera 6
Camera 7
Camera 8
Camera 9
Camera 10
Camera 11

Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists
Peds
Cyclists

Sunday 31 August 2014
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4818
5628
138
102
5634
5793
1113
2670
2901
4158
3
27
2028
2613
18
24
699
696
3
12
348
1932
9
6
3513
5214
39
159
3912
3423
657
1998
15513
14820
30
69
2172
1518
225
693
3327
3675
81
288

FEEDBACK
If you have any comments or would like to provide feedback,
please contact:
cycle@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk
The Royal Parks
Old Police House
Hyde Park
London W2 2UH
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